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ABSTRACT 

This thesis presents an updated study of the social world of 

the mental patient as he/she subjectively experiences it within a Can

adian psychiatric setting. Adopting a symbolic interactionist perspec

tive, specifically a labelling approach to the study of mental illness, 

this thesis examines the 'moral career' of the mental patient. Objec

tively, this study focuses on some of the proCesses by which an indi

vidual is segregated, labelled, and subsequently treated as mentally ill. 

Subjectively, this research examines the manner in vmich an individual's 

self-identity is transformed upon hospitalization through various strip

ping procedures, and how he/she, through institutional processing, is 

forced to adopt a new definition of self as 'mentally ill'--a social 

identity that may subsequently lead to the person's stigmatization by 

society. The fi~dings, in suppo~t of p~e~ou~ r_e_s~ar~! ipdj.gCl,ted 1:.ha:~ 

during the pre-patient phase of their moral careers individuals often 

undergo experiences which they conceive as alienating and treacherous 

in nature. Moreover, thi.s study also found that although in-patients 

are subjected to more 'humane' treatment than in the past, they are 

still subjected to various institutional procedures which serve to strip 

the person of his/her former identity and force • the person to adopt this 

new identity of mental patient. Although this study is restricted to the 

general and exploratory level, it provides a contribution to our under-
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standing of the processes and consequences of institutionalization on 

the self-images and identities of mental patients and toward the for

mulation of a comprehensive sociological theory of mental illness in 

general. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

I NI'RODUCT ION 

Who can tell when health ends and disease begins? 
When disease is found to have shed its blighting in-
fluence over the system, is it pOssible, after establish-
ing the fact, to decide what amount or kind is necessary 
to occasion aberration of mind, and when this amount or 
quality is developed? When developed, does it at once 
manifest its baleful influence upon the brain, by pro-
ducing insanity; or does it not rather brood over the 
delicate organ of the mind, and gradually fulfill its 
dread commission? When again the mind begins to totter, 
and reason to sit insecurely upon her throne, do the 
friends and acquaintances of the unhappy sufferer recog-
nize these first monitions? Or do they not rather behold-
if indeed they observe any thing--a simple change of habit, 
slightly perverted moral feelings, or trifling eccentricities 
of character? (Esquirol, 1845, in Goshen, 1967:316). 

The study of insanity has been approached from a variety of 

perspectives. TraditionallY , PsYchia.trists ana psyCliolo ~sts, ad:vo

cating a medical model stance have conceptualized mental disorders 

as disease entities located within the individual. Adopting an ob-

jective theoretical and nosological classification scheme, such per-

sons have focused on the examination, classification, etiology and 

treatment of observable pathological behaviour of the patient. In 

short, in this perspective mental disorders are comprehended from 

an objective point of view and trea.ted in a manner similar to other 

illnesses 0 Man is conceived as a 'diseased' psychological or physio-
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logical entity-no attempt is made to understand the world of the 

mental patient from his/her perspective (e.g. Siegler and Osmond, 

1974; Lewis, 1967; and Whybrow, 1972). 

In reaction against the premise that mental disorders are 

intrinsic defects located within the individual, sociologists and 

social psychologists developed an alternative conceptual framework 

that places emphasis on the social aspects of mental illness. Con-

ceiving of mental illness as subjectively problematic, proponents of 

this perspective examine the social processes by which an individual 

comes to be labelled and treated as mentally ill, and how such a def-

inition impinges upon the actor (e.g. Gcffman, 1961; Kutner, 1962; 

Mechanic, 1962; Sampson, et al., 1955; and Scheff, 1964, 1966, 1967, 

1975). The majority of these sociological studies on mental patients 

tutional life and ideology are not static, but rather dynamic in 

nature; therefore, it is useful to re-examine the social world of 

the mental patient as he/She subjectively experiences it in the 1980t s. 

Moreover, these previous studies were conducted primarily in American 

psychiatric facilities. Up to this point, little research has been 

conducted on mental patients in Canadian psychiatric institutions.
l 

The purpose of this thesis, then, is to present an upiated 
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* study of the social world of the mental patient a.s he/she subjectively 

experiences it within a Canadian psychiatric setting. Adopting a s~ 

bolic interactionist perspective, specifically a labelling approach to 

the study of mental illness, this thesis examines the 'moral career,2 

of the mental patient. Objectively, this study focuses on some of the 

processes by which an individual is set apart, labelled, and subsequent-

ly treated as mentally ill. Subjectively, this study focuses on the 

manner in which an individual's self-identity is transformed upon 

hospitalization through various stripping procedures, and how he/She, 

through institutional processing, is forced to adopt a new definition 

of self as 'mentaL4v ill'--a social identity that may subsequently lead 

to hiS/her stigmatization by society. 

The theoretical focus of this research is thre~rold. First, it 

examines the pre-patient phase of the mental patient's career-the social 

conditions upon which an individual is adjudged to be 'mentally ill' and 

is ~e~~e~ated _frolIl th~ c()lIUIll!ni~Y, and the (~9!r~S~!l<!i!lg react~sm_of the 

person so adjudged. 

* For the purposes of this study, the term 'mental patient' is defined 
strictly in the sociological sense. Specifically, this term refers 
to individuals who possess any of the conditions described in the 
Canadian Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual. 
In this perspective, the psychiatric conception of mental illness is 
important only to the extent that this view transforms a person's social 
fate. Thus:,. for the purposes of this thesis, anyone who has been ad
mitted into a mental hospital shall be included in the category, 'men
tal patient.' While one cannot discount that mental patients differ 
in terms of the type and severity of illness, during the processes of 
admission, institutionalization, and discharge these individuals under
go similar social experiences. It is these social experiences that 
are the central focus of the study. 
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The second theoretical concern of this study is to focus on the 

in-patient phase in the career of the mental patient. Specifically, 

this research explores the various admission procedures to which the 

patient is subjected upon institutionalization, and how such processes 

serve to strip the individual of his/her present identity. Moreover, 

this study focuses on the institution's 'privilege system'--the chief 

context \vithin which the patient is forced to adopt a new definition of 

self as 'mentally ill a t 

Thirdly, this study focuses on the ex-patient phase in the men-

tal patient's career. Specifically, this research examines the problems 

ex-patients face in attempting to rebuild a more positive identity due 

to the w~despread negative societal attitudes to~-rd individuals of their 

kind, and the various mechanisms such post-patients develop in order to 

mitigate the stigma :p:>tential of mental illness on their daily round. 

As with most research, the present study does suffer from cer-

tain limitations. In order to gather data on patient social life, strict 

statistical measurements or controls were not employed. Rather, descrip-

tive data were gathered on the nature of patient social life through the 

employment of participant observation and informal interviewing techniques. 

Although this thesis is restricted to the general and exploratory 

level, it provides a contribution to our knowledge concerning the processes 

and consequences of institutionalization on the self-images and identities 

of mental patients. 

Working from the fundamental premise that self is constituted in 

the context of social interaction, Chapter Two of this thesis outlines 
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the theoretical framework underlying the present research. The basic 

tenets of the symbolic interactionist perspective and the labelling 

theory of deviant behaviour are presented as a basis for interpreting 

the data. Chapter Three presents a review of the existing literature on 

mental patients, mental institutions and mental illness in general, with 

specific focus on the four major models of madness and the model adopted 

for the present research study. Chapter Four discusses the methodological 

orientation of the study, the research settings and sample employed, followed 

by a description of the researcher's experiences in gaining accessibility 

into the settings, and the subsequent data collection experiences with 

the patients. Chapters Five, Six and Seven present a discussion of the 

empirical data concerning the three stages in the career of the mental 

patient. Chapter Eight provides a summary of the findings and discusses 

the overall implications of the thesis and suggestions for future research. 
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FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER ONE 

1 Hathaway's (1980) research is one recent notable exception. 

2 Following Gorfman (1961:128), the .. term 'moral career' shall 
refer to: tithe regular sequence of changes that career entails 
in the person's self and in his framework ot imagery tor judging 
himself and otherse" 



CHAPTER TWO 

THEORETICAL ORIE~1l' ATION 

This chapter serves to introduce the reader to the theoretical 

framework underlying the present investigation. Specifically, this 

chapter discusses the following: 

(1) the underlying assumptions of symbolic interactionism; 

(2) the basic concepts of this theory such as, meaning, sym-
bol, mind, role-taking, self, generalized other and society-
concepts which are utilized in the present study; 

J3) _th~ ~inJ:,enej,~of_]..ab~lliM- theocr-... ~ ~h~!"Z ()l_dev.i.~t_ 
behaviour that is rooted. in the Meadian interactionist 
tradition and has subsequent importance for this research. 

The theoretical perspective employed. in this research stems 

primarily from the works of George Herbert Mead.
1 

Examination of Mead-
<--------_~.-.-.--.-------------- 2 

ian theory- reveals that it is based. on six basic fundamental assumptions: 

1. Man lives in a symbolic world of' learned meanings. The 
objective world with its independent laws has no meaning 
for man; rather, subjective reality has prime importance 
for him. For Mead, reality is mediated through symbols. 

7 



2. l-ieanings are dari ved from symbols which arise in the social 
process and are universal. 

3. Symbols have motivational significance. The definition of 
the situation aids in determining how an individual will 
behave. In this sense then, symbols are themselves motives. 

4e Mind is a functional, volitional, purposive sensory process 
which sustains life by serving the organism in response to 
the environment. Mind emerges out of the social process and 
is wholly social in character. 

5. If the world of objects is mediated through symbols, then 
other objects can oru.y be experienced in this same way. 
Self is constructed from meanings that arise in symbolic 
interaction. That is, self is a l~~guistic construct that 
is derived from the social process. 

6. Society is a linguistic or symbolic construct that arises 
out of the social process, (Rose, 1962:3-20). 

A fundamental assumption of symbolic interactionism is that 

human!Lliy~ in a.w~rlii of_ maaningsA T~e-Y' respom to_ objacts_ and ~VjIDts 

on the basis of the meanings they have attributed to them. For Mead 

(1934:S5), meanings of events are not static or inflexible in nature for 

if this were the case, social change would be impossible. Neither are 

the- Meanings of objects and events merely bestowed upon the individual 

and learned by habituation. Rather, meanings of events and objects can 

be cha..~ged through theC'reati ve acts of individuals and the individual may 

influence the numerous meanings that form his culture as well as being 

influenced by these meanings himself. Meanings then, are social products 

that are formed through the defining activities of people as they interact 

with one another: 
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The universe of discourse is constituted by a group of 
individuals carrying on and participating in a common 
social process of experience and behavior, within which 
these gestures 01' symbols have the same or common meanings 
for all members of that group, whether they make them or 
address them to other individuals, or whether they overtly 
respond to them as made or addressed to them by other indi
viduals. A universe of discourse is simply a system of 
common or social meanings (Mead, 1934:89-90). 

These culturally-shared meanings which arise from an inter-

pretive process sheds light on the collective character of the process. 

Although one can advance the argument that an individual has the abil-

ity to engage in this interpretive process alone, through thinking, 

however , individual thought is not the origin of sociilly-shared def-

initions. Mead contends that thinking is made possible through inter-

action ~~th others. In this sense, thinking is really a social activity. 

Therefore, meanings of objects and events are shared in a double sense: 

not only do pepple hold common meanings but they also participate col

lecti vely in creating them. 

Further, these shared meanings which have arisen through social 

interaction aid in determining the behaviour of individuals. In this 

sense, symbols may be said to have motivational significance. For ex-

ample, if we define an object as a chair, by virtue of this definition 

determines how we will act toward it. That is, we know that a chair is 

used to sit upon and not to place one's dishes upon. For Mead then, 

symbols are motives. 3 

Explicit in Mead's theory is the notion that individuals are self-

conscious beings; they possess selves and minds which although absent 
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at birth, emerge as a result of the individual's participation in the 

social world. 

In terms of the nature of mind, Mead states that the mind is a 

unique human characteristic which arises in the evolutionary process when 

the impulsive behaviour of the individual is hindered as he attempts to 

adapt to his environment. Mind, for Mead develops out of the non-mental 

behavioux of pre-human biological forms~ 

Mead contends that the lower animals respond to the environment 

but are neither able to understand factors that affect their behaviour, 

nor are they able to conceive of alternative behaviours. In contrast 

however, humans are able to select out and indicate to themselves and 

others the meal"..ings of certain environmental features to wilich they 

are responding. In this sense, individuals are able to achieve control 

over the stimuli to which they wish to respond: 

M€l'lta1-itY' simp~y -eomesin when theorgan:tsnr is able t.o 
point out meanings to others and itself •• ~Menta1ity 
resides in the ability of the organism to 'indicate that 
in the environment which answers to his responses, so 
that he can control those responses in various ways ••• 
Mentality in our approach simply comes in when the 
organism is able to point out meanings to others and to 
himself (Mead, 1934:132). 

For Mead, mind is the mechanism of control over meaning. It is a 

process that functions to serve the needs of individuals in their envir-

onmental adjustments. 

Mead conceives of mind not as a substance but as a social product 

that emerges out of the social process and is made possible by meanings 
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and symbols which are social in character. This is rendered possible 

through language~ Head asserts that only when an individual has acquired. 

a self and is able to use significant symbols is he able to exercise mind 

in relation to certain objects. Thus, in this sense social consciousness 
4 

is historically prior to phsycial consciousness. Mind and social conscious-

ness emerge when gestures stimulate implicitly in the actor the same re-

sponse as in others explicitly. 

Just as mind is a social product that arises through interaction 

with others, Mead conceives of self in a similar manner. Specifically', he 

asserts that self is not initially present at birth; it develops in the 

social process and undergoes continual development through the life of the 

individual. Mead contends that self is not wholly impregnated in society 

for once it has arisen, it is able to provide social experience for itself. 

Thus, while the self can be regarded. as a social structure, it is also a 

process within the larger, ongoing social structure: 

The self has a character which is different from that of 
the physiological organism proper. The self is something 
which has a development; it is not initially there at birth 
but arises in the process of social experience and activity, 
that is, develops in the given individual as a result of his 
relations to that process as a whole and to other individuals 
within that process ••• The self ••• is essentially a social struc
ture, and it arises in social experience. Atter a self has 
arisen, it in a certain sense provides for itself its social 
a~periences, and so we can conceive of an absolutely solitary 
self (Mead, 1964:199; 204). 

For Mead, the distinctive nature of the self is fou.~d L~ the 

ability of the individual to be an object unto itself. Mead (1934:150) 
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contends that an individual has the ability to be both subject and object 

by 'taking the role of the other': 

The individual experiences himself as such, not directly, but 
only indirectly from the particular standpoints of other in-
di vidual members of the same social group, or from the general
ized standpoint of the social group as a "mole to which he be
longs. For he enters his own experience as a self or individual, 
not by becoming a subject to himself but only in so far as he 
first becomes an object to himself just as other individuals 
are objects to him or his experience; and he becomes an object 
toward himself only by taking the at ti tude of other individuals 
toward himself within a social environment or context of exper
ience and behavior in which both he and they are involved 
(Mead, 1934:138). 

For Mead then, consciousness of self occurs when the individual is able 

to take the organized attitudes of others toward himself. Specifically~ 

consciousness of self occurs through a type of communication utilized by 

what Mead (1934:67) refers to as 'significant symbo1st-gestures that 

st:Wtllate implicitl.y' in oneself the same response that they stimulate 

explicitly in others. In short, self is conceived of as a social pro-

duct that is made possible by language. One develops a self and becomes 

conscious of his self by applying words and meanings to his being that 

he obtains from society. Thus, self is conceived as a symbolic or linguistic 

construct that arises through social interaction: 

It is in the social process itself that is responsible for 
the appearance of the self; it is not there a8 a self apart 
from this type of experience (Mead, 1934:40). 

Having outlined the general nature of the social self, this 

f , 
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discussion will now briefly examine the conditions within which self or-

iginates and develops. As was previously stated, individuals are born 

into the world without a self. Self is a product of social interaction, 

which during the early stages of one's life is unconscious. In terms 

of a newborn baby, his needs such as food and shelter are met within a 

social context. Mother and baby interact with one another but only 

at a biosocial level. In this sense, the child is merely engaging in 

unconscious social behaviour or what Mead (1934:167) refers to as a 

'conversation of gestures.' Self evolves as a result of this uncon-

scious behaviour. As a child gets older, he is able to take the atti-

tudes of others toward himslef. Significant symbols and language emerge 

when the child is able to complete an inhibited action on the level of 

his imagination. Whereas consciousness and meaning arise out of uncon-

scious communication within interaction, it is in this same process that 

self arises. Through this process, the individual is able to take the 
- --

role of the other. In short then, explicit in Meadian theory is the 

idea that consciousness, meaning, self and facility with significant 

symbols are merely different phases of the same process. 

In his discussion of the genesis of the self, Mead distinguishes 

between two stages: the play stage and the game stage. Genesis of the 

self involves the individual gaining the capacity to order experience in 

terms of social roles. That is, in the early stage of development (the 

play stage), the child 'plays at' being various people. For example, he 

plays at being father, policeman, teacher, etc. At this point, the child 

takes the role of particular others. It is through this play stage that 
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the child gains facility in organizing the attitudes of others in terms 

of social roles. 

Not only must the individual learn to take the particular at ti-

tudes of individuals separately, but he must also learn to take the 

attitudes of the organized society collectively, or what Mead (1964:219) 

refers to as the 'generalized other.' This phase, which is termed by 

Mead as the 'game stage' may be likened to the game of baseball: 

The fundamental difference between the game and play is 
that in the latter the child must have the attitude of 
the other players in that game. The attitudes of the 
other players which the participant assumes organize 
into a sort of unit, and it is that organization which 
controls the response of the individual (Mead, 1964:218). 

In the game stage, the individual is placed in situations where he is 

forced to take on a number of social roles at the same time--he is 

forced to respond to the expectations of many individuals at once. In 

the game of baseball for example, the person has to visualize the atti-

tudes and expectations of the entire team as over against the particular 

social roles. In this context, he must learn to abstract a general role 

out of particular roles--a generalized other that represents the organ-

ization of the entire social group. Only when the individual is able 

to take the attitudes of the generalized other toward himself is he able 

to possess a fully-d'oveloped self: 

In the play stage, the individual's self is consti
tuted simply by an organization of the particular 
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attitudes of other individuals toward himself and toward 
one another in the specific social acts in which he parti
cipates with them. But at the second stage in the full 
development of the individual's self, that self is con
stituted not only by an organization of these particular 
individual attitudes, but also by an organization of the 
social attitudes of the generalized other or social group 
as a whole to which he belongs. These social or group 
attitudes are brought within the individual's field of 
direct experience and are included as elements in the 
structure or constitution of his self, in the same way 
that the attitudes of particular other individuals are. ~. 
So the self reaches its fullest development by organizing 
these individual attitudes of others into the organized 
social or group attitudes, ar~ by thus becoming an indi
Vidual reflection of the general systematic pattern of social 
or group behavior in which it and its others all are in
volved •••• (Mead, 1964:222). 

At this point, it is worthy to make brief mention of the phases 

of self as distinguished by Mead. Explicit in Mead's theory is the 

notion that self is not merely an importation of the organized set of 

attitudes of others. In the self, there is involved a response of the 

person whose self -it -is~- Mead.----distinguished. between 'the 'I! and the 

'me', the former representing the response of the individual to the 

organized attitudes of others, and the latter representing the indi

vidual's importation of the generalized attitudes of the community. 

These two phases are parts of the self that evolve in symbolic com-

munication: 

The 'I' is the response of the organism to the atti
tudes of the others; the 'me' is the organized set of 
attitudes of others which one himself assumes. The 
attitudes of the others constitute the or~anized 'me.' 
and then one reacts toward that as an '1'- (Mead, 1964:230). 
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For Mead then, self is conceived of as a process that moves in and out 

of these two phases. The 'me' represents a reflection of the existing 

social process; it allows the individual to orient his behaviour toward 

the organized attitudes of the community. The 'I' represents the sub-

jective aspect of social life; it symbolizes the unpredictable, illusive 

aspects of the individual, what Mead (l934:117) terms as the 'fictitious 

It and provides the basis for novelty. 

Although the 'I' and the 'me' appear in experience as distinct 

and separate characteristics of the individual, it is apparent that they 

are really parts of a single entity. With reference to these phases, 

Mead points out that self is incapable of appearing in consciousness as 

an 'I' but can only do so as a 'me. t To quote Head: 

Such an 'I' is a presupposition, but never a presentation 
of conscious experience, for the moment it is presented 
it has passed into the oQjective case, presuming, if you 
11 ":.::" ~n 9I' that r.~ ""~rv~s-but an 'It that can disclose 
himself 01".:;7 ::;:1' ;:.~,:;.;.,i.i:1g to De the subject for whom the 
object 'me' exists (1913:374). 

Just as mind and self were conceived by Mead as being symbolic 

or linguistic constructs that arise in social interaction, it logically 

follows that he viewed society in the same manner. 

For Mead, society is a process in which mind and self emerge 

and change. Humans participate in two qualitatively different social 

processes: the biosocial and the symbolic, the symbolic emerging out 

of the biosocial: 

The behavior of all living organisms has a basically social 
aspect: the fundamental biological or physiological impulses 
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and needs which lie at the basis of all such behavior-
especially those of hunger and sex, those connected with 
nutrition and reproduction--are impulses arA needs which, 
in t.he broa.dest sense, are social in character or have 
social implications since they involve or require social 
situations and relations for their satisfaction by any 
given individual organism and they thus constitute the 
foundation of all types or forms of social behavior, how
ever simple or complex, crude or highly organized, rudi
mentary or well developed (1934:227-228). 

Mead contends that human symbolic interaction arises out of this 

simple social int~raction involving organisms. It is out of this 

symbolic interactiotl that mind, self and society evolve. 

In each social process, be it either biosocial or symbolic, the 

fundamental unit is the act, and society may be conceived of as a co or-

dinated series of actions. For Mead, human societies are structured with 

regard to the generalized attitudes of others--attitudes that dictate 

similar responses. An institution, in Mead's view, is comprised of a 

grouping of such common responses. It follows then that society is co~ 

priB~of theseinstitut~ons; r-n sUm, society is -viewed as an arrange-

ment of the generalized attitudes of others. 

While Mead conceives of society as a process that evolves through 

time, he al~o possesses a similar conception of social structure (Hornosty, 

1980: see 3.4). In contrast to Durkheim who argues that society is sui gen-

eris in na.ture, Mead in his theory attempts to eXplain individual actions 

in their relation to society. 1-{ead (1934: 7) asserts: 

For social psychology, the whole (society) is prior to the 
part (the indiv--1dual), not the part to the whole; and the 
part is explained in terms of the whoie, not the whole of 
the part or parts. 
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For Mead then, society is viewed as an 'evolving, functionally differen-

tiated constellation of social roles' (1934: 7). 

Having examined the fundamental assumptions of Meadian symbolic 

interactionism and its basic concepts, this discussion will now turn to 

an outline of the labelling theory of deviant behaviot~--a theory clearly 
5 

roo't.ed in the interactionist tradition. 

The Labelling Theory of Deviant Behaviour 

The emergence of labelling theory in 1960 developed out of ideas 

first expounded by Tannenbaum in 1938 and later more systematically devel-

oped by LeInert in 1951. In reaction against the traditional theories of 

deviant behaviour which centred on an examination of the causes and con-
6 

sequences of various forms of deviance, Tannenbaum and Lemert placed 

primary emphasis on the societal reactiou. to deviant bella viour , 

Tannenba1lm, in- hi-s di-seu££i~n --efthel"ol-e t-hat s0ei-eta~ stig-

matization plays in creating a criminal career states: 

The process of making the criminal, therefore, is a 
process of tagging, defining, identifying, segregating, 
describing, emphasizing, making conscious and self-con-
6cious; it becomes a way of stimulating, suggesting, 
emphasizing, and evoking the very traits that are com
plained of ••• The person becomes the thing he is described 
as being. Nor does it seem to matter whether the valuation 
is made by those who would punish or by those who would 
reform ••• The harder they work to reform the evil, the 
greater the evil grows urrler their hands. The persis-
tent suggestion, with whatever good intentions, works 
mischief, because it leads to bringing out the bad be
hay~our that it would suppress. The way out is then a 
refusal to dramatize the evil (1938:19-20). 

~. 

I 
E 
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In a more systematic attempt at theoretical explication, Lemer"!:. pro-

vides much of the foundation upon which current labelling theory is 

built: 

••• we start with the idea that persons and groups are 
differentiated in various ways, some of \'lhich result 
in social penalties, reaction and segregation. These 
penalties and segregative reactions of society or the 
community are dynamic factors which increase, decrease 
and condition the for.m which the initial differentiation 
or deviation takes ••• The deviant person is one whose 
role, status, function and self-definition are impor
tantly shaped by how much deviation he engages in, by 
the degree of its social visibility, by the particular 
exposure he has to the societal reaction, and by the 
nature and strength of the societal reaction (1951:22, 
23). 

Examination of the major tenets of labelling theory reveals that 
7 

it is clearly oriented within an interactionist framework. A first, 

fundamental assumption of labelling theory, corresponding with the Chi-

Gage sGhGel, pes-its that -Gne- is not &ole- to J:uU-y -comprehend- deriant 

behaviour in terms of the actions themselves but only if it is realized 

that deviant behaviour, like 'normal' behaviour involves social inter-

action with others. For labelling theorists, deviance is conceived of 

as a product of social interaction between the actor committing a deviant 

act and the audience who responds to his behaviour. In short, a central 

tenet of labelling theory is not concerned with action per ~ but with 

societal reaction. As Erikson aptly expresses it, labelling deviance 

is contingent upon the reaction of an audience: 
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From the sociological standpoint, deviance can be defined 
as a conduct which is generally thought to require the 
attention of social control agencies--that is, conduct 
about which 'something should be done.' Deviance is not 
a property inherent in certain for:ms of behavior; it is 
a property conferred. upon these forms by the audiences· 
which directly or indirectly witness them. Sociologically 
then, the critical variable in the study of deviance is 
the social audience rather than the individual person, 
since it is the audience which eventually decides whether 
or not any given action or actions will become a visible 
case of deviation (1962:30S). 

Similarly, Becker states: 

From this point of view, d.eviance is not a quality of 
an act a person commits but rather a consequence of 
the application by others of rules and sanctions to an 
'offender.' The deviant is one to whom the label has 
been successfully applied (1963:9). 

Kitsuse supports the emphasis on societal reaction when he says: 

Forms. 0..£ behavior _~ g do not difi'erentiate- deviants-from 
non-deviants; it is the response of conventional and conforming 
members of society who identify and interpr.et behavior as de
viant which sociologically transforms people into deviants 
(1962:253). 

Conceptualization of deviant behaviour as a 'reaction process' 

of society leads to a second related assumption of labelling theory which 

asserts that the demarcation between conventional and unconventional be-

haviour is disputable and ambiguous. According to the labelling per-

spective, what are considered acceptable and unacceptable behaviours is 

entirely relative. As Soheff (1975:10) argues, labelling is not an auto-
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matic process: whether one is labelled. a 'deviant' is contingent upon 

several factors such as: 

(1) the visibility of the rule-violation; 

(2) the power of the rule-violator in relation to the 
individuals responding to this violation; 

(3) the severity of the violation; 

(4) the tolerance level of the community; 

(5) the availability of the society to channel the reaction 
to something other than labelling. 

In short, proponents of labelling theory posit a reciprocal pro-

cess opera"t,ing between the actor and his audience~ Rather than concei v
a 

ing of deviance as 'objectively given' and attempting to gather descriptive 

data on rule-violators from the official records, labelling theorists, in 

contrast, conceive of deviance as subjectively problematic. For advocates 

inspected to ascertain the conditions under which deviance is defined and 

what consequences flow from that definition" (Rubington and Weinberg, 

1973:1-2). 

Labelling theorists, in their conceptualization of de"viance as 

subjectively problematic, focus their analyses upon issues generated in 

the interactions between the actor and others in society. That is, this 

perspective focuses on the following: (1) those who define an individual 

as a devia.nt; B-l1d (2) the i.."ldi\ridual who has been nega.tively labelled arA 

stigmatized by others as being 'deviant.' In terms of the former, pro-
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ponents of this perspective focus upon: (a) the conditions under which 

an individual is segregated and labelled a deviant; (b) hmi the individual 

is cast into the deviant role; (c) the behaviour of others toward this 

redefined person; and (d) the positive or negative value that others place 

upon the i'acts of deviance (Rubington and \'leinberg, 1973:2). 

In terms of the latter, labelling theorists focus upon the actor 

himself' who has been negatively labelled and stigmatized by others as 

'deviant.' Specifically, this perspective centres ur~n: (a) the reaction 

of the actor to the label bestowed upon him; (b) the manner in which hel 

she adopts the deviant role; and (c) the extent to which the actor adopts 

this n~ conception of self' (Rubington and Weinberg, 1973:3). 

Career. Status and Identity Transformation 

Proponents of the labelling perspective often employ the con-

cept of 'career' in their analyses of deviant socialization processes. 

In traditional form, the concept of 'car:eer' wa.s employed in 

relation to a profession or occupation where it referred to the course 

of an individual's expected or actual occupational activities from one 

stage to another. That is, this concept specifically referred to the 

advancements or promotions within a certain occupation or profession 

(Goffman, 1961:127). 

More broadly however, sociologists have expanded the meaning of 

this concept to refer to the temporal sequencing of actions in ~ sphere 

of l;~e and not solely ;~ reference to occupations.9 

According to Everett C. Hughes (1958:67), the concept of career 
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may be viewed as: 

••• the moving perspective in which people orient them
selves with reference to the social order ••• Institutions 
are but the forms in which the collective behavior and 
collective action of people go on. In the course of a 
career, the person finds his place within these forms, 
carries on his active life with reference to other people, 
and interprets the meaning of the one life he has to live. 

And Tamotsu Shibutani (1962:137) writes: 

Career lines are organized, and there is usually an orderly 
sequence of steps through which one moves from apprenticeship 
to mastery. It is in terms of such ladders that aspirations 
are shaped, and a person who is on his way measures his pro
gress by comparing himself with his predecessors, not with 
outsiders ••• Common memories are built up and reinforced within 
the limited communication network. 

Further, Erving Gotfman (196l:16S) states: 

The moral career of a person of a given social category in
vo1vas a standard_sequences of changes in his way 0-£ con-
cei ving of selves, including, im:portantly, his OW11. These 
half-buried lines of development can be followed by study-
ing his moral experiences-that is, happenings which mark 
a turning point in the way in which the person views the 
world-although the particularities of this view may be 
difficult to establish ••• By taking note of the moral exper
iences and overt personal stands, one can obtain a relatively 
objective tracing of relatively subjective matters. Each 
moral career, and behind this, each self, occurs within the 
confines of an institutional system ••• The self, then, can be 
seen as something that resides in the arrangements prevailing 
in a social system for its members ••• the self dwells in the 
pattern of social control that is exerted in connection with 
the person by himself ani those around him. This special kind 
of institutional arrangement does not so much support the self 
as constitute it. 
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In short, the concept of career may be viewed as a movement of indi-

viduals through a structure of society. The different stages in a 

career symbolize the transformation of the person's status and iden-

10 
tity, and allm'fs him to view himself as moving along a continuum. 

HU~1es (1958:72) contends that the concept of career1s two-sided in 

nature. That is, objectively this concept can be conceived of as a 

passage through various role~~statllses. Sllbjecti1lel~-----tha-con .... cJ;;e:l-'pt~.------

of career may be conce! ved of as being comprised of individuals' self-

images and identities as they move through different institutions and 

organizations. 

For labelling theorists then, careers occur within institutional 

frameworks where neophytes are processed and socialized into various 

roles and statuses, which in turn, affect their conceptions of self. 

In short, many deviant identities and careers are molded, developed and 

sustained in what have been termed as 'people-processing institutions: ,11 

This term ••• refers to a type of social institution in which 
human beings constitute both the raw materials and the pro
ducts of organizational work. Although all social institutions 
are involved in some degree in people-processing activities, 
this term is properly restricted to those whose primary goal 
is the shaping, reshaping, removing, overhauling, retooling, 
reassembling, and recording the physical, psychological, social, 
legal or moral aspects of human objects (Kitsuse, 1970:163). 

As a consequence of this institutional processing, the indi-

vidual is confronted with a new social identity--an identity which is in-

compatible with his prior conception of self. The individual may initially 

reject this redefinition of self as 'deviant' but through reinforcement 
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from institutional staff (and sometimes even from his peers), the indi- ~ 

vidual is forced to accept this new definition of self-a social defin

ition that may subsequently lead to his stigmatization by society. In 

essence, the institution's perception of the individual produces a self

fulfilling prophecy whereby the individual comes to be molded in the image 

that-the institutional staff have of him. ~ 

In conclusion, this chapter has attempted to introduce the reader 

to the theoretical stance adopted in this thesis. Specific~, the funda-

mental assumptions and concepts of symbolic interactionism were described. 

Secondly, a brief sketch of the labelling theory of deviant behav.iour and 

its related concepts was presented, a perspective that will be employed 

in the subsequent analysis. 

The next section will present a review of the existing literature 

on mental patients, psychiatric institutions, and the nature of mental 

illness in general. 
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FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER TWO 

1 See, George Herbert Mead (1932), (1934), (1936), and (1938). 

2 For a detailed discussion of the tenets of symbolic interaction
ism, see the following: Blumer (1966), (1969); Rose (1962); Man
is and Meltzer (eds.) (1967). In recent years, various criticisms 
have been levelled against certain tenets of symbolic interaction
ist theory by both in-house critics (interactionists) and outsiders 
(non-interactionists). See for example: Kolb (1944:291-296); 
Meltzer (1959), (1972:4-22); Huber (1973:278-284); Lichtman, 
(1970:75-94); Gouldner (1970)~ Shasko1sky (1970:7-30); Ropers 
(1973:15-28); Kanter (1972:77-92); Smith (1973:62-75); Denzin 
(1979:922-934); Kuhn (1964: 61-84); Manis, Petras and Reynolds 
(1975:83-115). 

3 Not only do social groups provide the individual with meanings 
and definitions about appropriate forms of action, but they also 
function to provide rationales for behaviour. As C.W. ~lills 
(1940:90'7) notes, "motives are accepted justifications for present, 
future, or past progress of acts." In this sense then, motives 
are conceptualized as socially learned expressions that serve to 
proviGe the -imi. vi4uaJ. and {)therswith zoationaltzations -fol' be
haviours. See also Schutz (1967) for a discussion of motives 
as being both rationalizations for behaviour as well as plans of 
action. 

4 This idea is fully expounded in Mead (1910:178) .. 

5 For evidence in support of the labelling perspective, see: 
Scott (1970)~ Jewell (1952:32-36); Mercer (1966:21-34); Freidson 
(1966a:82-93), Lemert(1962:2-25). 

6 A detailed discussion of the traditional approaches to the study 
of social problems may be found in the following! Bernard (1957); 
Davis (1975); Herman (1980); Matza (1969); am Rubington and 
Weinberg (eds.) (1977). 
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7 For a discussion of the various criticisms of iabelling theory 
see: Fine (1977:166-190); Gove (1970:873-884); Davis (1972: 
447-474); (1975:197-234); Gibbs (1966:9-14). It is beyond the 
scope of this discussion to deal with the various criticisms 
levelled against labelling theory. This chapter will deal 
solely with the underlying assumptions of this perspective in 
relation to their subsequent importance for this research. 

8 Rubington and Weinberg (1973:1-4) provide an elaboration of the 
two approaches to the study of deviant behaviour. 

9 See: Sykes (1958); Bryan (1964); Weinberg (1966); Crespo(1973: 
129-145); and Hall (1948:327-336). 

10 For a discussion of a sociological theory of identity transfor
mation, careers, and changes in status, see Glaser and Strauss 
(1971). See Roth (1963) and Davis (1963) for an examination of 
the careers of the tuberculosis patient and the polio patient 
respectively. Anthropologists_ have also been interested in exam
ining transformations in identity and alterations in status. See 
for example: Van Gennep (1960); Turner (1969) and Gluckman (1962). 

11 This term, originating with GQffman- (1-961-) has been employed by 
Fre-id-son (196-6b)r Cfcotirel. and Kitsuse (1963); and Bittner (1967). 



CHAPTER THREE 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The history of man's attempt to understand hiB world in order 

to explain, control and predict events inevitably involves the utili-

zation of conceptual models or classification schemes. It is through 

these various theories and conceptual frameworks that man selects, 

orders and explains his observations--through these perspectives, courses 

of action are determined~ 

One such problem man has sought to understand concerns the 

nature of tinsanity'--a concern which has resulted in the construction 

1 
of numerous 'models of madness.' 

This chapter serVes to present to the reader a review of the 
" 

existing literature on mental patients, psychiatric institutions and 

the nature of mental illness in general. Specifically, this chapter 
2 

focuses upon four major models of insanity: 

(1) the medical model 

(2) the sociological models: 

29 

(a) the structural-functionalist 
model 

(b) the existential-Fhenomeno'::' 
logical model 

(c) the social-role model 
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This discussion centres upon the fundamental tenets of each conceptual 

model, the primary figures who have adopted these models in their re

search endeavours concerning insanity, followed by an examination of 

the strengths and weaknesses of each mode14 The chapter concludes with 

a discussion of the model adopted for the present research study. 

The 1-1edical Model of Mental Illness 

Examination of the medical model of mental illness reveals that 

it is based upon two fundamental tenets: 

(1) mental disorders are conceptualized as tdiseases;' 

(2) the notion of clinical universalism. 

In terms of the former, advocates of the medical model contend 

that m.ental disorde:r~ a:re clis~£lS~S located within the indiyidual and 

should be treated as such--they have biological or genetic causes and 

thus, should be treated in a manner similar to diseases of the body~ 

Diseases, according to this model are conceived of as disturbing con

ditions that can be cured or alleviated through the proper care of 

trained rbysicians. Within this model, the physician is placed in an 

authoritarian role for he is granted the right to explore both the 

physical and psychological dimensions of the individual--a right that 

entails an obligation to help the patient. The patient is conceptualized 

as a tsick persont in need of psychiatric care--a role characterized by 
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-dependency and lack of responsibility for self. 

Aubrey Lewis (1967:179-194), in his discussion on the nature of 

health and illness asserts that the medical model of ment.al illness con-

tains three types of data: (1) the objective--a functional or behavioural 

disorder that is visible to the physician; (2) the 6ubjective--the com

plaints of the patient; and (3) classification--the placement of signs 

and symptoms within a clinical typological classificatory system. Adop-

ting an objective theoretical stance and scientific classification scheme, 

proponents of this model seek to examine, define and trea.t the observable 

behaviour of the patient. Specifically, advocates of the medical model 

examine the symptomatology of the patient upon which a diagnosis is based, 

and subsequently prescribe a form of treatment. Siegler and Osmond (1974: 

24), advocating a medical model stance aptly sum up this position: 

First, a patient voluntarily comes to a building called a 
'hospital t where he agrees to be called a 'patient' and 
where he is referred to as a tcase.' 
lfh-eia unable to come on h±s own two feet.,· he -ma;y-be breught 
by others who stand for him and for whom he would do the 
same. He then agrees to be handled with extraordinary 
physical intimacy by strangers called 'doctors' in a wa:y 
allowed to no one else, not even a sexual partner. The 
function of this examination is to find out what the pat-
ient 'has'--no what he 'is' or 'does.' This means: into 
what category of previously described illnesses does the 
patient best fit? •• On the basis of diagnosis, the doctor 
may decide upon a treatment, which is what the doctor wants 
to do for the patient ••• This brings us to prognosis, another 
essential medical function. The doctor must maintain the 
patient's hope and his will to live, while giving him a 
realistic idea of the iikely course and outline of the illness. 

In short then, in this IDDdel mental i~,ess is comprehended from an ob-

jective point of view and treated in a manner similar to other illnesses. 
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Marl is conceptualized as a tdiseased' psychological or physiological 

entity--no attempt is made to understand mental illness from the point 

of view of the patient himself. 

Further, explicit in this model is the notion that social cri-

teria are irrelevant in the definition of mental illness. In Lewis' 

(1967:194) view, mental illness cannot be conceived in terms of neg-

ative societal reaction because negative reaction is a function of the 

norms and values of a society and the individuals who make those judg-

ments. Moreover, according to Lewis non-conformity cannot be criterion 

of !rental illness because it is usually expressed in terms of social 

role and is influenced by such factors as conflict, culture change etc~ 

Therefore, Lewis dismisses social criteria for defining mental illness 

because they reflect value judgments and are cultura.lly-relati ve in 

nature~ As Lewis (1967:194) states: 

••• the criteria of health are not primarily social: it 
is misconceived to equate ill-health with social deviation 
or maTad,justm.en't. -

For Lewi.s then, (as with other advocates of the medical model) mental 

illness is conceptualized as an abnormal state of the organism. 

Whybrow (1972), in his discussion of the medical model~ conceives 

of mental health and illness as relative conditions. Specifically, Whybrow 

(1972:334) asserts that: 

.•• (mental health is the) ability in the human animal to 
adapt, organize. and resnond to a constantly changing 
social, psychological a.nd biological en"vi.ronment •• ~ 
Disease, therefore, on a continuum with health, may be 
seen to cor~espond with a compromising or a failure of 
these funct~ons. 
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In this perspective, mental health is equated with successful biological 

and social adaptation while mental illness, conceived of as a disease, 

results from failure at such adaptations. MOreover, the medical model 

J emphasizes the processural nature of mental health and illness--fewJ 

if any, individuals are totally ill. Conversely, fe-iT,:-, if any, so

called 'normal' individuals are completely free from emotional problems 

(Schwab and Schwab, 1978:122). 

A second fundamental tenet of the medical model approach to the 
4 

study of mental disorders involves the notion of clinical universalism. 

Essentially, proponents of this model contend that except for cursory 

variation in content, mental illnesses are virtually the same throughout 

the world. E.B. Forster (1962:35) aptly expresses this view: 

Psychiatric syndromes or reactions, by and large, are 
similar in all races throughout the world. The mental 
reactions seen in our African patients can be diagnosed 
according to the Western textbook standards. The basic 
illness and reaction types are the same. Environmental, 
constitutional, and tribal background merely modify the 
symptom . constellation. Basically, the disorders of think
ing, feeling, willing and knowing are the same. 

E.L. Margetts (1965:24), a cross-cultural psychiatrist also advocates 

this universalist stance: 

The more I listen to the discussion of transcultural psychi
atry, the more I am coming to believe that perhaps there is 
no such thing ••• (Psychiatrists) have not learned a great deal 
about it since the time of KraepeIL~. As far as I am concerned, 
psychitltry is the same all around the 'WOrld: the signs and 
symptoms of mental diseases are the same, the diagnoses are 
the same, and there is probably just as much possession s,yndrome 
in England as there is in equatorial Africa. 
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~~ile the majority of proponents of the medical model are clin-

icians,some social scientists have asserted that the medical model best 

explains mental disorders. For example, sociologist Walter Gave (1970; 

1975a; 1975b) adopts the medical model approach to the study of mental 

illnesses. Similarly, anthropologist Jane Murphy (1976) adopts this 

model with its univeralist stance in her analysis of mental disorders. 

In a discussion that Western diagnostic labels are valid trans culturally, 

Murphy (1976:1019) states: 

The crosB-cultural investigations suggest that relativism 
has been exaggerated by labeling theorists and that in 
widely different cultural and environmental situations sanity 
appears to be distinguishable from insanity by cues that are 
very similar to those in the Western world. 

In summary, the medical model dismisses SOCial/cultural fac-

tors in the definition of mental illness. Mental disorders are con-

ceptualized as diseases located within the individual--they have biol-

ogical or genetic causes and hence, should be treated similar to other 

illnesses. In this view, symptomatology of the disease determines 

the societal reaction rather than the converse. 

Further, insofar as mental disorders are conceived as diseases, 

it logically follows for the clinical universalists that the symptoms 

should exhibit minimal cross-cultural variation. Clinicians assert that 

the symptomatology of mental illnesses are universal and societal reac-

tions are similar cross-culturally. Murphy (1976:1025) aptly sums up 

this universalist stance: 
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If one defines intolerance of mental illness as the use of 
confinement, restraint or exlusion from the community (or 
allowing people to confine or exclude themselves), there 
does not appear to be a great deal of difference between 
Western and non-Western groups in intolerance of the men
tally ill. Furthermore, there seems to be little that is 
distinctively cultural in the attitudes and actions dir
ected toward the mentally ill, except in such matters as 
that an abandoned anthill could not be used as an asylum 
in the arctic or a barred igloo in the tropics. There is 
apparently a common range of possible responses to the 
mentally ill person, and the portion of the range brought 
to bear regarding a particular person is determined more 
by the nature of his behavior than the pre-existing cul
tural set to respond in a uniform wa.y to whatever is label
ed mental illness. 

While many clinicians and social scientists advocate the medical 

approach to the study of mental disorders, others have fOllnd it unsatis-
5 

factory. One of the major criticisms of the medical model is its fail-

ure to include social processes in the examination of the nature of men-

tal illness. That is, this conceptual framework is mainly concerned with 

the individual in contrast to the social system. Proponents of the med-

ical model of mental illness seek genetic, biochemical and biological 

causal agents--dynamic systems that are located within the individual. 

In short, this model isolates the symptom from the social context within 

which it occurs. It merely postulates 'unconscious causes' of behaviollr 

without examining the social context in which the behaviour occurs. In 

this sense, I would argue that the medical model is narrow in scope. 

A second, related criticism centres on the model's contradictory 

position concerning the issue of cultural relativism. As Schwab and 

Schwab (1978:122) note, there exists a logical inconsistency in the 
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medical model of mental illness: on the one hand, the model presupposes 

societal norms and valuea--it posits a clinical universalist stance 

asserting that mental disorders exhibit similar symptomatology through-

out the world and that different societies react to mental illness in a 

similar manner. On this basis, advocates of the medical model dismiss 
-

SOCial/cultural factors in the definitional process of what constitutes 

mental illness. On the other hand however, the medical model implicitly 

states that within this perspective the patient supplies individual norms 

which are subsequently evaluated by psychiatrists in terms of the general 

norms of the psychiatric profession. Thus, I would conclude that the med-

ical model is inconsistent in terms of its logic regarding the issue of 
6 

cultural relativism. 

A third limitation of the medical model centres on its derivation 

from the Darwinian notion of adaptation. Within this perspective, health 

is conceptualized as successful biological and social adaptation while 

illness (whethe~ physigal_ or ment.u) is conc~d ved ass. failure at suoh 

adaptations. As Schwab and Schwab (1978:122) note, this viewpoint is 

tautological in nature because it suggests that mental health and success-

lul adaptation are synonymous. Aubrey Lewis (1967:185-186) ~ptly sums up 

this point: 

••• mental health cannot be equated with good social adap
tation, as many have proposed, without risk of tautology: 
the valued and desired state which adaptation is to attain 
or maintain may itself turn out to be health. 

Further, anthropologist Clyde Kluckholn (1962:260-264) contends 
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that it is narrow to think in terms of adaptation: 

We require a way of thinking that takes account of the pull 
of expectancies as well as the push of tension, that recog
nizes that growth and creativity come as much or more from 
instability as from stability, and that emphasizes culturally 
created values as well as the immediately observable external 
environment. (emphasis mine) 

A fourth criticism levelled against the medical model of mental 

illness centres on its lack of utility and applicability. Within this 

model, mental disorders are conceptualized as diseases that are caused 

by certain biological, bio-chemical or genetic factors. However, in 

strict scientific terms the etiology of the majority of the mental 

illnesses remains unknown. l'lhile many clinicians speculate about the 

etiological factors concerning the nature of mental disorders, the empir-
7 

ical evidence in inconclusive at this point~ Therefore, on this basis 

the medical model has difficulty in categorizing many of the interpersonal 

difficulties, problems in living and conflicts faced by individuals--it 

merely haa applicability for the diagnosis and classification of some of 

the more clearly-delineated types of disorders such as organic brain s~ 

dromas .. 

A final criticism levelled against the medical model is its fail-

ure to focus on the patient from a subjective point of view--failure to 
8 

comprehend his experiences, his definition of reality. Adopting an ob-

.J!:ctive theoretical and scientific classificatory scheme, proponents of 

this model merely examine the observable behaviour of the patient--they 

look at the patientts actions as 'signst of a 'disease' upon which a diag-
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nosis is confarred and treatment is rrescribed. However, this model does 

not allow one to understand mental illness from the point of view of the 

patient himself. In this model, man is merely viewed as a 'diseased' psy-

chological or physiological entity-no attempt is made to understand the 

overall situation of the individual in society. In summary, this narrow 
-

clinical focus with its objective classification scheme and technical vo-

cabulary prevent the psychiatrist from attaining a holistic understanding 

of the world of th'e mental patient. 

The Structural-Functionalist Model of Mental Illne~ 

In contrast to the medical model which views mental disorders as 

diseases located within the individual, the structural-functionist model 

conceives of mental i11n9ss as an inherently social phenomenon. Talcott 

Parsons (195lb:453) in his discussion on the nature of mental illness 

asserts: 

Seen in this perspective illness is to be treated as a 
special type of what sociologists 'deviant behavior.' By 
this is meant behavior which is defined in sociological 
terms as failing in some way to fulfill institutionally 
defined expectations of one or more of the roles in which 
the individual is implicated in the society. Whatever the 
complexities of the motivational factors which may be in
volved, the dimension of conformity with, versus deviance 
or alienation from, the fulfillment of role expectations 
is always one crucial dimension of the process. The sick 
person, is by definition, in some respect disabled from 
fulfilling normal social obligations, and the motivation 
of the sick person in being or staying sick has some ref
erence to this fact. Conversely, since being a normally 
satisfactory member of social g~-OUpS is always ons aspect 
of health, mental or physical, the therapeutic process 
must always have as one dimension the restoration of capa-



city to play social roles in a normal way_ 

For Parsons, the primary definitional criteria of mental illness are 
9 

based upon the social role performance of the individual. Parsons (1957:109) 

acknowledgeds that the etiological factors of mental illness may be bio-

logical, biochemical or genetic in anture--in this sense, mental illness 

is a state of the individual. However, "this state of the individual man-

ifests itself and creates problems for the sick person as well as others 

in society with whom the individual interacts" (Parsons, 1957:109)--hence, 

mental illness may also be conceived of as a social phenomenon. In his 

discussion on the distinction between somatic and mental illness, Parsons 

(1957:109) states: 

In the case of somatic illness the focus of disturbance seems 
to center in the relations between the body as a system and 
the personality. Somatic illness is in the first instance an 
'intra-individual' phenomenon, and only secondarily a social 
phenomenon in that the functioning of the individual in his 
social relationships may be impaired through the ramifications 
cif the centraldis'turbance. Thus the primary focus of an acute 
infection is impairment in organic functioning ••• ln the case 
of mental illness ••• the focus of distrubance is the relations 
between the personality of the individual and the social sys
tem or systems in which he participates. The etiolcg ical or di
agnostic factors may of course be mainly somatic. The crucial 
issue, however, is the problem occasioned by the presence in 
the community of a person in this condition. A mentally ill 
person is then.e.a person who by definition cannot get along 
adequately with his fellows, who presents a problem to them 
directly on the behavioral level. 

In short, within this model mental illness is conceptualized not merely 

as a 'condition' but also as a social role--a role characterized by an 

incapacity of the individual to perform normally-expected roles and ob-
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ligations. 

Parsons (1958:108) in his discllssion on the sociaJ.. genesis of 

mental illness asserts that mental disorders develop as a result of the 

inability of the individual to cope with 'strains' imposed upon him in 

the context of the social process: 

There is a set of mechanisms in the operation of which social 
system and personality aspects are interwoven, vmich make pos
sible the many complex adjustments to changing situations which 
always occur continually in the course of social processes. It 
is when the mechanisms involved in these adjustive processes 
break down ('adjustive' as between personalities involved in 
social interaction with each other) that mental illness becomes 
a possibility, tha.t is, it constitutes one way in which the 
individual can rea.ct to the 'strains' imposed upon him in the 
course of social process. 

For Parsons (195lb:454), the pathogenic strains centre around two elements: 

(1) the support system of the individual; and (2) the value patterns of 

the social group. In terms of the former, supfOrt may be defined as un-

conditional acceptance of the individual as a member of the social group-

his membership is not provisional upon his behaviour. In terms of the 

latter, this aspect centres upon the maintenance of the value patterns by 

the group members. For Parsons (195lb:454) the major sources of strain 

in social relationships result when prominent group members reject the 

group norms and values, when members evade their responsibilities for the 

enforcement of norms, and when the norms must be 'legally' enforced. 

Parsons (195lb!455) contends that mental illness may be one man-

ner in which the individual reacts to the various strains placed upon him 

by society. In this model, insofar as mental illness i.s conceptualized as 

a form of deviant behaviour, it is not a unique phenomenon; rather, it 
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represents one type of aberrant behaviour within a larger category of dev

iance. For Parsons, mental illness merely constitutes one set of alter

natives which are open to the individual in response to these strains-

other alternatives include the formation of delinquent gangs, the devel

opment of religious sects, etc. 

In his conception of mental illness as not merely a 'condition' 

but also a social role, Parsons (1958:117) details four features of this 

'sick role:' (1) the individual cannot be held responsible for his in

capacity; (2) his incapacity serves as a legitmate basis for exemption 

from normal role obligations; (3) being defined as 'mentally ill' allows 

the individual to be able to deviate tlegitima~ely.' However, this legit

imation is provisional upon the person's recognition that to be ill is un

desirable--thus, he has an obligation to attempt to regain his health; 

(4) insofar as the sick person is unable to 'cure himself,' he must there

fore seek the help of competent personnel in order to achieve this goal. 

Within thi§ f~am~wo~k, the sick role functions asa_mechapism of 

social control. That is, being categorized as mentally ill places the 

individual in the position of being defined as a patient in need of help. 

Thus, he is expected to cooperate with the institution and its officials 

who bestow this definition upon him. In this sense, the sick role serves 

as a mechanism of social control for it allows the patient to deviate legit

imately within institutionally-defined limits, thereby maintaining the 

equilibrium of the social system. 

Moreover, the sick role also functions to isolate the deviant from 

interaction with other deviants. It prevents him from joining deviant sub-
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cultures which present a threat to the stability of the society. The 

sick role serves to place the individual in contact with re-equilibrating 

influences: 

The role of illness, that is to say, channels those categorized 
as belonging in it into contact with therapeutic agencies. It 
is therefore involved in both negative and positive mechanisms 
of social control, negative in that the spread of certain types 
of deviance is inhibited, positive in that remedial processes 
are facilitated (Parsons, 1958:118). 

Further, in Parsons' perspective the sick role functions to separate the 

deviant from the non-deviant. Specifically, this role serves to insulate 

the sick from the healthy and reinforces the latter not to fall ill. Sim

ilar to Durkheim's (1956:103) conception of crime as serving positive func-

tions for society in terms of strengthening normative consensus, so too 

Parsons (1958:118) views illness in a similar light. In Parsons's view, 

the sick role serves to reinforce healthy individuals' motivations ~ 

to fall ill. For Parsons (195la:477): 

The sick role is ••• a mechanism which ••• channels deviance so 
that the two most dangerous potentialities, namely group 
formation and successful establishment of the claim to legit
imacy are avoided. The sick are tied up, not with other de
viants to form a 'subculture' of the sick, but each with a 
gr.oup of non-sick, his personal circle and, above all, phys
~c~ans. The sick thus become a statistical status class and 
are deprived of the possibility of forming a solidary collec
tivity. Furthermore, to be sick is by definition to be in 
an undesirable state, so that it simply does not 'make sense' 
to assert a claim that the way to deal with the frustrating 
aspects of the social system is 'for everybody to get sick.' 
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While we can credit Parsons for developing a social definition of 
10 

mental illnesB, nevertheless, there are many weaknesses in this model. 

Specifically, one of the major criticisms of Parsons' model of 

mental i1lness centres on its lack of consideration of the patient from 

a sul:>jective point of view. In this model, Parsons focuses upon the inter-

relations between actors and the staie patterns formed out of institution-

alized expectations that function to constrain the actions of the individuals. 

However, no attempt is made to study the actions of the actors per !!. More-

over, examination of the underlying tenets of his conception of the 'sick 

role' imply that the patient readily acc~pts the institution's definition 

of himself as being mentally ill; further, it implies that the patient 

wants to cooperate with trained officials in order to regain his health--

assumptions made by Parsons without taking into, a.ccount the feelings of 

the patient himself. Within this perspective then, mental illness is anal-

yzed solely from the institution's point of vie~no consideration is given 

to the understanding of mental illness from the patient's point of view. 

A second weakness of the structural-functionalist model is its 

failure to examine societal reaction factors in the analysis of mental 

illness. Specifically, this model centres on the causal factors of mental 

illness in terms of role strain, to the sole exclusion of the social pro-

cesses by which individuals come to be defined and treated as mentally ill. 

The underlying assumption of this model is that certain types of behaviour 

are ..P!!: ~ deviant and are defined as such by the rest of society--in this 

perspective 7 societ~l reactions are conceptualized as being constant rather 

than problematic in nature. In sum, I would argue that the neglect of 
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societal reaction factors in the study of mental illness represents a 

major shortcoming of the structural-functionalist model. 

The Existential-Phenomenological Model of Mental Illness 

In reaction against the medical model of mental illness, the 

existential-phenomenological perspective asserts that objective theory 

and scientific classifications must be disbanded and primacy be given to 

the individual and his unique experiences in the world.
ll 

For advocates 

of this framework, the medical model of mental illness is seen to pose 

two central problems: (1) it employs a reductive terminology that serves 

to depersonalize the patient into components; and (2) it utilizes a fVO-

cabulary of denigration' that attempts to provide a pretense of objective 

neutrality while actually functioning to distance the patient from the 

patient's being-in-the-world (Gordon, 1971: 53-54). The existential psy

chiatrist, R.D.Laing (1965:18) poses this central question: 

How can I go straight to the patients if the psychiatric 
words at my disposal keep the patient at a distance from 
me? How can one demonstrate the general human relevance and 
significance of the patient's condition if the words one has 
to use are specifically designed to isolate and circumscribe 
the meaning of the patient's life to a particular clinical 
entity? 

Ro1lo May (1967:4) also expresses this concern: 

Can we be sure ••• that we are seeing the patient as he really 
is, knowing him in his own reality; or are we seeing merely a 
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projection of our own theories about him?~.the crucial 
question is always the bridge between the system and the 
patient--how can we be certain that ot~ system, admirable 
and beautifully wrought as it is may be in principle, has 
anything whatsoever to do with this specific Mr. Jones, a 
living, immediate reality sitting opposite us in the con
sulting room. May not just this particular person require 
another system, another quite different frame of reference? 
And does not this patient, or any person for that matter, 
evade our investigations, through our scientific fingers 
like seafoa~ precisely to the extent that we rely on the 
logical consistency of our own system? 

Rejecting the objective theoretical stance and nosological clas-

sifactory scheme of the medical model, propoents of the existential-phen-

omenological model offer in its place, an aprroach that attempts to grasp 

sets of elements as totalities--elements which must be understood from 

the subjective point of view of the patient. As Michel Foucault (1976:45) 

states: 

It is no longer enough to say that the child's fear is the 
cause of the adolescent's phobias; we must rediscover beneath 
that original fear and beneath its merbid s ympt ems the same 
style of anxiety that gives them their significative unity. 
Discursive logic is out of place here: it becomes tangled in 
the threads of delusion and exhausted in an attempt to follow 
the reasonings of the paranoiac. Intuition goes further and 
more quickly when it succeeds in restoring the fundamental ex
perience that dominates all pathological processes ••• At the 
same time as it reveals in a single gaze essential totalities, 
intuition reduces, to the point of extenuating it, the distance 
that constitutes all objective knowledge: the naturalist anal
ysis envisages the patient with a distance of a natural object ••• 
Intuition, leaping into the interior of morbid consciousness, tries 
to see the pathological world lilth the eyes of the patient him
self: the truth it seeks is of the order not of objecti~~ty, 
but of intersubjectivity. 

Advocates of the phenomenological-existentialist model contend that 
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one CanJ.1ot merely observe the symptomatology at the pa.tient's beha."iour 

and subsequently bestow a diagnostic label upon him but rather, one must 

relate the patient t s actions to his manner of experiencing the situation .. 

By focussing solely upon the patient's behaviour as 'signs' of some path-

ological entity" Ol1e is already imposing his own being-in-the world onto 

that-of the patient. It is the aim of the existential-phenomenological 

perspective to achieve a subjective understanding of the world of the 

mental patient by entering his experience: 

••• the therapist must have the plasticity to transpose him
self into another strange and even alien view of the world ••• 
Only thus can he arrive at an understanding of the patient's 
existential position ••• What is necessary is to know how the 
patient is experiencing himself and the world, including one.
self (Laing, 1965:34). 

In short, for the existential-phenomenologist, "the world of the par-

ticular patient must be grasped from the inside, be known and seen as 

far as possible from the one who exists in it" (May, 1967:56). 
-

When one attempts to examine mental illness from an objective point 

of view, the world of the mental patient may seem strange and bizarre in 

nature--a world that is incomprehensible to the outsider. However, when one 

subjectively enters the patient's experience, he often discovers a mean-

ingful and intelligible world. It is the aim of the existential-phenomen-

ological perspective to achieve an understanding of the patientts exper-

ience of his world and himself. 

\Vhile rejecting the objective theoretical stance of the medical 

model, proponents of the existential-phenomenological perspective also 

dismiss its nosological classification scheme. Specifically, although ad-
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vocates of this model assert that the etiological factors of certain mer.-

tal illnesses may be biological or psychological in nature-however, what 

is important for the existential-phenomenologist is B2i merely to conceive 

of mental illness as an org~ic or psychological pathological entity, but 

rather to view it in terms of the entire experience of the patient: 

••• whether its first deSignations are organic or psychol
ogical, the illness concerns the overall situation of the 
individual in the world; instead of being a physiological 
or psychological essence, the illness is a general reaction 
of the individual taken in his psychological and physio
logical totality (Foucault, 1976:9). 

In terms of the strengths of this model, we can credit the e..u-
stential-phenomenological approach for attempting to achieve an empathetic 

understanding of the mental patient's experience of his world and himselfe 

In contrast to the models previously described which seek to understand 

mental illness from an objective standpoint, the existential-phenomenological 

model seeks to grasp the 1'IOrld of the mental patient from the inside. 

One of 'b-he major ~horteemingsof this approach e~ntr-es on its nen-

processual nature. That is, propments of the existential-phenomenological 

model focus on the si.tuation of the mental patient-his experiences in 

the world, to the sole exclusion of the social processes by which indi-

viduals come to be defined and treated as mentally ill, and the consequences 

of this social definition for self-attitudes and further participation in 

society. 
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The Social-Role Hodel of Hental Illness 

Advocates of the labelling theory of mental illness, in reaction 

against the medical model, offer in ,its place a model which has been termed 
12 

variously as the 'cultural deterministic approach,' the 'sociological 
13 14 

model, ' or the 'social-role modeL' 

In contrast to the medical model which conceives of mental dis-

orders as disease entities located within the individual, the social-role 

model places primary emphasis on the social processes by which an indi

vidual comes to be defined as mentally ill.
15 

Subsumed under the heading 

of deviant behaviour, the social-role model conceptualizes mental illness 

as an arbitrary label ascribed to certain types of behaviour$ In this 

perspective, mental illness is not the result of any inherent feature which 

characterizes the mentally ill; rather, it is a social definition bestowed 

upon individuals as a consequence of certain types of behaviour. As Spitzer 

and Denzin (1968:2) suggest: 

••• mental illness is not a function of the content of an 
individual's acts (his symptomatology), but is, instead, 
defined by the reactions to his acts and the categorizations 
of them by those with whom he is in association. Certain 
behaviors viewed as violating the rules of conduct imposed 
by various audience members will earn him the label 'mentally 
ill' and may result in the instigation of steps for the treat
ment of the 'illness.' 

Examination of the social-role model of mental illness reveals 

that it is comprised of three fundamental components: 
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(1) societal reaction to residual rule-violations is the 
major element in the development of the mentally ill 
role; 

(2) mental illness is comprised of culturally-conditioned 
deviant social roles--roles conditioned by the same or
der of forces as 'normal' roles; 

(3) labelling an individual as 'mentally ill t has imJ:Ortant 
consequences for his attitudes toward self and for his 
further participation in society. 

According to this model, the majority of psychiatric symptoms 

are instances of what Scheff (1966:33) terms as 'residual deviance e ' 

In our society, we possess a number of terms for the categorization of 

many rule violations such as perversion, crime, drunkenness, etc.--each 

of these terms being derived from the type of norm broken and also from 

the type of action involved. However, as Scheff (1966:34) sl~gests, there 

exists a number of violations for which society provides no explicit clas-

sification or label. Mental illness, in this model is conceived as a 

residual category of deviant behaviour having no clearly defined label. 

Advocates of the social-role model conteni that residual rule-

breaking evolves from diverse sources, such as external stress, psycho 1-

ogical sources, o~ganic causes and from willful acts of innovation or 

defiance (Scheff, 1966:39-47). 

Although residual deviance is highly prevalent in our society, 

a large proportion of it goes undetected and untreated: 16 

There is evidence tha.t gross violations of rules are often 
not noticed, or, if noticed, rationalized as eccentricity. 
Apparently, many persons who are extremely withdrawn, or 
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who 'fly off the handle' for extended periods of time, who 
imagine fantastic events, or who hear voices or see visions, 
are not labelled as insane either by themselves or others. 
Their rule-breaking, rather, is unrecognized, ignored, or 
rationalized. This pattern of inattentio~and rationalization 
(is) called 'denial! (Scheff, 1966:48). 

Yarrpw et al. (1955:12-24) in their research concerning the pre-patient 

phase of the career of the mental patient, document the great capacity of 

family members, prior to hospitalization, to overlook, minimize ~~d ration-

alize evidence of mental illness in one of their intimates. Similarly, 

Sampson et al. (1962:88-96) found that family members frequently develop 

elaborate mechanisms of accommodation in order to keep the individual within 

the family. It is only when a crisis occurs, when the behaviour becomes 

intolerable that this accommodative pattern is broken and the residual ru1e~ 

violation no longer remains undetected: 

The career of the mental patient and his family ordinarily 
comes to the attention of treatment personnel during the 
course o~ CUl tiU~lageablet emergeney ••• Priort-o thi~ public 
phase of the crisis, the disturbance of the patient is con
tained within an interpersonal community setting. It is the 
collapse of accommodative patterns between the future patient 
and his interpersonal community which renders the situa~ion un
manageable and ushers in the public phase of the pre-hospi~al 
(or rehospitalization) crisis (Sampson et al., 1962:95). 

\'lhile the majority of rule-violations are ignored or rationalized, 

and thus, are of transitory significance, however, the deviant behaviour 

becomes visible when the audience reacts toward it. Specifically, when an 

individual's actions become intolerable, when he can no longer respond 

accurately to the demands of others in the situation, when a crisis occurs, 
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family members or official third parties, such as the family physician, 

police, court officials, or social agencies react to this behavi6~ and 

define the individual as 'mentally ill. t 

Through the persuasive pressures of these primary and secondary 

groups, the individual is forced to leave his present setting and move into 

a psychiatric institution designed to deal with his 'illness.' Sometimes, 

a person-may himself recognize the deviant aspects of his behaviour and 

voluntarily seek psychiatric help, but more frequently, the indlvidual is 
19 

hospitalized by others against his will. 

When the individual becomes hospitalized, he/she initially under-

goes a 'psychiatric examination, t or through what is referred to as t com-

mitment proceedings.' As Scheff (1964:401-413) suggests, these hearings 

are quite brief in nature~ 'rhe decision to commit a person to the mental l 

hospital is largely based upon the ~esumDtion that he is mentally ill. 

That is, by virtue of the fact that laypersons on the outside have diag-

nos~ the individual as mentally ill and have ta.ken him to the psychiatric 

hospital, psychiatric staff presume that he is suffering from som~ typ~ 

of mental disorder. Mechanic (1962:66-75), in his discussion of the 

commitment proceedings at two large mental hospitals writes: 

In the two mental hospitals studied over a period of three 
months, the investigator never observed a case where the 
psychiatrist advised the patient that he did not need treat
ment. Rather, all persons who appeared at the hospital were 
absorbed into the patient population regardless of their abil
ity to function adequately outside the hospital. 

Similarly, Kutner (1962:383-399) also reports a strong presumption of 
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mental illness by staff members: 

Certificates are signed as a matter of course by staff phys
icians after little or no examination •••• The so-called e~ 
inations are made on an assemby-line basis, often being co~ 
pleted in two or three minutes, and never taking more than 
ten minutes. Although psychiatrists agree that it is prac
tically impossible to determine a person's sanity on the 
basis of. such a short and hurried interview, the doctors 
recommend confinement in 77% of the cases. It appears in 
practice that the alleged-menta1ly-ill is presumed to be 
insane and bears the burden of proving his sanity in the 
few minutes allotted to him ••• 

Scheff (1964:410), in his analysis of the motivation behind this 

presumption of illness states that it is due to the interpretation of. 

current psychiatric dogma by the examiners-specifically, it is thought 

that: (1) the condition of mentally ill persons will worsen without 

psychiatric assistance; (2) psychiatric treatment is generally beneficial 

for the patient; (3) there are no risks involved in involuntary psychi

atric treatment: 'it either helps or is neutral, it can't hurt;' (4) pat-

ients ar-e potential-liY'dangeJ:"ous to themselves as well as others; t_hus, 

it is better to risk unnecessary hospitalization than to risk harm to self 

or others. 

According to proponents of the social-role model, the individual 

enters the 'in-patient' phase of his career upon hospitalization. During 

the first stages of hospitalization, the patient generally feels betrayal 
20 

by his significant others, agitated boredom and lonliness. Upon admission, 

the patient is stripped of many of the rights and accustomed satisfactions 

he had on the outside--the patient is forced to undergo various processes 

which serve to mortify his old identity. The institution offers in its 
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place a redefinition of self as tmentally ill.' Although the patient may 

initially reject this new identity, through the constant reaffirmation of 
21 

the institutional staff, and sometimes even fellow patients, ,the patient 

is forced to adopt this definition of self. As Scheff (1966:84) notes, 

patients are rewarded by the staff for adopting the role of mental patient, 

and punished for failure to do so: 

Ordinarily patients who display 'insight' are rewarded by psy
chiatrists and other personnel~ That is, patients who manage 
to find evidence of 'their illness' in their past and present 
behavior, confirming the medical and societal diagnosis, re
ceive benefits. 

In short, while the patient may not initially accept this redefinition of 

self as 'deviant,' due to the rewards and punishments accorded him by the 

institution, coupled with the shared definitions significant others have 

of him, the patient is forced to accept the definition t'mental patient'-

a generally permanent label and stigma that affects the individualts fur-

ther participation in society. 

Upon release from the mental institution, the patient enters into 

what advocates of the social-.rolfl: model. l'efer to as the 'post-patient' 

phase of his career--a phase:g~nerally characterized by stigmatization. 

Because of the unfavourable definition given to mental illness, dis-

charged patients are stigmatized by society. As Goffman (1963:3) notes: 

By definition, of course, we believe the person with a stigma 
is not quite human. On this assumption we exercise varieties 
of discrimination, through which we effectively, if oten Wl
thinkingly, reduce his lit e chances. 
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Scheff (1966:87) and Lemert (1951:434-440) contend that ex-patients are 

blocked from entry into 'normal roles' once this deviant label has been 

applied to them--they are faced with discrimination in social, marital 
22 

and occupational spheres. Although society urges the discharged patient 

to rehabilitate himself and 'make it out in the community,' it actually 

functions to block his re-entry into old roles, as well as blocking his 

entry into new 'normal roles.' In short, society forces the individual 

to retain permanently the label 'mental patient.' 

In terms of the strengths of this model, we can credit the social-

role approach for focussing on the social rrocesses by which an individual 

comes to be defined and treated. as mentally ill. In contrast to previous 

models, the social-role model of mental illness centres on the societal 

reaction aspect to residual rule violations as the major feature in the 

development of the mentally ill role. 

In addition to foeussing on those who define an individual as men-

tally ill, we can also credit the social-role model for centring on the 

world of the mental patient from his point of view. That is, adopting 

the perspective of the person adjudged to be mentally ill, proponents of 

this approach examine how the individual reacts to this designation, and 

how his self-concept is altered after the deviant label has been affixed 

to him. 

The present research. adopts the social-role model in its examin-

ation of mental patients and mental institutions. Specifically, this study 

seeks to examine the three phases in the career of the mental patient: 
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(1) the pre-patient phase; 

(2) the in-patient phase; 

(3) the post-patient phase. 

Conceiving of mental illness as subjectively problematic, this 

study 1~11 focus on the social definition of mental disorders. Adopting 

the perspective of those who define an individual as mentally ill, this 

research will examine the circumstances under which an individual is set 

apart and considered to be disturbed, how the person is cast into the 

mentally ill role, and how others act toward the individual after he has 

been redefined. 

Moreover, adopting the perspective of the individual designated 

2~::;~~,::tally ill] this research will also focus on the person's reactions 

to thi~ lab~l, hoW_he adQPt~ tltis new role, and to what extent his self

conception is realigned in accordance with the new role bestowed upon him. 

In conclusion, this chapter has presented to the reader a discus

sion of four major models of insanity, their basic assumptions, proponents 

of the models, followed by an examination of the strengths and weaknesses 

of each model. The chapter concluded with a discussion of the model adopted 

for the present study and an outline of the general areas of exploration 

in the thesis. 
23 

The next section will present a formal analysis of the data. 
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FOOTIDTES FOR CHAPTER THREE 

1 See Rosen (1968). 

2 The reader should note that the framework adopted for this dis
cussion does ~t represent an absolute, all inclusive classifi
catory scheme of the models of insanity. Others have classified 
the various perspectives on mental disorders into different con
ceptual models. See, for example: Siegler and Osmond's (1974) 
eight model classification scheme; Schwab and Schwab's (1978) 
trichotomous cheme; and Townsend's (1978) dichotomous scheme. 
It is beyond the scope of this discussion to deal with all the 
models of insanity that have been constructed throughout his
tory. This chapter ,dll focus solely on the major models that 
have specific relevance to the conceptual model adopted by the 
present study. 

3 The processual nature of mental health and illness is elaborated 
by Offer and Sabshin (1966). 

4 For a detailed discussion of the clinical universalist stance, 
see: Kiev (1972); Chauncey ~1975); Zung (1969); Ciba Foundation 
SYIllP<)sitUn {196SJ •.. 

5 Social scientists have rejected the medical model of mental illness. 
See for example: Laing (19.65), (1969); Sarbin (1969);Scheff (1966){ 
(1967); (1974); and (1975)~ Braginsky et ale (1969); Foucault (1976); 
Erikson (1957). Similarly, clinicians also find this model unsatis
factory. See, for example: Szasz (1957a:599-607), (1957b: 405-413), 
(1960), (1963), and (1970); Adams (1964:191-197); Balance et ale 
(1970:133-137); Leifer (1970-71:13-21); Sarason and Ganser (1968: 
507-510); Engel (1977:129-136); Carpenter et ale (1977:14-20); 
Strauss et ale (1977); Begelman (1971:38-58). 

6 Ethnopsychiatrists have criticized the medical model for its fail
ure to focus on social/cultural factors in the e~amination of men
tal illness. See for ~xample: Eaton and Weil (1955); Haywood (ed.) 
(1970); Favazza and Oman (1977); Foulks et al. (eds.) (1977); Ken-
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nedy (1974). 

7 See, for example, Rosenthal (1961); Kringlen (1969). 

8 See Laing (1965) for a detailed discussion of this area. 

9 For a discussion of the social definition of illness in general, 
see: Parsons (195113.: 428--479). 

10 It is beyond the scope of this chapter to deal with all the 
criticisms levelled against Parsons' model of illness. The 
interested reader may consult the following: Gordon (1966); 
Freidson (1970); Waitzkin and tvaterman (1974). 

11 For a detailed critique of the medical model from an existential
ist perspective, see: Cooper (1967:1-14). 

12 This term is used by Edgerton (1966). 

13 This term is used by Murphy (1976). 

14 This term, employed by Townsend (1978), has been adopted in the 
present study. 

15 With reference to the application of labelling theory to the 
study of mental illness, Scheff (1966), (1967), and (1975) has 
developed the most systematic statement of this orientation. 
Partial aspects of this perspective can be found in Szasz (1961), 
(1970); Lemert (1951), (1967); Gotfman (1961); Erikson (1957); 
(1964) and (1966). 
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16 Lemert (1951) refers to unrecognized or residual rule-breaking 
as primary deviance. Balint (1957:18) terms this behaviour as 
'the unrecognized phase of illness.' 

17 See also, Ho11inghead and Redlich (1958:172-176); Cumming and 
Cumming (1957:92-103). 

18 See also, Schwartz (1957:271-291). 

19 For a discussion of the pathways leading to hospitalization see: 
Smith and Hall (1963:228-233); Mechanic (1962:66-74); Denzin and 
Spitzer (1966:265-271); l{lller and Schwartz (1966:26-35); Lemert 
(1962:2-20); Goftman (1959:123-142); Hammer (1963:243-251); Wood 
et al. (1960:632-641). 

20 See Goldman et ale (1970:427-434); Goffman (1961). 

21 See Caudill et ale (1952:314-334); Goftman (1961). 

22 See for example, Philips (1963:963-973); Whatley (1959:313-320); 
Cumming and Cumming (1965:135-143); Miller and Dawson (1965: 
281-287). 

23 For this tudy, 'data analysis' refers to: t~he process which en
tails an effort to forma~ identify themes and to construct hypoth
eses (ideas) as they are suggested, and an attempt to demonstrate 
support for those themes and hypotheses. ft (Bogdan and Taylor, 
1975:79); See also Glaser and Strauss (1967). 



CHAPTER FOUR 

MEl'HODOLCG ICAL OR IE NI' AT ION 

The preceding chapters outline the general areas of concern of 

this thesis, the theoretical orientation upon which the study is based 

and the concepts employed, and provide a discussion of the relevant lit

erature on the nature of mental illness. The present chapter focuses on 

the methodological orientation of this research which seeks to understand 

the world of the mental patient as he/she experiences it.. Specifically, 

it begins with a discussion of the utilization of participant observation 

as the major form of data collection, followed by a description of the 

research settings and sample studied. It discusses how access was 00-

tained into the two research se~tings ~d the problems faced when attemp

ting t~ 'make a bargain.'· The chapter concludes with a discussion of the 

researcher's data collection experiences with the patients. 

As outlined earlier, adopting a symbolic interactionist perspective, 

this research centres on learning about the world of the mental patient from 

his/her point of view. It will be recalled that the symbolic interaction-

ist perspective argues that in order to understand human behaviour, one 

must take the role of the other. That is, one must attempt to understand 

behaviour from the actor's point of view. Understanding, in this perspective, 

requires beir..g socialized. into the. groups one wishes to comprehend. Only in 

59 
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this manner is one able to learn the symbols and referents of the group 

and come to share in its meanings. The data described in this thesis was 

gathered through participation with mental patients while attempting to 

understand their world by sharing in thei.r 'definitions of the situation' 

(Thomas, 1931:41) and 'constructions of reality' (Berger and Luckffiann, 

1966). 

In order to learn the meanings that the patients define as being 

im~ortant ,~ open theoretical scheme was adoptedo As Becker et al. (1961:18) 

stato/¥ it is necessary to 'use methods that would allow us to discover pheno-

mena whose existence we were unaware of at the beginning of the researche' 

In this present study, the underlying social psychological orientation led 

to the adoption of a qualitative and inductive methodology, namely parti-
1 

cipant observation. 

Schwartz and Sch\~rtz (1955:91) define participant observation as 

a process in which: 

the observer's presence in a social situation is main-
tained for the purpose of scientific investigation. The 
observer is in a face-to-face relationship with the observed, 
and, by participating with them in their natural life setting, 
he gathers data. Thu8~ the observer is part of the context 
being observed, and he both modifies and is influenced by 
this context. The role of the participant observer may be 
either formal or informal, concealed or revealed; the ob
server may spend a great deal or very little time in the re
search situation; the participant-observer role may be an 
integral part of the social structure or largely peripheral 
to it. 

Similarly, Florence Kluckholn, in her classic description of participant 

observation states that this methodology involves a: 
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••• conscious and systematic sharing, insofar as circ~ 
stances permit, in the life activities, and on occasion, 
in the interests and affects of a group,:of persons (1940: 
331). 

In contrast to traditional empiricists who adopt a positivist 

stance and seek facts or the causes of social phenomena with little inter-

est in the subjective states of the individual actors, the participant 

observer, adopting a phenomenological perspective, is concerned with 
2 

tverstehen' or 'subjective understanding.' For the participant observer, 

primary significance is placed upon the interpretation of the actors. Real-

ity is not an entity external to individual knowledge as the empiricists 

believe; for the phenomenologist, reality is what the actors define to be 

real. As W. 1. Thomas (1928) writes: fllf men define situations as real, 

they are real in their consequences." By taking the role of the other, the 

researcher shares some of the experiences of the participants under inves-

tigation. Through symbolic interpretation, the participant observer comes 

to understand the symbols and meanings that the actors use to organize their 

world. Much like cultural anthropologists, the aim of the participant ob

server is to 'penetrate beneath the veil. ,3 Herbert Blumer (1962:188) aptly 

sums up the role of the participant observer: 

To catch the process, the student must take the role of the 
acting unit whose behavior he is studying, Since interpretation 
is being made by the acting unit in terms of objects designated 
and appraised, meanings acquired, and decisions made, the process 
has to be seen from the standpoint of the acting unit ••• To try to 
catch the interpretative process by remaining aloof as a so-called 
'objective t observer and refusing to take the role of the acting 
unit is to risk the worst kind of subjectivis~the objective ob
server is likely to fill in the process of interpretation with 
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his own surmises in place of catching the process as it 
occurs in the experience of the acting unit which uses it. 

In sum, the present study is concerned with meaning, with those 

elements through which mental patients understand, communicate and act 

within their world. The aim of this research is to grasp the reality of 

the mental patients as they experience, define and construct it. 

As with any methodological approach, there are certain limitations 
4 

with the methodological approach adopted by this research. In order to 

obtain ethnographic data about aspects of the patient's social life, rigo~ 

ous statistical measures were not employed; rather,d than beginning with 

~ priori hypotheses and proceeding to test the relationships between vari-

abIes in these hypotheses, this study focuses upon the collection of des-

criptive data on the nature of patient social life. 

Descrintion of the Research Settings and the Sample Emnloyed in this Study 

The present -Tes-earch isbasoo on -approximat-elyone htmdred and 

sixty hours of participant observation conducted on two patient popul-

ations in different research settings: (1) from September, 1979 to 

April, 1980 fieldwork was conducted on institutionalized mental patients 

at a government psychiatric hospital in Southern Ontario, designated here 

as 'Springville Psychiatric Hospital;' 5 and (2) from January, 1981 to 

June, 1981 participant observation was conducted on discharged mental 

patients during weekly therapy sessions in the psychiatry department of 

a general hospital. 

In terms of the former, Springville Asylum was constructed over 
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a centtU~ ago on five hundred acres of farm land situated on the periphery 

of an urban community. In the early days, the asylunl functioned as a self

sufficient coromunity--livestock, poultry, fruits and vegetables were raised 

on the land with the patients actively taking part in this enterprise. The 

building complex itself was a four-storey brick structure with heavy mesh 

screening covering the windows. Patients, segregated on the basis of sex 

and acuteness of illness were placed in locked wards. The main corridors 

in the wards were dimly lit; the walls were painted dreary institutional 

colours. Physical comforts such as draperies, carpets and comfortable 

furniture were minimal, the emphasis placed on utility rather than beauty. 

There were only a few heavy oak chairs and benches for the patients to sit 

upon. Moreover, patient privacy was minimal. Bedrooms designed for one 

individual, were shared by four patients. 

In the early 1960's with the shift in ideology from custodial to 

therapeutic and humanistic care, the old building was torn down and re

placed by a modern facili~y---aninstitution with an en~irely different 

character. In contrast to the wards in the old building, the new wards 

have cheerfully painted walls,draperies, comfortable furniture, numerous 

lounges, activity areas with televisions, stereos and pool tables. Patient 

rooms are larger, brighter and have closets to store personal belongings. 

Generally, while there are four beds in each room, some private rooms are 

available. 

In order to gather data on the world of the institutionalized 

mental patient, participant observation was conducted on an 'admission 

ward' in this new psychiatric facility. The ward had a fluctuating patient 
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population of between ti'lenty to forty patients. In contrast to the old 

ward system which segregated patients by sex, the aruaission i'lard had 

both males and females, ranging in age from seventeen to mid-seventies. 

The length of stay on this ward varied from a few weeks to several months, 

after which they were either discharged or transferred to another ward for 

further treatment. In terms of the admission status of the patients, the 

ward contained a mixture of 'first admissions' and 'readmissions,' the 

majority of which were admitted tinvoluntarily.,6 

Further, in order to gather data on the world of the discharged 

mental patient, participant observation was also conducted on ex-mental 

patients during weekly group therapy sessions, arts and crafts sessions 

and social activities in the psychiatry department of a general hospital. 

Persons were also interviewed on an individual basis. Specifically, a 

group of between twenty to forty-five males and females, both young and 

old were interviewed--individuals who had been institutionalized for 

varying periods of time and are now living in the community. 

Gaining Access Into the Research Settings 

This section of the chapter attempts to document the initial 

stages of the fieldwork experience. Specifically, it focuses on my 

attempts to make bargains with the gatekeepers? of two powerful insti-

tutions, namely the professional staff of a large psychiatric hospital, 

and the staff of a general hospital respectively. 
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vfuen field researchers conceive of the tbargaining stage' of re-

search, we often think of it as a rather static phase. The underlying 

tenet is that the researcher is able to enter a setting, make a bargain, 

develop rapport with his respondents and no further negotiation is neces

sary. My fieldwork experience (similar to others)8 reveals that the bar-

gaining stage is actually a continuous process--negotiation and renego-

tiation continues throughout the research endeavour. As Haas and Shaffir 

(1980:245) aptly point out: 

lfuat is referred to as the 'bargain stage W of research is 
more accurately conceptualized as a series of negotiations 
throughout the research endeavour wherein the researcher 
continually attempts to secure others' cooperation. Bargain 
negotiations typically require the development of relation
ships of equality, involving an idea of exchange, or 'give 
and take.' This is particularly true in cooperative re
lationships between professionals~ 

Examination of the series of negotiations and renegotiations be-

tween the gatekeepers and myself reveals that both parties were struggling 

for SUperiority. Each party sought to gain control of the situation. 

As Becker (1964:272) notes, an irreconciable dichotomy exists be-

tween the interests of the researcher and the individuals representing the 

institution under investigation. Every institution, when under examin-

ation seeks to control the outsiders' study of their behaviour. The in-

stitution wants to ensure that the results of the study are consonant with 

its official ideology, hence allowing the organization to remain in a pos-

itive light. 
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I met several problems when attempting to make a bargain with a 

large, government psychiatric hospital. My interest in studying the in-

stitutionalization of mental patients from their point of view was re-

sponded to by the gatekeepers in an extremely negative and wary manner. 

In order to receive permission to conduct this research, an in-

itial series of meetings occurred between an administrative official in 

charge of the educational services of the institution and myself. During 

the first meeting, I iIltroduced myself and outlined my research interests 
9 

in a general manner: 

I tm a fourth year sociology student. As part of our qual
itative methods course, each student is required to conduct 
a study of a social group ••• I am particularly interested in 
studying mental patients from a subi5ctive point of view ••• 
(Interview #1, October 3, 1979:9). 

I continued to explain that the study would be strictly confidential in 

'Carms of both the id.-ent--i;ty- oftlle he-spi-tal Mel t-he -pat-ients invelved-. 

Moreover, the research would be unobtrusive in nature. At no time would 

the fieldwork interfere with the formal treatment activities of the patients. 

It was also stressed that the study would be non-evaluative in nature. My 

aim as a sociologist was not to evaluate the treatment programmes or the 

general conditions of the hospital; rather, the aim of the proposed study 

would seek to understand the social world of the mental patient as he sub-

jectively experiences it. 

Subsequent to this initial meeting a detailed research proposal 

was requested and submitted to the gatekeeper providing a description of 
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the aims, the theoretical and methodological orientation and anticipated 

significance of the study. This official objected to the proposed pro-

ject on several grounds: 

(1) the study was too 'broad' and 'vague.' The project lacked 

rigorous design--it did not possess specific hypotheses that could be 

empirically tested; 

(2) the proposed study was not valid. It was felt that the 

study possessed no validity because it was not examining the biological 

and genetic factors affecting mental illness; 

(3) the unobtrusiveness of the research was questioned--the 

gatekeeper felt that the patients' rights would be violated by such an 

investigation. The study would undoubtedly be disruptive for the patients; 

(4) the safety of the researcher was a major issue--it was con-

ceived that I might be seriously injured if allowed to conduct research 

on a psychiatric ward; 

(5) the gatekeeper suggested that the ward staff might object 

to my presence on the ward; 

(6) finally, the gatekeeper felt that the research lacked sig-

nificance for the hospital--the hospital would not benefit in any form 

from a 'sociological' study (Interview #1, October 3, 1979: 11-16). 
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Although I had expected that my proposal would be critically ex-

amined, I did not anticipate the number of obstacles that were placed in 

front of me. I had no idea that an institution which is an 'accredited 

teaching hospital' would be so unsympathetic to alternative ty-pes of re-

search involving mental patients. From the outset of the negotiations, 

very little attempt on the part of the gatekeeper was made to underst~d 

the sociological significance of the proposed project. The inductive 

nature of the research was viewed by the gatekeeper not as a methodologi-

cal orientation within which one gathers descriptive data on human be-

haviour; rather, it was interpreted as a lack of knowledge about the 

nature of mental illness on the part of the researcher. In order to clar-

ify my perspective, I repeatedly emphasized the theoretical and methodo-

logical orientation of the research and stressed why it is of utmost ~ 

portance to begin the study with no preconceived hypotheses in mind. But 

to professionals schooled in the natural sciences who approach the study 

meaningless. 

A second major objection to the research proposal centred on the 

validity of the study. Specifically, it was felt (by two ward psychi

atrists and an administrative official) that my study was invalid because 

"mental illness or the process of mental illness (was) not being con-

sidered." The administrative gatekeeper emphasized that the proposed 

study lacked validity because it did not focus upon the biological or 

genetic bases of mental illness. Adopting the medical model of mental 

illness, the gatekeepers flatly rejected the social-role model of men-
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tal illness--the model upon which the proposed study was based. In 

response to this objection, I argued. that while the medical model may 

have some credibility in terms of explaining the nature of mental illness, 

it is of equal importance to examine the nature of mental illness from a 

sociological perspective. 

Regarding the issue of patient rights, it was repeatedly stressed 

by the gatekeeper that my participant observation would undoubtedly up-

set the patients. Conceiving of sociologists in a negative manner, the 

gatekeeper told me at one of our initial meetings: 

All they (sociologists) do is come in and disturb everyone ••• 
From my experiences with anthropologists and sociologists, all 
they do is get everyone upset. Even clergymen coming in, when 
they try to talk religion to the patients they just upset them 
because they (the patients) end up having religious delusionsa •• 
If you were qualified and experienced with the patients, I 
might let you in but I'm afraid you would only upset them (Inter
view #1, October 3, 1979:12). 

I assured the gatekeeper that -my-presence woUld -not up-set -the pa~ients'-

I would only converse with the patients if they so desired. We would talk 

about subjects that they defined as being important. No attempt would be 

made to pry into areas they did not wish to discuss. 

Another major objection to the proposed study concerned my own 

safety. Throughout our negotiations it was repeatedly expressed that this 

study would be potentially 'dangerous' to me. Every attempt was made to 

point out to me that 'there are three hundred psychotic patients in this 

hospital. t I felt that the gatekeeper was_employing a scare tactic in 

the hope that I would become apprehensive about conducting the study. 
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However, I assured the gatekeeper that I was not afraid to conduct field-

work in this setting. Moreover, ifrthe hospital was worried about the 

legal obligations of my safety, I would agree to sign a statement re-

leasing the institution of any liabilities. 

Regarding the problem of the anticipated objection of the ward. 

staff, I offered to speak with both the ward supervisor and ward psy-

chiatrist outlining the aims of the project. 

One final objection recurred throughout the negotiation process 

related to the anticipated significance of the proposed study. Speci-

fically, the official gatekeepers repeatedly asked: Uv-lhat will the hos-

pital get out of this study:" ''There doesn't seem to be anything in it 

11 
for us." In response, I argued that the anticipated significance of 

the study was threefold: it has signficance for sociologists, social 

psychologists, psychiatrists and all who are interested in obtaining a 

fuller understanding of social problems of which mental patients are a 

part.~ _ Secondly, this study has practical significance in that certain 
-- - - - --- -- - - -- -- - - - - -- - - - --- -

processes which may come to light as a result of this fieldwork may be 

taken to a hi~her level of abstraction and utilized to understand other 

social groups. Finally, through this study both the researcher and the 

hospital will gain an understanding of the processes and consequences of 

institutionalization upon the self-images and identities of mental patients. 

The initial series of negotiations, prior to the commencement of 

field research, lasted approximately one month, with the researcher for-

mulating and reformulating research proposals in an attempt to clarify 

and 'sell' the proposed study. During this time, a meeting was held with 
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the ward supervisor, ward psychiatrist and myself in which the theoretical 

and methodological orientation of the study was discussed. Similar to 

my earlier meetings with the administrative gatekeeper, these gatekeepers 

reacted to the study in much the same manner. Two things were suggested 

to me: (1) that I "go home and rethink the project and come back some 

other time." or (2) that maybe I should go and study some other group 

outside this institution such as an ex-mental patient group in the com

. 12 
munlty. Despite the procrastinations, I did not discourage. After 

presenting the administrative gatekeeper with an extensive, revised re-

search proposal providing solutions to each objection raised, a bargain 

was finally made. However, still in one final attempt for the institution 

to control the situation, the gatekeeper suggested that he be given access 

to my fieldnotes in order to 'give direction' to my research • 

•••• 1 think that you will need some ggidance. You know 
Nancy, you could easily get lost in this institution. I 
don't mean physically, but you could be out there (he 
point-s- t-o- t.heair-j--trying t,,- co:l1-eet -dat-a but -in- the -pTtJ

cess you get lost in the shuffle. I think that I should 
be your advisor. You should report to me once a month with 
your notes so that I can direct your research. If you are 
going down a wrong path, I can set you straight. (Interview 
#5, October 15, 1979:6). 

In response to the gatekeeper's request for access to my fieldnotes I 

emphasized that as an ethical researcher I had an obligation to protect 

the patients under investigation. Under no circumstances would the gate-

keeper be allowed to examine my fieldnotes--they were strictly confi-

dential a...."ld ,""Quld remain the sole property of the researcher. I eAfJressed 
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the point of view that sharing the fieldnotes would be a violation of the 

researcher's code of ethics, specifically protecting patient confidences 

and anonymity. Through the 'give and take' process researchers and gate-

keepers engage in when bargaining it was finally agreed that the field-

notes would remain the property of the researcher, but I would meet with 

the gatekeeper on a regular basis to discuss my research in a general 
13 

manner. 

After this arduous series of negotiations dUring which both 

parties continually struggled for superiority a bargain was achieved. I 

finally began to conduct fieldwork on the ward. Although I thought that 

negotiations had been completed at this point, this was far from being the 

case for two and a half weeks later I was notified by the administrative 

gatekeeper that a meeting was scheduled to 'discuss my proposal'--this 

time the meeting wuuld involve the ward superv~sor, ward psychiatrist, 

administrative official, my advisor from the university, and myself. 

Fu.r-jjl1er, I wa.S al~o _inf_<?rm~ ~hat. I was _ sUl:)pend~d fF<?lIl c0!lciu~ti~g f~eld

work until after this meeting. During this meeting, we once again dis-

cussed the theoretical underpinnings of the proposed study and the method-

ology. Addressing my advisor, one of the gatekeepers expressed his central 

concerns and reservations about the study: 

In our previous discussion with Nancy, I expressed concern 
with her study on the grounds that it was abstract and 
possessed certain contradictions. I find it difficult to 
deal with this notion of 'understanding' ••••• (Interview # 
10, November 13, 1979:3). 
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The gatekeeper felt that one could not get at an understanding of what 

it is like to be a mental patient. from the type of study proposed. He 

argued that the study would just be detailing what a "researcher thinks 

it is like to be a patient.' Moreover, the gatekeeper stated that this 

study could not help but be evaluative in nature--the researcher would not 

be objective. In response to these areas of concern, my advisor argued 

that our aim as social scientists is to understand. We were not inter-

ested in evaluating the conditions of the setting or the treatment approaches. 

He explained that we were not journalists interested in publishing our find-

ings in popular magazines or newspapers. We instead were scientists, 

attempting to understand social phenomena. He further pointed out that 

we were interested in examining social processes; my study would be an 

attempt to examine the processes of institutionalization and its effects 

on patient self-images. The study would be an attempt to look at reality 

in terms of what the patient, individually and/or collectively, define as 

importcmt and-reaJ:-. 

However, the gatekeepers (particularly the ward supervisor and 

ward psychiatrist1 still viewed my study in a negative manner. My advisor 

asked the gatekeepers if they had ever read any sociological stUdies which 

adopt an interactionist perspective. As was anticipated, they had not. As 

a result, I handed the gatekeepers a book of readings that adopted this 

theoretical stance along with a brief introduction to symbolic interaction-

ism. In a rather reserved tone, one of the gatekeepers replied: 

Well, I will have to examine these ideas further. Maybe 
through further reading, I will come to gr1.' 'th th' ps Wl. 1.s ••• 
(Interview #19, November 13, 1979:4). 
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A second gatekeeper concern centred on the learning objectives 

discussed in the proposal--the same proposal which was agreed to by the 

administrative gatekeeper two weeks prior to this meeting~ Once again, 

the gatekeepers wanted to know hbw the 'hospital would benefit' from the 

study. I described the theoretical and practical significance of the 

project pointing out that both the hospital and myself would undoubtedly 

learn about the processes and consequences of institutionalization upon 

the patient's self-concept. Because of the institution's interest in 

'getting something out of this research,' I offered to give a seminar to 

the ward staff upon completion of the study, outlining my findings in a 

general manner. This offer was responded to by the gatekeepers in a favour-

able way. 

A third concern was expressed concerning my role on the ward. One 

of the gatekeepers stated that the ward staff were confused about my iden-
14 

tity and the objectives of my study: 

The staff are confused about your role, what· it is that you're 
doing here. You have to realize that you're different, Nancy. 
You are not the conventional student coming onto the ward. 
We usually have nursing students, medical students who have 
specific objectives to meet ••• We have a very regimented struc
ture here .. --•• Your proposal is very different (Interview #10, 
November 13, 1979:6). 

In response to this area of concern, I stated that, in violation of our 

original agreement in which both the administrative gatekeeper and the 

ward supervisor agreed to inform the staff about my presence and the aims 

of the study, nevertheless, they were confused about my role; hence, I 

-.-
~ 
r 
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was being treated very coldly by the staff. Essentially, the staff thought 

I was conducting an evaluative study of them, despite my efforts to ex-

plain what I was actually doing. And this placed me in a precarious pos

ition-~I was afraid that my interacting with the staff would seriously 

harm my rapport with the patients. It was agreed by the gp;b,ekeepers that 

this situation would be cleared up immediately--one of the gatekeepers 

would personally ensure that every staff member was informed. _ (Unfor-

tunately, this promise was not carried through for throughout the entire 

fieldwork experience, I was continually faced with individuals for which 

I had to explain my role and objectives).15 

One final concern was expressed by one gatekeeper, specifically 

related to the problem of 'transference.' The gatekeeper stated that he 

had reservations about the manner in which data would be collected--it 

was felt that, conducting a study from a subjective point of view, par-

ticipating with the patients and coming to an empathetic understanding, 

''lould undoub~edly ~e~ult :in IIlYs~lf 'going native,16 or associating my

self with the patients. I assured the gatekeeper that this would not 

happen; while the participant observer actively participates in the 

lives of his informants, at the same time he has the capacity to remain 
17 

detached and objective. 

After long deliberation, I was once again granted access into 

the hospital. Walking out the door, I remarked to my advisor that I 

never thought that the bargaining stage would continue throughout the 

research endeavour. One of the gatekeepers, overhearing this statement 

replied in a half-joking manner: 
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This is only the beginning Nancy. I told you this wasn't 
going to be easy (he chuckles). You ain't seen nothin' 
yet! (Interview #10, November 13, 1979:8). 

Ignoring this warning, I assured myself that I was finally allowed access 

into the research setting~the bargain had been made for good. I ti8.5 sure 

that no further negotiation would be necessary between the gatekeepers and 

myself, but I was wrong. 

Trouble loomed once more about two months after this second bar-

gain was made. I was informed by the administrative gatekeeper's assis-

tant that she had received an alarming phonecall from an anonymous source 

regarding my research: 

Nancy, I had this call yesterday from an hysterical woman 
who was saying some disturbing things ••• This woman said that 
your reports (fieldnotes) were being gi van out to the thirty 
people in your class and that they were also available to 
anyone else who wanted them. She told us that these reports 
were derogatory to the hospital--they stated that there were 
.all kincis9~ §uicid~s_and esc~I'-e§~gQing_-'=>Il~h~~ .~o. one knows 
about ••• This woman expressed that she didn't want to-phone -
us but her conscience was bothering her and she waid that we 
have to stop you (Interview #14, November 27, 1979:1). 

I was shocked when I learned of this news. In response to these alle-

gations, I emphasized to the gatekeeper that the notes were not being 

distributed to 'any one who wanted them.' The only individuals allowed 

to see my fieldnotes were my professor, myself and my fellow classmates 

who had taken an oath of confidentiality. I pointed out that a.t present 

I had no reason to believe that anyone had violated this oath. I stressed 

that: 
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·We cantt deal with hearsay evidence here. My fie1dnotes are 
not an attempt to damage the hospital in any way ••• I am not 
interested in conducting an expose of the hospital. I think 
that this phonecall represents an effort to damage myself, 
rather than to damage the hospital (Interview #14, Novem
ber 27, 1979:1). 

The gatekeeper agreed with this point but emphasized that because the 

anonymous phonecal1er specifically identified my name and the research 

class I was in, this phonecall could not be disregarded. The gatekeeper's 

assistant wondered if the phonecaller was one of the patients that I was 

interviewing who "became upset i.nth my questioning. It But because the 

caller gave my full name, knew details about the qualitative methods 

course in Which I was enrolled, and asked for the administrative official 

with whom I was bargaining, the gatekeeper's assistant felt (as I did) 

that this person was probably someone from my class who was attempting to 

sabotage the r~s22.rch. l'Jevertheless, the institution could not ignore 

this phonecall--this call indicated that their identity was being threaten-

ed. In response to this call, the institution made a serious, forceful 

attempt to gain control of the situation. 

Specifically, it was suggested that I discontinue my fieldwork 

until a meeting could be set up between the administrative gatekeeper and 

myself at which time a decision "/Ould be reached regarding if the project 

should be allowed to continue. I argued that it would be impossible for 

me to stop conducting fieldwork at this time because it would seriously 

affect the rapport I had established with my subjects. Reluctantly, the 

gatekeeper's assist~lt allowed me to continue the study ~l the interim. 
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In the following week, I met with the administrative official 

one more time. During our earlier negotiations, an attempt was made on 

the part of the gatekeeper to establish a somewhat collegial relation-

ship with me; however, from this meeting onward, a gradual breakdown 

in collegiality and cooperation developed. The gatekeeper responded to 
-

my research in an extremely negative manner. In an attempt to convince 

the gatekeeper that the allegations made against my research were simply 

not true, I stated: 

You know, I am just as upset about this incident as you are 
Mr. My professor and I have questioned the credi-
bility of this phonecall on several grounds. First of all, 
this call was said to have been made by a 'doctor's wife.' 
If so, why did she refuse to identify herself? It seems to 
me that anyone who is willing to gi va such information would 
not be afraid to give her name, unless these accusations were 
false ••• this woman claimed that my>reports were being circul
ated throughout the university--this is not true. Only the 
people in my class were allowed to see these notes and my 
professor swore them to confidentiality. In terms of the 
content of the notes, no where was there anything written that 
was meant to be degrading to the hospital. (Interview # 16, 

-DeGemGeP -4" -197-9~ 3}. 

I explained to him that careful examination of this unfortunate inci-

dent indicated that someone in my class deliberately set out to undermine 

my fieldwork. I was aware that some of my fellow classmates were jeal-

ous of my research and earnest efforts and even made threats that they 

were going to sabotage the study, but I never thought that they would 

follow through on their threats. I emphasized to the gatekeeper that: 

••• this call was merely aimed at getting ~ into trouble. 
What I'm trying to say is that you can't see this incident 
as an effort to damage the hospital, but rather, it repre-
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sents a blatant effort to damage myself and my professor; 
we are clearly the victims heret (Interview #16, December 
4, 1979:4). 

The gatekeeper was not convinced by this explanation and offered an alter-

nativ.e interpretation of the incident: 

This is all very interesting, I mean, this idea that people 
in your class made this phonecall, but I have a different 
perception of this incident. I think that your advisor and 
you are missing the point. You are attempting to rationalize 
the irrational. I think that this is one of the downfalls of 
sociology. My perception of all this is that if a person is 
doing this to you in class, he/she must be mentally ill. Per
haps the way in which you are discussing the topic of mental 
illness in your notes is upsetting this person. I try to lis
ten to what the irrational is saying to me. I see this inci
dent as an irrational person f s ''lay of crying for help. They 
do this by phoning the hospital. Obviously, there is something 
in your fieldnotes that is wrong; you are probably missing 
talking about what constitutes mental illness •••• I'm not inter
ested about who in your class did this. i1hat is L~DOrtant is 
this 'message' and I'm going to have to fall::;,.; ie., linen I get 
messages like this, they are usually telling me something im
portant (Interview #16, December 4, 1979:4). 

- -- - -- - -- - -- --- -- - - - ---

To ensure strictest confidentiality, I informed the gatekeeper 

that, from this point on, no one would receive further fieldnotes. I 

would only discuss my research with my advisor. 

The gatekeeper in another effort to gain control over the re-

search requested that he be given access to my fieldnotes. I flatly 

denied this request on the basis of an ethical obligation to protect 

my subjects. Realizing that I possessed this strong conviction to pro-

tect my informants, the gatekeeper reluctantly changed the subject. He 
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He handed me a counter-proposal written by two psychiatrists who had 

critiqued my original research proposal-the same proposal to which one 

of the two psychiatrists had agreed two months earlier. This counter

proposal presented a critique of my entire theoretical and methodological 

framework. Specifically, the psychiatrists expressed two central concerns: 

(1) they felt that the study would undoubtedly be evaluative in nature. 

It was expressed that "participant observation studies are affected by 

the biases of the investigator more than other kinds of studies and the 

'facts' emerging from such a study could be merely affirmation of the 

biases." (November 27, 1979:1) • .(2) they felt that the study was in

valid because it was not looking at the subject of mental illness. As 

a result of these concerns, it was requested that I only conduct field-

work during recreational and self-care activities. I was no longer granted 

permission to conduct participant observation during formal therapy sessions 

-a violation of one of the conditions of our original bargain. Having 

n9 ~~o~~e_ in the matter but t~ abide by the~atekeepertsrequesi:" I agreed 

to this alteration of our original agreement. 

Examination of this entire bargaining experience from an interac

tionist perspective reveals that the institution attempted to 'discourage' 

me from conducting this research from the outset; however, through persis

tence, I was reluctantly granted access. Throughout our negotiations and 

renegotiations, the institution's representatives struggled to gain control 

over the situation-especially in this latter attempt to gain control of 

the researcher's fieldnotes. While I managed to successfully resist, the 

institution did not concede. Although the institution was not able to con-
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trol reality in terms of exerting control over the nature __ of the data 

being collected, its nepresentatives still managed to control me tspat-

ially'--that is, they attempted to control the areas and activities which 

I was allowed to observe. 

From a labelling perspective, this bargaining experience can be 

conceptualized as an on-going struggle of the researcher against being 

negatively labelled by the gatekeepers of the psychiatric institution. 

Specifically, the gatekeepers equated the inductive nature of the research 

with a lack of knowledge on the part of the researcher, thereby attempting 

to label me as an 'incompetent researcher.' Moreover, possessing the mis-

conceptions that sociologists conduct 'expose-types' of research, and that 

the researcher was going to conduct such a study that present the hospital 

in a negative light, these gatekeepers attempted to attach to me the label, 

'troublemaker.' Through my persistent efforts, I attempted to prove my 

competence as a qualitative researcher by justifying the methodological 

orientation of the study. I emphasized the non-evaluative nature of the 

study--I was not interested in 'exposing the conditions or treatment facil-

ities of the institution.' \ihile my efforts partially convinced the gate-

keepers of the clarity and rigor of the research design, thereby som~~at 

dispelling their image of me as an 'incompetent researcher,' nevertheless, 

they still conceived of me as a 'troublemaker.' As a result, the gate-

keepers attempted to control when and where I was allowed to conduct my 

participant observation. 

During subsequent weeks, I conducted fieldwork as many times as 

possible. I sensed that the hospital was attempting to do something in 
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order to terminate this research. I was correct, for I received by mail 

a new research proposal (written by the hospital) detailing an entirely 

~ set of conditions to which I was advised to agree. No attempt was 

made to explain why sllch a new proposal ~'1as developed. A note was attached 

to this proposal stating that both my advisor and myself were to sign this 

agreement and return it immediately. What it would be too lengthy to dis-

cuss this new proposal in its entirety, suffice it is to say that the new 

additional conditions were simply unacceptable--I was being further restric-

ted in the hospital setting which would make it extremely difficult, if 

not impossible, to achieve the aims of my research. The document stated 

that from this point on I was to call the ward to arrange a weekly sched-

ule with the ward supervisor when it would be 'convenient for the ward to 

have me,' 

Moreover, this new proposal stated that, nall records (field

notes) will be viewed as the property of Springville Psychiatric Hos

pital and will be treated with respect and discretion"-a condition that 

I could not agree to under any circumstances. 

Further, in another effort to hamper the research process, they 

drafted a statement downgrading my capabilities and the quality of the 

research:· 

The image of the hospital will be maintained and any dis
cussion that fails to emphasize the strengths of the hos
pital or tends toward sensationalism will be avoided. 

A final condition of the proposal stressed that the paper re= 

sulting from this fieldwork would not be published. Under the conditions 
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of our original bargain, it was agreed that while my immediate aim \~s not 

to publish this study, however at some later date should I decide to do 80, 

I would allow the hospital pre-publication criticism rights. 

In response to this new proposal, I formulated a letter criticiz-

ing every element that was unacceptable. I stressed the fact that the in

stitution reneged on our original bargain and attempted a formal fait ~ 

accompli which represented a serious breach of professional ethics. I 

emphasized that such a unilateral power play was offensive to both my 

advisor and myself. I pointed out that I tried to cooperate with the hos-

pital submitting numerous research proposals and that I was subsequently 

granted access and 'cooperation' from the institution. The letter was 

concluded by stating that this set of violations of the original agreement 

and the attachment of a new set of conditions reflected "tinprofessional 

and unethical conduct unbecoming of representatives of an academically-

affiliated institution." 

Upon rece~pt of my letter, the administrative gatekeeper sugges-

ted that another meeting take place--this time among the gatekeeper, my 

advisor, myself and the medical director of the institution. I was emphat-

ically told that: 

This is not meant to sound like a threat ••• but we have to 
get this letter of agreement signed (the hospital's new 
proposal) or we'll be forced to terminate your placement! 
(Interview #32, March 4, 1980:2). 

The institution was asserting its authority--its representatives were 

no longer interested. in negotiating. They issued an ultimatum: either 
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I would agree to the conditions outlined in the new proposal or be forced 

to leave the setting. I received this ultimatum after seven months in the 

field during which time I managed to collect a wealth of information re-

, garding the institutionalization of mental patients. Thus, it \'lould not 

seri6uslyaffect the research if the fieldwork was terminated at this point. 

After discussing the situation with my advisor, it was mutually agreed upon 

that the best strategy would be for me to leave the field o I phoned the 

administrative gatekeeper and informed him that my fieldwork was now com-

plete and therefore it was not necessary to have another meeting. In re-

sponse, he argued: 

Well, I think that there is a reason for this meeting ••• 
There are so many things that need to be cleared up at this 
meeting ••• We have to clear things up regarding publication. 
Nancy, you may think that you've finished, but we have to 
get a letter of agreement saying that you won't publish. 
Right now, we have no control over you and I don't like 
that ••• (Interview #33, March 26, 1980:1). 

This was a final attempt on the part of the institution to gain control 

over the situation. I stressed that according to our original bargain 

it was stated that my immediate aim was not to publish; however, if I 

should decide to do so, I woUld allow the hospital pre-pUblication cri-

ticism rights. I emphasized that I had cooperated with the hospital at 

all times. I had fulfilled every obligation of our original bargain. 

My fieldwork was now completed; therefore, I saw no reason for further 

negotiations. I thanked the gatekeeper and said goodbye. 

In summary, the preceding discussion focussed on my negotiations 
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and renegotia.tions with 'powerful people t in a 'powerful institution.,18 

From an interactionist perspective, it represents the continuous struggle 

between the researcher and the gatekeepers, each party attempting to gain 

control over constructions of reality and definitions of the situation. 

From a labelling perspective, it represents an on-going struggle of 

the researcher against being negatively-labelled by the gatekeepers as 

an 'incompetent researcher,' a 'troublemaker' who through her research 

would undoubtedly destroy the positive image of the hospital. 

This bargaining experience lends support to the view that the re

search bargain is more accurately conceptualized as a continual process 

that occurs throughout the entire research endeavour (see also 1 Haas and 

Shaffir, 1980:245). While this long series of negotiations and renego

tiations was sometimes discouraging and anxiety provoking for the resear

cher, in retrospect, this experience was highly instructive about the pro

blematics of negotiations with 'powerful people' in 'powerful institutions.' 

- -Incon~rast 1:;0 -tne-dUficUl-tJ.es- expe----nenced.--irnnaking -a--bargai-n 

with gatekeepers of a psychiatric hospital and the extended period of 

time during which negotiations and renegotiations occurred, I was granted 

relatively easy access into the second research setting, the ps.1chiatric 

department of a general hospital. 

Specifically, during an initial telephone conversation between 

a psychiatrist gatekeeper and myself, I identified myself and explained that 

I was in the process of conducting research on the processes and consequences 

of institutionalization upon the self-images of mental patients. I pointed 

out that I had collected data on institutionalized patients, and at present 
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was interested in gathering data on discharged mental patients: 

I'ma graduate student in Sociology at McMaster. Over 
the past year, I have been conducting a study on the pro
cesses and effects of institutionalization on the identities 
of mental patients. Up to this point, I have been focussing 
on hospitalized mental patients; in order to make my study 
complete, I need to gather additional data on ex-patients 
who are back in the community (Interview #35, October 27, 
1980: 2). 

The psychiatrist responded to my research in a positive manner and sug-

gested that we meet to discuss the project in detail. 

During this meeting, I discussed the objectives and methodology 

of the research--I emphasized that the study would be unobtrusive and non-

evaluat1 ve and I would ensure the confidentiality of the ex-patients. The 

psychiatrist approved of the study but indicated. that the staff in the de-

partment of psychiatry would also have to approve of this research prior to 

its commencement. He felt that it wouid not be necessary to negotiate a 

15a.rgailiWitlitne Ethic-s--Committee-of -the hospital; rather, it w"Ould be 

sufficient to submit a research proposal to the psychiatry department for 

their approval. 

However, approximately two weeks after submitting this proposal, 

I received. a telephone call from the psychiatrist informing me that my 

research proposal had been discussed. at a staff meeting during which time 

it was pointed out that I must gain approval of the Ethics Committee prior 

to beginning the study. Apologizing for the bureaucratic red-tape of the 

institution, the psychiatrist said: 



\'le11,I f m afraid that youtre in for some time-consuming acti
vities. You'll have to appear in front of the Ethics Co~nittee 
to answer their various questions, and you must submit to them 
a copy of your research proposal. The problem is that the com
mittee only meets once a month, so you will be delayed in begin
ning your study. I realize that this is an inconvenience since 
you are on a time schedule (Interview #37, November 12, 1980:1). 

He stated that he would send me an application form for permission to 

conduct fieldwork which I was supposed to submit, along with a copy of 

the research proposal to the Director of Medical Services of the hospi-

tal. The psychiatrist also offered to send a letter to the Ethics Commi-

ttee stating his full approval of the project. 

Approximately three weeks after submitting the form and the pro-

posal, I was granted an interview by the Ethics Committee. During this 

brief meeting, I outlined the areas of concern of the study, its method-

ology and anticipated significance. I expressed that I wanted to conduct 

participant observation in weekly group therapy sessions as well as inter-

viewing individuals on a one-to-one basis. I also emphasized that patients 

would be selected on a voluntary basis and would be informed of the full 

aims of the study. The resulting data would be collated without patient 

names. After finishing my spiel, a member of the Ethics Committee raised 

one central concern: she felt that I should have patients sign a consent 

form prior to interviewing them on an individual basis-a reconunendation 

to which I agreed. With no further questions asked or concerns raised, 

the chairperson of the Committee thanked me for coming and indicated that 

I would be notified of the Committee's decision regarding the approval of 

the p..'I'"()ject. 
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Three weeks after this meeting, I received in the mail a carbon 

copy of a letter addressed to the psychiatrist with whom I initially dis-

cussed my research, indicating that "the project was considered by the 

Research Committee at their December meeting •••• (and) recommended that 

this project be approved following (the psychiatrist's) approval for the 

same.-" The letter further indicated that, prior to my proceeding, it was 

necessary to send to the Director "of Medical Services a copy of the con-

sent form I was going to use. Upon receipt of this letter, the psych i-

atrist sent a letter to the Committee issuing his full approval of the 

research. I subsequently sent a copy of the consent form that I was going 

to utilize. Having sent both these items to the Ethics Committee, a bar

gain was finally achieved.
19 

Learning the Ropes--Researcher Data-Collection Experiences with the Subjects 

One of the major goals of the researcher is to become a well-

the role of the other will the researcher come to comprehend the behaviour 

of the social group under investigation. In this section of the chapter, 

I will discuss my data-collection experiences with the patients, specifi-

cally focussing on some of the fears and problems encountered during my 

first days in the field 20 and how I managed to 'learn the ropes. ,21 

As Sanders (1980:168) notes, learning the ropes of fieldwork re

sults when the researcher: (1) possesses an understanding of the physical 

wld social structures of the setting ~ld the acti\~ties occuring ~~thin 

that setting; (2) feels comfortable interacting with the subjects; 
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(3) acquires the ability to use the group's language; and (4) possesses 

the ability to know when his subjects are lying, being facetious or 

attempting to mislead him. 

Examination of the literature written on qualitative methodology 

reveals that frequently little reference is given to the data-collection 

stage of research. Because of this neglect, one is often led to believe 

that learning the ropes is either a process occurring prior to the commence-

ment of the 'real fieldwork,' or is a process occurring simultaneously with 

the 'real fieldwork.' However, as Kleinman (1980:171) correctly emphasizes, 

"learning the ropes of fieldwork is not only coincident with doing the 'real 

work' of field research ••• but also a part of that process." There is anal-

ytical value in examining how a group responds toward the investigator; 

conversely, it is important to examine the researcher's feelings toward his 

subjects. During the initial stages of fieldwork, researchers may exper= 

ience feelings of self-consciousness, discomfort or threat--important data 

and subsequent role alterations as he begins to learn the ropes. In short 

then, learning the ropes is an integral part of the researcher's analysis 

of field data. 

Fieldworkers learn the ropes by actively participating in the lives 

of their subjects, by observing, conversing with them, participating in 

22 . various activities--a process termed as 'hanging around.' Dur~ng the 

twelve months of research, I participated in and observed as many activ-

ities of hespLtalized mental patients and discharged patients as possible. 

I attended various group therapy sessions, participated in special social 

functions, such as in-patient dances and parties. I also joined hospital-
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ized subjects during their leisure time at the patient canteen. I par-

ticipated in various patient leisure activities such as listening to the 

stereo, watching television, playing pool, etc. 

During the first days of 'hanging around' the researcher often 

feels uncomfortable and anxious. As Geer (1967:383) notes, these feel-

ings result more frequently from preconceived ideas rather than actual 

problems: 

We do it on each new study. We underestimate people's trust 
in our neutrality, their lack of interest ••• And we project 
theoretical problems into the field. Because the process of 
group formation is difficult to conceptualize, we suppose it 
will be difficult .to observe. We expect ephemeral, tmstruc
tured situations ••• to appear incoherent. 

I felt anxious and uneasy during my initial days of fieldwork. 

My anxieties were derived from two central concerns: (1) the anticipated 

fear. 230f being rejected; and (2) intense self-consciousness in the field. 

In terms of the former, I imagined_ ~~t _~ll~ ~~ients_ ~s>~d!1o!i. 

welcome my study--they would not want to 'open up' and discuss private 

experiences in their lives with a stranger. As Sanders (1980:16) cor-

rectly notes, we are socialized into thinking that it is illegitimate to 

violate others' norms of privacy. By so doing, we risk being rejected. 

Being reluctant to violate the patientst privacy for fear of rejection, 

I initially entered the role of a passive researcher. I did not ~ 

ask personal or probing questions. Conv.ersations were kept at a super-

ficial level. However, as I gradually became more comfortable with my 

informants (.arid they with me), I overcame this imagined fear. I found 

that the patients welcomed my questioning--they were willing to share 
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personal details of their lives with a researcher who listened and sympa-

thized with them. As one patient told me: 

It t S really nice to talk to you--you listen to us-you 
take us seriously-no one else listens to us around here, 
(Interview #7, October 25, 1979:3). 

In terms of the second problem of self-consciousness, researchers 

initially feel self-conscious when entering a new and unfamiliar social set

ting. 24 During my first day in ~he field, I felt as if everyone was watch-

ing and evaluating my behaviour. I felt embarrassed when I asked a tstupid 

question.' However, I found that the patients did not make light of my 

ignorancej rather, the.1 attempted to teach me what I did not~know. Through 

interaction with the subjects and the development of rapport, I soon over-

came this feeling of self-consciousness. 

Explanations of My Study and Role as a Researcher to the Patients and their 
Responses 

Prior to beginning a study, the researcher, guided by ethical 

considerations must decide whether- to engage in overt or covert research. 
25 

While some researchers support covert research, the majority of inves-
26 

tigators oppose it. 

Rejecting concealed research in which the aims of the study are 

unknown to the subjects and the investigator is taken to be someone else 

( ) . 27 
usually one of the subjects , at no time did I pose as a pat~ent; neither 

28 
did I pose as a staff. I fully informed the patients and the staff of my 
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role as a researcher and the objectives of the study. During my initial 

meetings with the patients, I stated: 

My name is Nancy. I'm a sociology student from McMaster 
University. As part of a course requirement, I'm here 
doing a study on what it is like to be a mental patient~ 
I'll be coming to visit you for a few hours each week to 
talk about whatever you want--things you think are impor
tant for me to know (Interview #S, October 2S, 1979). 

I emphasized to the patients that whatever information was told to me 

would be kept in strictest confidence. I assured the patients, who feared 

reproachment and punishment from the staff, that all our conversations 

would remain confidential. Upon making these conditions of my research 

explicit, I soon developed rapport with the patients and gained their 

trust. 

r
' From the outset, the patients responded to my research in a :p:ls

itive manner. Much to my surprise, they were extremely open about pri

/, vate_ ~~ri~nc_es in th~ir ~_ives_. They en.:!<:>zed h~~~& ? __ ~y-ID.pa-tE~~:i.cper
(J \ 

\ son listen to them, a person who took their problems seriously. During 

1 my \'1eekly visits to the hospitalized mental patients, the participants 
i 

would eagerly await my arrival, standing at the front door. When I 

arrived, the patients would frequently argue among themselves regarding 

who would be first to talk about their experiences with me. 

\ In addition to talking about their own lives, the respondents were 

ihterested in learning about my identity. I anticipated that they would ask 

me numerous questions about my research, but in contrast, they concentrated 

their questions on aspects of my identity, such as my background, academic 
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29 
interests, personal likes &1d dislikes--questions which I readily answered. 

By being open with the subjects and 'giving information' and not solely 

'taking it' from them, both parties ·got to know each other and learned to 

feel comfortable in each other's company. 

In summary, by working hard, by respecting the subjects and 

taking their views seriously, the patients responded by teaching me the 

ropes--I achieved a subjective appreciation of the world of the mental 

patient--an appreciation that could not have been achieved by another 

methodology. 
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FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER FOUR 

1 For a discussion of the methodology of participant observation 
and qualitative methodology in general, see: Cicourel (1964); 
Bruyn (1966); Bogdan and Taylor (1975); Babchuck (1962:225-228); 
Adams and Preiss (eds.), (1960); Vidach (1955:354-360); Filstead 

- (1970). 

2 For a detailed comparison of the traditional empiricist and pheno~ 
enonological perspectives, see: Bruyn (1966); Bierstedt (1949:584-592). 

3 This phase was coined by the anthropologist Franz Boas who argued 
that one must understand a culture from the subjective point of view 
of the natives themselves without imposing the researcher's Western 
framework of rationality. 

4 For a discussion of the limitations of this methology, see: Dean 
(1967); Becker (1958:652-660). 

- - -- ----

5 In order to protect the identity of the hospital, -8, -pseudonymnas 
been employed. 

6 At this hospital, the patients were either classified as 'voluntary' 
or 'involuntary.' The former status refers to patients who admitted 
themselves into the hospital on a voluntary basis. These patients 
were allowed to discharge themselves when they no longer felt like 
being hospitalized. The latter status refers to patients, who 
through court orders or psychiatric diagnosis at a general hospital, 
were admitted into this psychiatric facility. That is, these patients 
have no choice in the matter--they are admitted on the basis of some
one else's judgment that they are in need of psychiatric care. In
voluntary patients are discharged at the discretion of the ward psy
chiatrist and other st~f m~~b~rs_ 
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7 For a discussion on making bargains ~rith gatekeepers see: Bog
dan and Taylor (1975:30-32); Becker (1970). 

8 See for example, Haas and Shaffir (1980:244-255); and Geer (1970: 
81-96). 

9 - Bogdan and Taylor (1975:34) suggest that it is the best strategy 
to outline the study in general terms. "Observers needs not ex
plain their substantive or theoretical interests or their specific 
techniques in great detail. In fact, it is probably unwise for 
researchers to volunteer elaborate details concerning the precision 
with which notes will be taken." 

10 This, and all subsequ.ent quotations were taken from the researcher's 
fieldnotes of informal interaction with the staff and patients and 
were transcribed as nearly verbatim as possible. The names have 
been changed to protect the identities of the subjects. 

·11 Gatekeepers often ask how they (the institution) will benefit from 
the research project. This question was repeatedly asked of me 
during my negotiations and renegotiations with the gatekeepers. Re
searchers (both anthropologists and sociologists) are often criti
cized for going into the field, collecting data on aspects of human 

. ·--beh.a.lli..our-,-J....eaving.....th.e....fi.eld....and._theIL.m'iting_1!p~.l1~:!.I'....~ata--with
out giving the people under investigation anything in return~e 
to this fact, coupled with the persistence of the gatekeepers, I 
felt an obligation to give the institution something in return; 
thus, I offered to give the institutional officials a copy of the 
resulting study as well as a presentation of my findings to the 
ward staff, in order that both parties would benefit from the 
research experience. 

12 This action is an illustration of an institution's attempt to 'pass 
the buck.' Because the research project was incompatible with the 
interests of the institution, its representatives actively attempted 
to 'channel' my interests elsewhere. 
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13 For a discussion of this 'give and take' of exchange process, 
see: Johnson (1975). 

14 See Haas and Shaffir (1980:244-255) for a similar discussion. 

15 _ Every time I went to do fieldwork on the ward, I was forced to 
explain my identity to each of the staff members. The ward 
staff operated on a rotation basis whereby each month they were 
transferred to another ward; thus, each time I arrived, I was 
confronted with an entirely different set of 'ward gatekeepers' 
who were unaware of my identity and the aims of the study. As 
a result, I was forced to spend time explaining who I was and 
the objectives of the research to these staff members--actions 
which threatened to destroy the trust of the patients that I had 
worked so hard to establish. Specifically, my interaction with 
the staff was interpreted by the patients as being traitorous and 
it was only through perseverance that I was able to regain my in
formants' trust. 

16 For a discussion on the subject of 'going native' or 'over-rapport,' 
see: Spradley and McCurdy (1975:60); and Miller (1952:97-99). 

17 See Bruyn (1966); and Schwartz and Sc~~rt~_ (1.922£34}-)5!±2. 

18 For a discussion regarding similar problems of ga~1ng access, see 
the following: Barber (1973:103-112); Habenstein (ed.) (1970); 
Haas and Shaffir (1978); West (1980); Hoffman (1980). 

19 As the reader can see, access was obtained into the second insti
tution much more smoothly and expediently. The reasons for this 
relatively easy access were two-fold: (1) in the second insti
tution, I was 'sponsored' by a member of the psychiatric profession 
rather than attempting to 'sell' the study on my own; (2) the psy
chiatrist at the second institution was more sympathetic to a soc
iological approach to the study of mental patients, for he himself 
was actively involved in psychiatric research that included social 
psychological and sociological factors in the analysis. In contrast, 
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the psychiatrists at the first institution advocated a strict 
traditional approach to the study of psychiatry and psychiatric 
patients--a stance that was antithetical to my sociological study. 
For this reason, coupled with the former, I had much more diffi
culty in obtaining access and maintaining relations in the first 
research setting in comparison to the second. setting. 

20 See Blanche Geer (1967:372-398) for a detailed description of a 
researcher's first days in the field. 

21 See Shaffir et al. (eds.) (1980:111-116) for a discussion of this 
subject. 

22 This term has been employed by Becker et ale (1961); Gans (1962); 
Whyte (1955) and Glaser and Strauss (1967). 

23 r Coupled with the fear of rejection, researchers are also often 
r afraid that their subjects may cause them physical harm. In my 
I case however, I never felt afraid of the patients I studied. I 

1 rejected popular stereotypes of mental patients as being indivi-
\ duals who 'don't know what they are doing,' and who are 'extremely 

(f 1 dangerous.' My father was employed at a psychiatric institution 
t for a number of years during which time I frequently interacted 

.. 4 .witlL patients interactions which disIlelled ~ _~p~C3.l". conceptions 1 --.. -----.--.. -. -- . 

f\.,I may have previously had of mental patients. 

24 See Sanders (1980:160); and Bogdan and Taylor (1975:42-43). 

25 See for example: Douglas (1976) •. 

26 Such researchers as Erikson (1965); Gold (1958:221-222); and Davis 
(1961) oppose conducting covert research. 

27 See Rosenhan (1973: 250-258); and Goldman et ale (1970:427-434). 
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28. See Goffman (1961:ix). 

29 I felt an ethical obligation to answer patient questions posed to 
me in the course of my interviewing. I felt that it was not fair 
of me to ask questions of them (many of which were personal in 
nature) and then refuse to answer questions they had of me. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

THE PRE-PATIENl' PHASE IN THE CAREER OF THE MENTAL PATIENT 

This chapter, based on my data analysis of eighteen subjects intro-

duces the first stage in the career of the mental patient--the pre-patient 
1 

phase. Specifically, it examines the social conditions which may lead to 

hospitalization in a psychiatric facility. Conceiving of mental illness as 

subjectively problematic, this discussion will focus on: 

(1) the social conditions upon which an individual is adjudged 

to be 'mentally ill' and is segregated from the community--the social aud-

ience who react to certain types of rule violations and redefine the indi-

vidual as mentally ill; 

(2) the types of rule violations against which the audience react 

and take action; 

(3) the reaction of the individual adjudged to be mentally ill--

hiS/her social experiences prior to hospitalization. 

99 
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Pathways Leading to the !..rental Hospital 

Mental illness, according to the social-role model is not an in-

herent feature that characterizes the mentally ill; rather, it is a social 

definition bestowed by members of society upon individuals exhibiting certain 

types of behaviour. 

Seen from this perspective, the career of the mental patient begins 

when societal members react--express discontent and/or take action against 

behaviour exhibited by the actor and subsequently define him/her as 'men

tally ill. ,2 Specifically, individuals are adjudged. to be mentally ill when 

they exhibit a special type of culturally-inappropriate behaviour--behav

iour to which Scheff (1966:33) refers as 'residual rule violations:' 

The culture of the group provides a vocabulary of terms for 
categorizing many norm violations: crime, perversion, drunken
ness and bad manners ••• Each of these terms is derived from the 
type of behaviour involved. After exhausting these categories, 
however, there is always a residue of the most diverse kinds of 

--v:[61a.t;ions---ror-wnfcli~ne ctil'ture appTies-no expLicit-laoel~.-
Although there is great cultural variation in what is defined 
as decent or real, each culture tends to reify its definition 
of decency or reality, and so-provides no way of handling vio
lations of its expectations in these areas. The typical norm 
governing decency or reality, therefore, literally 'goes with
out saying' and its violation is unthinkable for most of its 
members. For the convenience of the society in construing 
those instances of unnamable rule-breaking which are called 
to its at.tention, these violations may be lumped together into 
a residual category: witchcraft, spirit possession, or, in our 
own society, mental illness. 

\ Mental illness then, according to this perspective is conceived as a re

t_sidual category of deviant behaviour--violations for which society provides 
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no explicit label. 

In my study, the majority of the subjects began their careers as 

mental patients when members of society reacted to such residual rule viol-

at ions as: (a) throwing dishes at a family member, (b) breaking a window in 

the house, (c) repeated urinating and defecating oneself, Cd) refusal to main

tain habits of cleanliness, (e) providing unacceptable responses to others 

in the context of social interaction, etc. 

A large proportion of residual rule violations frequently go undetec-

ted-the behaviour remains unrecognized, or if it is acknowledged, it is 

rationalized or 'normalized' by the social audience.3 While various residual 

rule violations are ignored. or rationalized away, in some instances, indi-

viduals exhibiting similar violations are reacted to by societal members and 

are labelled as mentally ill. Gottman (1961:134), taking as problematic 

the application of the label 'mentally ill' states: 

For every offense that leads to an effective complaint, there 
are many psychiatrically similar ones that never do. No action 
is taken whicnTeads t.o--other extrusory outcomes; -or-meffecfive 
action is taken. leading to a mere pacifying or putting off of 
the person who complains. 

In other words, defining an individual as mentally ill is not an automatic 

processo Whether a person-:.is so labelled is contingent upon several factors, 

including the tolerance level of the community, the severity of the rule viol

ation, and/or the social staus of the rule breaker relative to the audience 

reacting to his behaviour (Scheff, 1975:10). 
4 

A number of studies focussing on the tolerance ,limits of the family 
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have documented the capacity of family members to minimize, overlook, and 
5 

rationalize evidence of mental illness. It is only in the event of a 

shift in the tolerance of the family members--when the individual's behaviour 
6 

becomes unmanageable, when a crisis situation develops, that others define 

him/her as being in need of psychiatric help. The data from this study sug-

gest that family members adopted similar patterns of accommodation--suspicions 

of mental illness were rationalized or normalized. Such accommodative mechan--

isms collapsed when family members were confronted with an unmanag.eable emer-

gency. As the mother of a young woman, hospitalized for exhibiting 'bizarre' 

behaviour recalls: 

My daughter wasn't quite 'right' for a long time. But it took 
me a long time to realize that. You see, at first I refused to 
face that anything was wrong with her. Her grades started getting 
worse when she entered high school. But I thought that she was 
just not trying hard enough. Then she started to get worse--I 
mean by being violent. Initially, I thought that she "JaS just 
letting off steam--I didn't realize that she was 'sick.' But 
gradually I came to the conclusion that she was sick when one 
day she got so~mad at me that she went 'beserk' and started 

- -throwi:n~---thi-ngB;- --I-wa-s-so-ai'raiuthat -I- -cail-ed--the-poi.-i-ce~ -
(Intervi~w #47, January 28, 1981:1). 

Not only do accommodative patterns break down in crisis situations, 

but also result when the individual repeatedly exhibits culturally-in-

appropriate responses in the context of social interaction with others. 

As Mechanic (1962:68) states: 

Mental illness and other forms of deviancy become visible when 
pers::> ns in the participant's group recognize his inablity and 
reluctance to make proper responses in his network of inter
personal relations. 
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Similar to Laing and Esterson (1964), in my study I found that indi-

viduals were ad,judged by significant others to be mentally ill as a conse-

quence of their inability to accurately respond to interpersonal demands 

of others in the situation. 7 As one family member recalls: 

I gradually realized that something was wrong. When I would 
ask Joe a question, he would answer in a strange wa~y. I 
mean, if I asked him a question abcut 'apples' he would answer 
and tell me about 'oranges.' Our conversations just didn't 
click! That's when I realized that he must be sick (Interview 
#56, April 2, 1981:1). 

Similarly, a friend of an individual hospitalized in a mental facility 

states: 

Before she was hospitalized, it was just like she was on another 
wavelength. I would be talking about a certain thing and she 
would answer me with a statement that was completely alien to 
the conversation. Sometimes she didn't answer at all. At first, 
I just shrugged it off, but when it persisted, I realized that 

-- ---sh-e1llus~oementaJ.Ty-iTI -aner aesperately in need of psychiatric 
help (Interview #58, April 13, 1981:4). 

A third individual, recalling his wife's behaviour prior to hospitali-

zation states: 

My wife started acting 'funny' a few years ago. I mean, she 
went into this depression and wouldn't talk to anyone. No 
matter what anyone said, she just wouldn't answer. Then, 
after a while when she did answer, she would say things that 
didn't make 8.ny sense whatsoever. That's when I decided to 
get her psychiatric help (Interview #57, April 8, 1981:2). 
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In short then, the career of the mental patient begins when societal 

members notice that the behaviour exhibited by the person is strange 

or peculiar. Although the social audience may initially deny or min

imize the peculiarity, if the indiVidual repeatedly fails to respond to 

the interpersonal demands of the other in the situation, or if his be

haviou~becomes unmanageable, societal members move toward defining him 

as mentally ill. 

A number of agents and agencies participate in the definitional 

process and subsequent hospitalization of the individual. As Goffman (1961: 

135) notes, these "circuit of agents--and agencies--participate faithfully 

in his passage from civilian to patient status.1t Essentially, in my study, 

four agents reacted to residual rule violations exhibited by individuals, 

thereby activating commitment proceedings into the mental hospital: 

(1) Self as agent; 

(2) The legal system as agent; 

Family and Friends as agents; 

8 
Psychiatric Officials in a general hospital as agents. 
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Self a.s Agent 

One possible pathway leading to psychiatric hospitalization is 

through self-referral. 
9 A small number, upon self-examination find them-

selves to be acting in strange and incomprehensible manners. Such be-

haviour often frightens-the per.son a.nd leads him/her to believe that he/she 

is 'going nuts' or 'losing his mind.' This threatening view of self as 

being potentially mentally ill impels the individual to admit him/herself 

willingly to a psychiatric facility. One patient, discussing his exper-

iences as a pre-patient states: 

I kept hearing voices before I came to the hospital. I didn't 
know what was happening to me. It was so~frightening. I 
thought that I was losing my mind-going bai1B.!~as. That's wilen 
I decided to admit myself to the hospital and get help (Inter
view #19, January 2, 1980:5). 

Similarly, another patient states: 

It all started about four years ago--things happened to the 
family-my mother died; my two uncles died; my aunt died. I 
was very close to my aunt. My son and I used to live with 
my aunt in her house. I used to look after her. I saw that 
she was gradually going down hill and I knew that she was 
going to die. It was very hard on me. When she did die, 
I became very depressed ••• It was really depressing and my 
nerves got bad. To make things worse, my son decided that 
he would like to go out on his own. It was such a big shock 
and it depressed me further. I didn't want to eat or take 
care of myself. I knew that something was wrong with me. 
I wasn't 'normal;" That's when I decided to get help for 
my nervous breakdown and came to the hospital (Interview 
#53, March 13, 1981:3). 
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Concommitant with the self-realization that he/she is in need 

of psychiatric help, the pre-patient is also faced with the sometimes 

arduous and anxiety-provoking task of attempting to conceal from others 

his/her newly discovered discreditable image of self. The individual' 

struggles to maintain his/her role as a 'normal' person in the context 

of social interaction with others while constantly fearful that he/she 

will be 'found out., When the social situation becomes too stressful 

for the pre-patient to manage, he/she often feels relief by admitting 

himself/herself into the mental institution. As Goffman (1961:132-133) 

notes, "instead of being himself a questionable person trying to main-

tain a role as a full one, he can become an officially questioned per-

son known to himself to be not so questionable as that.ft A person, des-

cribing his stressful experiences prior to hospitalization states: 

In my heart I knew that there was something mentally wrong 
with me, but I tried to hide it. I tried to hide it from 
myself but I eventually realized--I faced the fact that I 

---.needed---help..-.~Ico.uld1l-'-t--G0nc--entPat--e--I-f--e3.-t--so-m±xed-up= 
I thought that everyone was against me. And these feelings 
got progressively worse as time went on. As well as trying 
to hide ~ illness from myself, I also tried to hide it from 
my friends and other employees at work. Sometimes, it was 
quite difficult to pretend everything was ok. I kept wonder
ing if they thought I was 'going mental'--Whether they knew 
or nnt. I tried to hide it for a time, but that created 
more pressures on me until I couldn't take it anymore ••• It 
was a relief to go to the hospital. I didn't have to hide 
it anymore. Now.I could get some help for my sickness (Inter
view #47, January 27, 1981:5). 

Another person, recalling her experiences as a pre-patient states: 

Things started building up on me. At first, I thought that I 
was just overtired-that I was working myself too hard. But 

" 1 
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it got worse--it was harder and harder to make decisions. The 
work started piling up. I couldn't cope. I finally realized 
that something must be wrong with me. I was 'sick.' I wondered 
if ~ friends could tell that I was sick. I tried to hide it 
from them for awhile, but then it got worse and I had to get 
psychiatric help (Interview #56, April 10, 1981:2). 

A third individual, discussing his stressful experiences prior to hos-

pitalization states: 

Life was hell before I was admitted to the hospital. I was 
so depressed. I couldn't eat. I felt like everyone was against 
me. I used to cry a lot--sometimes I couldn't stop. And this 
scared me to death. I didn't know what was happening to me. 
I was becoming mentally sick little by little. During this 
time it was difficult to carry on a normal life, when you know 
that something's wrong with you. It got to the point where I 
couldn't carry on anymore and then I went and got myself signed 
into the hospital (Interview #56, April 10, 1981:4). 

For these individuals who were either frightened by the strange be-

haviour they were exhibiting, or were no longer able to manage the 
-- --

stressful experiences of attempting to conceal certain discreditable as-

pects of their selves from others, admission to the psychiatric hospital 

is seen in a positive light. 

Despite the fact that some pre-patients admit themselves wil1ing-

ly to the mental hospital for treatment, the majority of individuals are 

admitted by various agents and agencies against their will. For these 

individuals admitted involuntarily, their social experiences as pre

patients are generally seen in a negative manner (Goffman, 1961). Since 

the majority of persons in my study were admitted in this 10 latter mar~er, 

this discussion will now focus on the various agents that participate in 
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committing the individual involuntarily and the individual's reaction to 

such action. 

The Legal System as Agent 

A number or individuals mark the beginning of their careers as 

mental patients when legal authorities interpret their behaviour as evi-

dence of mental illness and consequently admit them to a psychiatric facil-
11 

ity. Specifically, legal authorities participate in the individual's 

passage from civilian to patient status in two ways: 

(1) A person exhibiting 'bizarre' behaviour on the outside is 

apprehended by the police and admitted directly to a psychiatric hospital 

for treatment. 

the police and imprisoned. At a subsequent hearing, the court decides 

to send the person to a mental hospital for psychiatric eValuation. 

In terms of the former path, some individuals, although not 

breaking the law are apprehended by the police. That is, according to 

a provision in the legal mandate, police officers are given the author-

ity to apprehend and hospitalize individuals acting in a strange manner--

persons committing residual rule v~olations. From the standpoint of the 

police officer, psychiatric hospitalization of the individual is conceived 
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as a necessary step in order to ensure that he does not injure himself/ 

herself or others. However, from the point of view of the person himself/ 

herself, his/her apprehension and involuntary hospitalization are events 

which he/she sees in a negative light. Specifically, most individuals 

apprehended and hospitalized by the police cannot comprehend why such 
-

action was taken against them. For these persons, hospitalization is un-

just--they adamantly deny that anything is wrong with themo An individual, 

expressing the moral outrage of his social situation as a pre-patient 

states: 

I just can't understand it. One minute I was out there 
minding my own business--not bothering anyone, then the 
next minute, I find myself being brought to the hospital 
by the cops. I never did anything 0 I'm not sick. There 
is no way that they should have done that to me! I de
mand to be let free! (Interview # 17, December 20, 1979: 
15). 

I was on a highway and the police just picked me up and 
brought me here. I never asked them why they picked me 
up. I was too scared. I can't understand why they brought 
me to this place. To this day, I still don't know why! 
(Interview #54, March 18, 1981:9-10)" 

A third individual, recalling his experiences with the police as a 

pre-patient states: 

I wasn't doing nothing wrong when they (the oolice) nicked - - - ... - ... 
me up and brought me to the hospital. I wasn't doing nothing 
I tell you. They had no reason. I wasn't breaking any laws. 
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I was just going about my own business, but they said that. 
they thought I was confused. They were wrong. They had no 
right to imprison me like that (Interview #22, January 17, 
1980:8). 

In short, individuals I interviewed who were admitted to the psychiatric 

hospital by the police as a result of committing some residual rule viol-

ation felt that such action was totally unjust and demanded to be released 

immediately. These individuals felt that they were the victims of a gross 

misjudgment on the part of the police. 

In contrast to individuals admitted to the psychiatric facility 

by the police as a consequence of exhibiting strange or incomprehensible 

behaviour, others are admitted by the legal authorities as a result of 

committing a legal offense. Persons breaking such laws as arson, burg-

lary, murder, rape, etc., are apprehended by the police and taken into 

custody. During a subsequent court hearing, the details of the case are 

discussed; if the motive behind the crime appears to be irrational in the 
- -- ----

eyes-or-the Judge and/or the defense attorney, the individual's sanity 

may be called into question. Hence, the court may decide to send the 

offender to a mental hospital for a psychiatric assessment in order to 
12 

ascertain whether he/she is 'psychiatrically fit' to stand trial. 

The legal offender, wearing handcu.ffs is transported to the 

hospital by the police at which time he is handed over to the hospital 

staff and becomes the property of the psychiatric institution.' 

For such individuals, their moral experiences as pre-patients 

are generally conceived of in a negative IIla.l1.IlBr. That is, most persons 

admitted to the hospital in this ~mer express indignation regarding the 
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13 
objectification of their selves by both legal authorities and hos-

pital staff. One patient, recalling his social situation as a pre-

patient steil.tes: 

They treated me~~like an obj ect, that's all! Right from 
the moment I i'IB.S caught by the police, in the courtroom, 
right up until the time they handed me over to the ward 
staff of the hospital. No one talked to me like I was 
a person--they just talked about me as if I wasn't there. 
They treated me just like a piece of cargo that needed to 
be moved from one place to another (Interview #7, October 
25, 1979: 13). 

Similarly, another patient recalls: 

When I was brought up from the jail by the cops, everyone 
handled me like some piece of trash~~something withou~ feel
ings. They talked about me as if I wasn't capable of under
standing what they were saying about me. It made me so mad 
(Interview # 9, October 31, 1979:15). 

In contrast to persons admitted to the mental hospital by the 

police as a result of committing a residual rule violation--individuals 

who generally express moral outrage for such action taken against them, 

others committed via the court reacted to their incarcerations in a 

somewhat acquiescent manner. Although such pre-patients may not be in 

accordance with the adjudgment of their selves as potentially mentally 

ill, they are informed of the rationale behind the judgm~nt, the course 

of the action that will be taken, and the length of time they will be 

required to remain in the hospital--knowledge which makes their social 

situations more tolerable. ConceiY~ng of his situation as 'doing time', 

one patient states: 
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They (the court officials ) don' t know what they're talking 
about--trying to say t hat I'm crazy. I know that there's 
nothing ·wrong with me. Oh, I don't care what they think 
anyways. I'll just do my tDne. I only have to be here for 
thirty days for some kind of assessment, then I'll be out 
(Interview #9, October 31, 1979:17). 

Another patient states: 

There's nothing wrong with me. I'll be out of here pretty 
soon. I ju.st have to be on my best behaviour and do my 
time and I'll soon be out. You just have to learn to bear 
it (Interview #9 , October 31, 1979:18). 

While some pre-patients processed by the court deny that they 
14 

are mentally ill, others however, prior to being sent for psychiatric 

examination, have come to see themselves as mentally unbalanced. For 

these individuals, admission (even involuntary admission) to a mental 

facility is often seen as a welcome relief to their problems. As one 

person explains: 

I went to jail for break and entry. But you know, I never 
knew that I committed the crime until after it happened, and 
the police picked me up and told me what I did. I knew I 
heeded psychiatric help ••• l didn't object to coming here 
(Interview #7, October 25, 1979:7). 

For persons, who prior to hospitalization were already questioning their 

sanity, their entire experiences as pre-patients are generally conceived 

as a positive step toward the alleviation of their problems. 
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Family and Friends as Agents 

A third group of agents who frequently play a role in the indi

vidual's passage from person to patient are his/her family and friends--

a group of persons with whom the pre-patient most frequently interacts, 

and "in whom he/she places complete trust. 

During the pre-patient phase of his/her moral career, the indi-

vidual gradually discovers that although he/she has placed reliance on 

family and friends to be supportive in times of trouble, these are often 

the very individuals '~o are the first to doubt the pre-patientts sanity 

and take action against him/her. When the individual repeatedly fails to 

correctly respond to the interpersonal demands of the other in the situ-

ation, the others react to such behaviour and adjudge the individual to 

be mentally ill. Subsequent to interpreting the pre-patient' s behaviour 

as evidence of mental illness, friends or family of the person, frequently 

enlist the help of the family physicia.n, mental health official, justice 

of the peace, or other official third parties in committing the individual 

to the psychiatric facility--action which the pre-patient views as trait-

orous and conspiratorial in nature. 

In some cases, the process of commitment begins when family mem-

bers or friends attempt to persuade the individual into visiting a family 

physician or mental health counsellor for what they are repeatedly told is 

for 'consultation purposes only.' As one patient r ecalls : 

My mother told me that nothing was going to happen to 
me. No one was going to take me anywhere. She said 
that the doctor just wanted to talk with me--we were 
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just going to talk-that ~ saIl! (Interview #20, January 5, 
1980:8). 

Similarly, another individual states: 

My cousin came over and tried to talk me into seeing the 
doctor--just to 'talk things over.' She said that he would 
just talk about how I was doing and that would be the end of 
it (Interview #58, April 15, 1981!5). 

If the individual refuses to oblige, he is often threatened by his 

significant others with desertion, legal action, or disfel10wship. One 

person recalling his social experiences as a pre-patient states: 

My wife told me if I wouldn't go to see the doctor then 
she was going to leave me. She said that she'd take the 
kids and get as far away from me as possible ••• (Interview 
#59, April 28, 1981:2). 

I was told that if I refused to keep the appointment with 
the family doctor, I would have to get out of my father's 
house and never show my face around there again (Interview 
#16, December 19, 1979:11). 

A third individual states! 

My husband threatened to take my two children and leave 
me. He said that either I go or he'd beat me up. So what 
choice did I have? (Interview #57, April 12, 1981:3). 
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Generally, a family member or friend, prior to attempting to 

persuade the pre-patient to 'consult' a proi'essional, will ha.ve already 

set up the appointment. Moreover, he/She will have 'filled in' the 

official third party regarding the case history of the adjudged individ

ual. Such action, according to Goffman (1961:137), '~ends to establish 

the_next-of-relation as the responsible person to whom pertinent findings 

can be divulged, while effectively establishing the other as the patient. 1t 

Prior to arriving for the appointment, friends or family members 

engage in polite small talk with the pre-patient--no mention is made of 

the pre-patientts impending fate. The pre-patient's significant others 

emphasize repeatedly that they will not let anything happen to him. How-

ever, during the course of the interview, the pre-patient gradually dis-

covers that a coalition has been formed against him in an attempt to 

commit him to a psychiatric institution. That is, upon arrival for the 

appointment, the pre-patient finds out that he has been accorded the role 

of 'patient' by the professional and his significant others. Moreover, 

from the nature of the conversation and the types of questions asked 

during the consultation, the pre-patient re8~izes that he has been 'in-

formed on' or betrayed. The pre-patient finds out that his significant 

others--those individuals who prior to the appointment stressed that 

they were 'on his side t and would not let anything happen to him, turn 

against him and take the side of the professional who emphasizes the need 

for hospitalization. In short, the pre-patient sadly finds out that his 

friends or relations, the ones on whom he thought he could depend, have 
15 

betrayed him. A patient, discussing his feelin~s of Ambitterment ~~d 

betrayal toward his family states: 
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All the time, they kept telling me that fuey weren't going 
to let anything happen to me. That's what they told me. 
They never mentioned one word about putting me in this 
hospital. Then we got to Dr. 's office and I 
saw what was really going on. My whole family and the 
doctor were plotting against me behind my back. My mother 
told the doctor all kinds of things about me even before 
I showed up. They were trying to get me committed to this 
place. They're all traitors and I hate them! (Interview 
#21, January 11, 1980:5). 

Similarly, a second patient recalls: 

My wife assured me that she would not commit me to this 
place. Even my own doctor promised not to let that happen. 
But boy was I ever a fool! Everything was set up by my 
wife and the doctor behind my back. It went so quickly 
that I was committed before I even realized what hit me. 
One minute they were my loyal friends, and the next minute 
they turned against me and put me in this hospital. I 
just canit forgive them for thatl (Interview #58, April 
15, 1981:9). 

Psychiatric Officials of a General Hospital as Agents 

A fourth and final route leading to hospitalization in a psy-

chiatric facility is via psychiatric officials of a general hospital. 

Specifically, a number of individuals exhibiting symptoms of mental 

illness are reacted against by various social audiences and are admitted 
16 

to the psychiatric ward of a general hospital for treatment. If a 

person fails to respond to treatment, or is diagnosed as being in need 

of extended psychiatric care, psychiatric officials subsequently transfer 

him/her toa mental hospital. Some individuals respond to such action taken 

against their selves in a positive manner: 
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When I didn't get any better after the shock treatments, they 
transferred me to Meadowdale. I didn't really mind going there. 
I thought that I might get treated better than in the ordinary 
hospital. I thought that they could help me to get better (Inter
view #53, March 13, 19S1:4). 

Similarly, another individual states: 

At first in (general hospital) they tried all 
kinds of drugs on me but it didn't make me feel much better. 
Dr. thought that it would be best for me to go to 
the psychiatric hospital •••• I agreed because I wanted to 
feel better and get well (Interview # 56, April 10, 1981: 
5) ! 

Others, however respond to the action of transfer in a negative manner. 

These individuals expressed fear and anxiety regarding their social 

fates: 

I was scared, I mean, really scared. when I found out that 
they were transferring me to this place. When I was on the 
psychiatric ward in the general hospital, I thought that 
~hey wOulcl-iust keeP--Jne_~ere for a fe'VLda;;rfLand-then- let
me out, but I never thought I'd end up here. I didn't know 
how long they planned to keep me at this place and it scared. 
me (Interview #45, January 21, 1981:5). 

A second individual, discussing his feelings toward the action of 

transfer to a psychiatric institution states: 

I was frightened to death when they told me where I was 
going to be sent. I didn't want to go there. I didntt 
know what to expect--I mean, what kind of patients were 
in there, what they were going to do to me. It really 
nmde me nervous (Interview #57, April12, 1981:7). 
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While admission to a psychiatric ward of a general hospital against 

the pre-patient's will brings a loss of freedom, the action of transfer 

to the psychiatric facility proper represents yet a further loss: 

It was bad enough in Oakridge (the general hospital). When 
they admitted me in there, they took away a lot of my things-
they kept watching me all the time. I couldn't do anything 
freely on my own. But being sent here to Meadowdale was much 
worse. It was like becoming a lower being ••• You see, you lose 
most, if not all your freedom that you used to have when you 
come in. It's like going down a flight of stairs--you were 
once at the top, but when you get admitted, you quickly fall 
to the bottom (Interview #19, January 2, 1980:8). 

Another person states: 

It was worse once I got to Meadowdale. They took all my 
personals away ••• I couldn't even have my wallet and my 
money. You lose all your freedom. They lock you up like 
animals. On the outside you get to do pretty much as you 
want, but here you are locked in and controlled (Interview 
#19, January 2, 1980:6). 

In general, most patients conceive of the pre-patient exper-

ience of transfer with animosity. While involuntary admission to the 

psychiatric ward of a general hospital is viewed by these individuals 

as a gross miSjudgment, they conceive of the action of transfer as yet 

a further and more serious error on the part of others-a mistake that 

is unforgiveable. A patient, expressing contempt toward a psychiatric 

official's decision to transfer him to a mental hospital states: 

I hate that doctor for sending me in here. How could he 
do this to me? He had no right. I feel like killing him. 
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I hated it when they admitted me to the psych. ward in the 
ordinary hospital--there was nothing wrong with me. They 
made a big mistake. But when that doctor said that I needed 
'therapyt so he was sending me to Meadowdale, I nearly hit 
the roof. They were making a worse mistake--there was nothing 
wrong with me and they were sending me to the nut house, (Inter
view # 60, April 30, 1981:2). 

In summary, this chapter has dealt with the ~'e-patient phase 

in the career of the mental patient with specific emphasis on the social 

conditions upon lvhich an individual is defined as mentally ill-the re-

action of the social audience to specific types of rule violations being 

the crucial definitional element. Secondly, this chapter focussed on the 

various social agents which participated in the definitional process and 

subsequent hospitalization of the adjudged individual, and the reaction 

of the person to such action taken against him/her self. 

The next chapter will deal with the second stage in the career 

of the mental patient-the in-patient phase. Specifically, it will 

deal with the various admission procedures to which a person is subjected 

upon institutionalization, and how such procedures and regulations fune-

tion to strip the individual of hiS/her present identity. Secondly, 

this chapter will discuss the hospitalts privilege system as the chief 

context within which the patient is forced to adopt a redefinition of self 

as 'mentally ill. t 
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FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER FIVE 

1 The reader should note that the pre-patient phase was not a 
central focus of this study; data collection focussed on the 
in-patient and ex-patient phases in the mental patient's career. 
This chapter then, based on my somewhat limited analysis of 
the pre-patient phase, presents a brief introduction ,to some 
of the social conditions which may lead to hospitalization, 
and the. response of the individual to such action. 

2 See Kitsuse (1965) for a discussion of the societal reaction 
component to the study of deviant behaviour in general. 

3 This stage of rationalization is referred to as 'denial' by 
Cumming and Cumming (1957:92-103). See also, Clausen and 
Yarrow (1955:25-33) and Hollinghead and Redlich (1958:170-176). 

4 For a discussion of some of the career contingencies that may 
affect hospitalization in a mental facility, see: Lemert (1946: 
370-378); and Meyers and Schaffer (1954_:}Q7-3~OJ._ 

5 See, for example, Sampson et ale (1962); Yarrow et ale (1955); 
Schwartz (1957); Hollingshead and Redlich (1958); Laing and 
Esterson (1964). 

6 Smith et ale (1963:228-233) in their research on the tolerance 
limits of the family found that accommodative patterns broke 
down when a 'last straw' type incident occurred. 

7 See also Becker (1962:494-501); and Gough (1948:359-366) for a 
somewhat similar discussion regarding the definitional process 
of an individual as mentally ill. 
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8 For the purposes of this thesis, an analytical separation has 
been made between the four routes leading to hospitalization. 
However, in reality, there exists an interplay between the 
various agents f reactions to the residual rule violation and 
the individual--an interplay which is beyond the scope of this 
thesis. 

9 In this case, five subjects (or 25% of the sample). 

10 In this case, fifteen subjects (or 75% of the sample). 

11 See also, Bittner (1967:278-292) for a discussion of police dis
cretion in the apprehension of the mentally ill. 

12 Psychiatric assessments ranged from 30-60 days during which time 
forensic staff evaluated patients by mewiS of observation, inter
views and psychological testing. 

13 This theme continues, and is intensified during the in-patient 
_mas_e _9~ _'the_ J1e-!'son~- career -as----<i-mental-pa."tj.e!lt-.-

14 In my study, such individuals were in a minority, specifically 
only 5% of the sample; 

15 The individual discovers that his family members are actually 
serving as 'double agents~--on the one hand they pretend to be 
loyal and supportive, and yet, such persons turn against the 
individual and realign themselves with the proiessional. 

16 While some pre-patients are admitted directly to the psychiatric 
hospital for treatment: others are sent first to a psychiatric 
ward of a general hospital. The reason for such action is two
fold: (l) in some cases, individuals are living in a region 
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that does not contain a mental hospital; (2) with the trend 
toward deinstitutionalization of the mental health facilities, 
individuals are admitted to a psychiatric ward in a general 
hospital for short-term treatment and then are released back 
into the community. Only when such treatment fails are patients 
transferred for further treatment to a psychiatric institution. 



CHAPTER SIX 

THE IN-PATIENT PHASE IN THE CAREER OF THE MEN!' AL P ATIENI' 

The Process of Admission: The Context Within Which Self is Mortified 

As Gotfman (1961:14) emphasizes in his study of total insti
l 

tutions, the individual generally enters the institution with a pos-

itive conception of self; however upon admission and thereafter he is 

stripped of many of his accustomed possessions and symbols of identity 

including clothing. The individual is subjected to a set of mortifying 

experiences which function to strip him/her of hiS/her present identity. 

~c~o~ding to Goffman (1961:14): 

The recruit comes to the establishment with a conception 
of himself made possible by certain stable social arrange
ments in his home world. Upon entrance, he is immediately 
stripped of the support provided by these arrangements. In 
the accurate language of some of our oldest institutions, he 
begins a series of abasements, degradations, humiliations and 
profanations of self. His self is systematically, or often 
unintentionally mortified. He begins some radical shifts 
in his moral career, a career composed of the progressive 
changes that occur in the beliefs that he has concerning h~ 
self and others. 

In my study, I found that the patients were subject~d to certain 

processes of mortification. Specifically, upon entrance the patient is 

123 
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subjected to certain mortifying experiences or stripping processes that 

are elaborated in the form of 'admission procedures.' On entering the 

hospital, the individual is subjected to a systematic set of procedures: 

he is signed in, assigned to a specific nurse and psychiatrist, asked 

questions about his life history, certain possessions are taken from him 

and- stored, he is given a physical examination, a haricut,.; instructed. in 

the rules of the ward, assigned to a room, and is issued institutional 

clothing if he has none of his own. In other words, during admission 

procedures the individual is subjected to a variety of routine operations--

in essence, he is coded into an object that can be easily processed by 

administrat.ive mechanisms of the institution.
2 

While one might agree 

that these admission procedures are necessary for the efficient organ-

ization and operation of the institution, from the patientsf point of 

view these procedures are seen in a different light. A new admission 

states: 

When I came in here I felt so mixed up. I was scared. Two 
female police brought me up here; I had chains on my arms and 
my feet. They brought me up to the front door and handed me 
over to the hospital woman. I felt like a piece of garbage 
you know, not like a human being--they were treating me like 
a fucking object, that's all. So they handed me over to her 
and she took me to the ward. We entered the ward and I was 
signed in. Then they took me down to the sunporch and left 
me there alone. After about twenty minutes, they came in 
and got me, asked me a few questions and sent me back there 
alone again. This time they took me to a room where there 
was a doctor and a nurse. They were going to give me a 
physical examination. They told me to strip. I told them 
that I wasn't going to take my clothes off in front of a wo
man; she said that it was alright because she was a nurse. 
r told her to leave but she wouldn't. So I had to stand 
there nude, ri~ht in front of her--she just gawked at me~ 
I felt like a piece of shit I tell you ••• the doctor examined 
me and I do· mean all over ••• I felt so damned degraded ••• they 
do that a lot to us here (Interview #7, October 25, 1979:6). 
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Another patient, recounting his vie1~ on the admission procedures says: 

(When you come in, they take away your possessions, but they 
also do something that's much worse--they take away your 
self-respect. You come in here thinking that you are basic
ally a good, decent human being, but they somehow manage to 
degrade you--make you feel like an inferior, a nothing, a 
sub-human.) Let me tell you how it works: you come in here 
thinking you are a good person ••• But(from the first minute 
you come through the front .. door, things start to happen--they 
take everything away from you--your clothes, money. They 
strip you and examine you. Then they put you in pajamas ••• 
you feel degraded) •• You feel like you are being pushed down 
a flight of stairs, each step of the way makes you feel worse. 
Some patients accept they are nothings, no good; others try 
to fight it for awhile, but in the end the staff finally get 
you where they want you--to admit that you are a nothing (Inter
view #28, February 6, 1980:11). 

Upon admission then, the individual is subjected to a set of procedures 

which function to curtail or alter the self. The act of physical examin-

ation serves to stri~, the i:1dividual in hlO ways: not only does this pro-

cedure force the person to be physically stripped af his clothing, but 

also symbolically serves to strip him of his self-identity through degra-

dation and humiliation. Moreover, during admission procedtlres and there-

after, the patient tends to be objectified by the staff. Whereas on the 

outside the individual is treated as a person and is given respect, upon 

hospitalization he is accorded an inferior status--he is reduced to the 
3 

level of an object. In short, he is often treated as a non-person. 

The individual undergoes mortification of self in other respects 

as well. Upon admisssion the patient is stripped of many of his material 

possessions such as his wallet, money, identification, jewelry and other 
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valuables--items that are locked away in storage. Since in Western society 

material possessions are a significant part of an individual's conception 

of self, to be stripped of such items represents a major attack on the 

self. While the institution may rationalize this procedure in terms of 

protection of the patient's property, the patients however, tend to con-

ceive of this situation in a different marLner: 

Don: You know what bugs me about this place? 

Jane: What: 

Don: They won't give me any of my 'personals'--You know, like 
my wallet, ID, and my razor and that kind of stuff ••• They 
have it but they just won't give it to me. 

Jane: They did that to me, too. They took away all my jewel
ry and won't give it back to me. They want to see me 
beg for it and they still won't give it back. 

Don: They make you feel like a piece of garbage--a nothing. 
(When they take all our personals away, they take away 
who:;rou-a:r:e. -.-.-. JE-Int-erv-±ew--#8,- 0ctober-- 2B,- -l~~-:-l§}~ _u 

One set of an individual's personal possessions is related to 

selt-conceptions in a special manner. On the outside, an individual 

possesses some control over the personal front which he presents to others. 

That is, he employs a variety of symbols and tools to create a desired 

image of self. He employs what Goffman (1961:21) refers to as an 'iden-

tity kit.' However, upon hospitalization the individual is stripped ot 

his as well as the equipment used to create and rr~intain 

it. In essence, he suffers a personal detacement. A new admission, dis-
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cussing how his personal appearance was altered shortly after admission 

states: 

The barber came on the ward last week and dragged me over for 
a haircut. I didn't want to get it cut off but they (the staff) 
made me •• ,The barber just plunked me in the chair--didn't even 
talk to me and just cut off my hair •.••• Shit , I felt awful you 
know ••• they were changing so much of me ••• Where was the old 
me? (Interview #7, October 25, 19'79:17). 

Another patient, complaining about the loss of some items of her identity 

kit says: 

I hate it in here. They won't give me my razor so I can shave 
my legs. They even took away my manicure kit. I look like a 
mess now. I never looked like this before you know ••• lf I want 
to shave my legs, I have to ask for the 'safety razor' at the 
nursing station (Interview #8, October 28, 1979:12). 

The loss of certain material possessions and onets identity kit prevent 

-the-i-ndi-v:idual -f--rom-pr~senti-ng -his--usual--ima-ge- of- -sel£ -and- represents-

another instance of how self is altered upon hospitalization. 

After admission self-images and identities are assaulted in yet 

another way--specifically by means of a forced deference pattern. Upon 

hospitalization the patient soon learns that he must act politely toward 

the staff or else he will receive negative sanctioning. This very action 

of required deference functions to attack one's self-conceptions. The 

self is also mortified by virtue of the fact that the patient is forced 

to request permission (and is sometimes forced to beg) for small items 

and activities, such as cigarettes, going for a bath, spending one's own 
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money, going to the canteen, washing one's clothes--items and activities 

which the person was able to exercise on his own on the outside. This 

obligation not only places the patient in an inferior or submissive role, 

but also leaves him wide open for interruptions from the staff. On the 

outside if an individual desires something, his requests are readily 

granted; in contrast, upon institutionalization, his requests may often 

be denied, questioned or even ignored: 

Last night, I waited and waited at the nursing station. I 
wanted someone to unlock the door so I could take a bath. 
The staff all saw me standing there but they just ignored 
me. After about ten minutes I yelled out to them and told 
them what I wanted but they just put me off. They told me 
to come back later and ask again (Interview #20, January 
5, 1980:6). 

Another patient describes the condescending treatment accorded the 

patients by the staff: 

They treat us like children in here ••• 'Now if you're a good 
boy and ask politely, you can have one cigarette each hour' 
(mimicking the voice of a staff). Shit, if you smoke, how 
much is one cigarette an hour? But like I said, they treat 
us like kids; they talk down to us. It makes us feel 'un
human' if that is a word (Interview #7, October 5, 1979:9). 

I In sum, these demands for deference and the corresponding implications 

of inferiority present the individual with a self-image that is incompat-

ible with his prior conception of self. 

The self is also mortified in other respects. In Western society 
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there is no more important claim to status, prestige and identity than 

a person's job (Haas and Shaffir, 1978:33). As Everett Hughes (1958:314) 

states: 

A man's work is one of the more important parts of his 
identity, of his self; indeed of his fate in the one life 
he has to live, for there is something almost as irrevocable 
about the choice of occupation as there is about the choice 
of mate. 

A person's occupation is an intricate part of his self-identity. How-

ever, upon hospitalization the patient is separated from his occupation 

in the outside world; in its place, he is often given menial work to 

undertake for which he is paid a small sum of money. So for example, as 

part of the patient's 'therapy,' he may be obliged to help in the hospital 

kitchen clearing tables or scraping plates. For this labour he may be 

given a few cents or a cigarette. At the Industrial Therapy Workshop 

of the in~t~-t.~~onLj)8.i:,j.ents_~~ reQ\.tirecLto_UILdertakalight-factoq -WG~

such as filling packages and cartons with various goods. Others work at 

the hospital laundry where they wash and iron much of the institutional 

clothing. For this type of work, the patients are paid menial wages. 

Being forced to work at such tasks for small sums of money is degrading 

for the individual and represents yet another instance of how self is 

assaulted. upon hospitalization: 

Working at IT (Industrial Therapy) is p.~ awful. You 
start working for 20¢ an hou~ ~nd you C~~ work your ~~y up 
to 70¢ an hour and that's doing heavy manual labour, like 
lifting crates. See that old lady over there? She makes 
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40¢ an hour stuffing kotex in a box. How degradingt ••• The 
money you make in here isn't enough to keep you in cigar
ettes. It's just token wages, that's all. I used to make 
over $200.00 a week on the outside, but in here I'm lucky 
if I make $10.00 a week ••• It's like a slap in the face, you 
know (Intervew # 7, October 25, 1979:14). 

Two patients, comparing hospital wages to wages in another institution 

state: 

Joe: You know, it's better in prison than in here. In pri
son the pay is better. Some inmates make 5 or 6 bucks 
an hour for doing work. 

Tom: Ya, when I was in jail I got paid $1.90 an hour for 
working in the kitchen. But here in the mental hosp
ital all they pay is 20¢ an hour;" Ya, convicts are 
treated better than mental patients--even though we 
have to do shitty jobs in jail too, at least we're 
paid a bit better than in this joint! (Interview 
#12, November 16, 1979:8). 

It is further imJX)rtant to note that another type_ of Jn~0z:t~f~~t:i.0n 
--- - --

occurs upon admission. Essentially, a type of contaminative exposure4 

occurs upon entrance._ While in the outside world an individual is able 

to segregate objects of self-feeling, such as his thoughts, actions and 

his physical being from certain contaminating items, in the hospital how

ever, the boundaries of the self are violated (Goffman, 1961:23). Speci-

fically, upon entering the hospital, a person's informational preserve re-

lating to self is infringed upon. During entrance procedures information 

is collected regarding the patient's roles, statuses, and his past be-

hav-:lours (including dis'creditable information) and is synthesized in 

the form of a case history of the patient. This file is made readily avail-
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able to any staff member. The patient has virtua.lly no control over who 

is allowed to learn certain discreditable facts about himself. In this 

sense, his territories of self are being violated. Because staff mem-

bers have access to these case histories, sometimes in the course of group 

therapy sessions, the therapist forces the patient to reveal certain dis-

creditable facts about himself in front of other group members. A patient 

recalling his experience in a group therapy session states: 

I hate this place. They (the staff) know everything about 
us-especially all the bad things we've ever do.ne. Every 
time I go to one of those sessions they keep bringing up 
my past. I know I've done a lot of wrong things in my life-
I admit to that, but they keep wanting me to talk about 
things I did a long time ago, right in front of the other 
patients. It makes me feel ashamed when I have to tell 
bad things about myself and they hear it. I don't want 
everyone else in the group to know all the things I've 
done (Interview #25, January 26, 1980:11). 

Another patient says: 

lihen you come in here the staff learn all about you, es
pecially all the bad things you don't want them to know. 
It's all written down in black and white in your case 
history record. that's kept at the nursing station. Before 
I came here, I could hide some of these bad facts about me 
from other people, but in here that's impossible (Interview 
#12, November 16, 1979:6). 

While the patient undergoes mortification of self by contamin-

ative exposure of the kind discussed above, he also undergoes morti-

fication of self through interpersonal contamination. As Goffman (1961:28) 
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emphasizes, tt~lhen the agency of contamination is another hum&"1 being, 

the inmate is in addition contaminated by forced interpersonal contact 

and, in consequence, a forced social relationship. It Many times during 

a patient's hospitalization his physical being and room may be searched. 

While the institution rationalizes these actions in terms of the pro-

tection of the patients, nevertheless, this very action of searching, 

along with the person who conducts the search, functions to violate the 

boundaries of the self. A patient expresses this view: 

You know what bugs me about here? They search our rooms 
for 'junk' (drugs) all the time ••• There's no privacy at 
all ••• Like today me friend Jack came in to visit me and 
when he left they called me to the office while the others 
(the staff) went into my room and searched through all my 
stuff. I saw them do it. Man, we got no privacy at all! 
(Interview #7, October 25, 1979:7). 

Self is also assaulted in one final respect--through the en-

vidual has some control over his world--he is a free, autonomous being~ 

As such, he is free to make choices on his own as well as to act as he 

pleases within certain prescribed limits. The correctness of his actions 

is judged only at certain times. The individual is accorded certain civil 

rights as a Canadian citizen. In contrast however, upon institutionali-

zation, the mental patient is subjected to a rigorous set of rules and 

regulations that serve to control every aspect of the patient's life. 5 

The civil rights he once enjoyed on the outside are taken away from him. 

He no longer has free choice nor is he able to act as he pleases. The 
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patient's actions are constantly being judged by the staff, and neg-

ative sanctions result it he violates an institutional norm. A patient 

aptly describes this situation: 

Did you know that mental patients have no rights? •• When 
you come in here, you lose all the rights you had on the 
outside. There is no free choice in here--choices are 
made for you. ,Like you have to eat at a certain time, wash 
at a certain time when they tell you, work when they tell 
you. In here they force you to think and act the Way they 
want ••• They're always watching what you do and if you goof 
up, you're punished ••• (Interview #21, January ll, 1980:3). 

Another patient states: 

When a person is committed into the mental hospital he 
loses most of the rights he had on the outside as a cit
iZen. For example, we aren't allowed to vote anymore, 
drive a car or any of thosethings--we lose all those 
rights we used to take for granted. With no rights left, 
we are left to abide by the rules of the hospital or else 
receive punishments. Taking away all these things is like 
taking

6
away part.of y'0ur identity--you lose who you once 

--Wer-e~ ___ !Int~YJ.ffiol 1t22~-JanuarJll?,--19S0:S)~ . 

In sum, the 10s5 of certain rights combined with the vast body of rules 

and regulations to which the patient is subjected functions to threaten 

the individual's conception of self. No longer is he a self-deterministic 

entity; rather, the patient is reduced to a weak, helpless, dependent 

b . 7 
e~ng. 

In summary, I have attempted to illustrate how a mental institution, 

in its effort to resocialize and rehabilitate its charges, begins by in-
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itially stripping the individual of his old identity, through various 

admission procedures. While the self is curtailed through these morti-

fying experiences, I would argue that it is largely within the context 

of the i.nstitution's privilege system that self is reconstituted. 

It will be the purpose in the second part of this chapter to 

examine how self is reorganized in the framework of the privilege sys-

tern. Specifically, I will undertake the following: (1) outline the 

major components of the privilege system; (2) its official purpose; and 

then (3) discuss its implications for self-images and identities. 

The Privilege System: The ConteA~ Within Which Self is Reconstituted 

Examination of the privilege system reveals that it is comprised 

of three basic components: formal norms, positive sanctions (rewards) 

and negative sanctions (punishments). In terms of the formal norms, it 

is evident that the mental institution possesses a rigorous and explicit 

set of rules and regulations detailing the main requirements of patient 

conduct. So for example, such rules prescribe at what time a patient 

gets up in the morning, what time he/she retires, when he/she is allowed 

to bathe, whether he/she is allowed to go to the canteen, attend social 

functions, etc. 

A second major component of the privilege system may be termed 

positive sanctions or rewards. The mei~al hospital, in exchange for 

cooperation and compliance, offers the patient a small number of clearly-
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defined privileges. As I pointed out earlier in this chapter, upon 

entrance the patient is stripped of many of his material possessions. 

Items and activities which the patient once took for granted on the out-

side, now become priVileges upon hospitalization. Through the privilege 

system, certain possessions, items and activities are held up to the 

patient as possibilities which he can strive to regain. For example, when 

the patient becomes obedient in both thought and action, he might be given 

his identification and wallet back, allowed to go for a walk to the hos-

pital canteen by himself, or even be allowed to venture into the city for 

a short time. In this sense, the individual feels that he is re-establish-

ing some of the relationships with the outside world which were lost upon 

hospitalization. 

A third and final component of the privilege system may be termed, 

negative sanctions or punishments. When a patient violates oTIe of the in-

stitutional norms, he is punished. \Vhile corporal punishment is prohibited, 

punishments may take the form of being placed in the sideroom for a period 

of time, temporary loss of privileges, or even confinement to pajamas. 

Two important points regarding the privilege system should be noted 

at this point. Firstly, discharge from the hospital is elaborated into 

the privilege system. As Denzin (1968:349-358) and Hollingshead and Red-

lich (1958) emphasize, certain patient behaviours and overall presentations 

of self serve to facilitate the acquisition of more privileges and ulti-

mat ely, the patientts release, while other types of behaviour tend to 

lengthen his stay: 

••• if the patient presents himself in such a way as to commun
icate his acceptance of the 'psychiatric line,' the therapist 
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will act tm'lard him in a way which defines him as a good 
patient and one who will be easy to treat ••• It would be 
predicted that patients defined as holding initial favor
able attitudes toward the 'psychiatric line' would ••• re
main in the gospital a shorter length of time (Denzin, 
196B:350). 

Secondly, it is apparent that positive and negative sanctions of the 

privilege system become elaborated into a residential system. That is, 

certain places to sleep or interact become clearly-defined as places in 

which patients with certain privileges are allowed to frequent or abide. 

Basically, patients are moved back and forth from one spatial area to 

another within the ward as rewards or punishments for their behaviour and 

. presentations of self. In this sense then, the system itself remains 

static while the patients are shifted back and forth within the struc-

ture. A patient explains how the privilege system operates: 

When you first come in, you are often put in pajamas. You're 
net-allewoo- te-ev~n-wear elot-h es-.-¥'ou- -ha-V'e -no- prrrl-leges-at- . 
all •••• They put you on the back part of the ward; you can't 
go out to the other side of the ward--they have a locked door 
between the two sides of the ward. You're confined back here 
for a week or more (Interview #12, November 16, 1979:2). 

Another patient recounts: 

If you're good and behave like the staff want, you can work 
your way up and get more benefits •••• Like when you get semi
privileges you're allowed to go down to the other side of the 
ward into the music room and listen to the stereo. Also, you 
no longer have your room on the back part of the ward--the 
u.~pri~~leged side, but you get to move to a room on the front 
part of the ward with the more privileged people. Later you 
can work your way up to full-privileges which means that you 
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can go out on your own for walks or to the canteen (Inter
view #12, November 16, 1979:4). 

At the official level, the privilege system can be seen to have 

two functions: (1) as a mechanism of social control; and (2) a thera-

peutic aim. That is, in terms of the former, the privilege system serves 

to make the patient obedient and cooperative in terms of the aims of the 

institution. The privilege system can be viewed as a mechanism of social 

control utilized to manage a large group of people. In terms of the latter 

function, the privilege system is also conceptualized by the institutional 

staff as having some therapeutic value. That is, this system functions 

to allow the patient to learn responsibility for his own actions as well 

as the actions of others. It serves to rehabilitate the patient so that 

he will be able to successfully return to the outside world. A staff 

member describing the purpose of the privilege system states: 

The way I see the privilege system is this--it essentially 
has a therapeutic aim in that it provides the patient the 
opportunity to accept responsibility for himself and other 
patients ••• The privilege system also helps us control the 
patients ••• It provides the staff with information about a 
patient's behaviour that might otherwise be hidden, so we 
are able to judge him in this way ••• (Interview # 31, Febru
ary 21, 1980:1). 

Examination of the privilege system reveals that it is com-

prised of four levels. These are as follows: 

Lowest Level Level I WARD PRIVILEGES--The patient is can
to the back half of the ward, often 
being forced to remain in pajamas. 



Level II 

Level III 

Highest Level Level IV 
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GROUNDS-ACCOMPANIED--The patient has 
semi-privileges which means that he 
can move freely throughout the ward 
and is also permitted to go for a 
walk on the grounds if accompanied 
by a staff or a patient who possesses 
t full-grounds. ' 

FULL-GROUNDS--The patient has full pri
vileges which means that he-is allowed 
to go out of the hospital by himself, 
go to the canteen by himself, etc. 

OFF-GROUNDS--This level of the priVil
ege system entitles the patient to 
leave the hospital grounds whenever he 
desires, providing that he returns with
in a specified time. 

Essentially, when a patient enters the hospital, he is placed 

at Level I and is confined to the ward. After approximately one week's 

~im~~ 9 _~h_e_ !'8-~~ep~ (}an _a~k: l'e_rmissio1'lf~~m ~h!) _ §I~aff_ tQ _Clt_tencLa 'PriYik 

ege Meeting' which is comprised of two staff members and his fellow patients. 

At this meeting the patient asks permission to advance to the next level 

in the privilege system and be granted more privilegese The other patients 

then vote on whether the patient should be granted more privileges, and 

if a unanimous decision is reached, he is allowed to proceed to the next 

level. Although one might initially think that the privilege system op-

erates in a democratic manner, closer examination reveals that this is 

not the case. Although the staff do not take part in the actual voting, 

they do however, possess the authority to veto any decision if they so 
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desire. 

According to the ideology of the institution, the privilege sys

tem, the privilege system may be characterized as a resocializing and re

habilitating mechanis~a mechanism that helps the patient learn to 

'accept responsibility' for his actions. As the patient gradually learns 

to be more responsible he moves from levels one through four and is even

tually discharged back into society as a productive being. In contrast 

to the ideology of the institution however, when one attempts to make 

sociological sense of this system, it is seen in a different manner. 

Specifically, I would argue that the privilege system provides the chief 

context within which the patient is forced to adopt a redefinition of self 

as 'mentally ill' or 'deviant.' 

From an interactionist perspective, one develOps a self-identity 

on the basis of hos he perceives others are perceiving him. One's self

conceptions reflect the image he believes others have of him and is closely 

tied to the reactions imputed to other individuals. Self, is socially

constructed and socially-maintained. When an individual initially enters 

a mental institution he possesses a conception of self that was made 

possible by the stable arrangements of society. However, upon admission 

and thereafter the patient finds that it is virtually impossible to man

age his old identity_ The patient is separated from individuals and 

structures on the outside which functioned to validate his behaviour. 

This social separation, combined with the various admission procedures 

serve to destroy or alter the individual's conception of self. Once 

stripped to a liminal entity, the hospital offers the patient ~~ AJ~er-

native identity of self as 'mental patientt--a self-image that is in-
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compatible ,vith his prior conception of self. I would argue that although 

the patient may not initially agree with this redefinition of self as be-

ing mentally ill, nevertheless, through the structure of the privilege 

system along with the shared definition of himself as being ;'mentally 

ill' held by his significant others, the patient is ultimately forced 

to accept this redefinition. Blake and Moulton (1961:1-2) make the 

following statement regarding the processes of conformity, resistance 

to influence, and conversion to a new self-identity: 

An individual requires a stable framework, including 
salient and firm reference points, in order to orient 
himself and to regulate his interactions with others. 
This framework consists of external and internal anchor
ages available to the individual whether he is aware of 
them or not ¢ Within a.n a.cceptable framework he can re
sist giving or acc~pting information that is inconsistent 
with that framework or that requires him to relinquish 
it. In the absence of a stable framework he actively seeks 
to establish one through his own strivings by making use 
of significant and relevant information provided within 
the context of interaction. By controlling the amount 
and kind of information available for orientation, he 

-Gall-be -±eG.---t&-emepa~e -eenfermiflg- at-t-i-t-ud-es- whieh-ar-e-en
tirely foreign to his earlier ways of thinking. 

Further, Thomas Scheff (1966:57) in his discussion of role-playing 

writes: 

Having an audience that acts toward the individual in a 
uniform way may lead the actor to play the expected role 
even if he is not particularly interested in doing so. 
The 'baby of the family' may come to find this role ob
noxious, but the uniform pattern of cues and actions that 
cop.i'ronts him. in the family m!:ly lock in with his own \"0= 

cabulary of responses so that it is inconvenient and dif
ficult for him not to play the part expected. of him. To 
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the degree that alternative roles are closed off, the pro
offered role may come to be the only way the individual can 
cope with the situation. 

In my study, I found that new patients initially respond to their 

hospitalization by denying the there is anything wrong with them. They 

often assert a story proving that they are not mentally ill, that some-

one or something else is to blame for their hospitalization, and that the 

hospital officials are therefore unjust in forcing this new label upon 

them. The following quotations from patients provide illustrations of 
10 

this self-respecting tendency: 

I've gone through a lot of pain in my life. It's all those 
people out there who put me in here you know ••• Everyone on 
the outside is against me. I'm not sick but they say I am. 
It's just not true. They forced me to come in here (Inter
view #18, December 27, 1979:5). 

Another patient states: 

You know, I'm not crazy like the rest of them in here. I 
just got fed up with the working conditions in my home town. 
The town's dying. There's no decent jobs anymore. I came 
to the hospital to rest up, that's all. It's sert of a re
training programme for me (Interview #9, October 31, 1979:7). 

A third patient states: 

I went AWOL when I was fighting in Vietnam and they're still 
looking for me. That's why I'm in this place right now. I'm 
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hiding f1t'om them. There's nothing wrong with me (Interviei''1 
#20, January 5, 19S0:S). 

While most of the time the other patients openly accept the patient's 

apologia without question, sometimes however, the patients force each other 

to View themselves as mentally ill. The following conversations aptly 

illustrate this point: 

Bob: There's nothing wrong with me. I don't know why I'm 
locked up in here. 

Dick: There's something wrong with you. 

Bob: What? 

Dick: You're sick--you're a dangerous mental, Bob. That's 
why you're in here. If you don't believe that, youvll 
never get out (Interview #21, January 11, 19S0:4). 

Similarly, two patients engaged in convers.ation,· st.ate: 

Mary: You're crazy Joan, you're retarded. Face the fact! 

Joan: I am not. 

Mary: Yes you are and you'll be in here for the rest of your 
life. (Interview #20, January 5, 19S0:l0). 

While fellow patients sometimes playa role in forcing the individual 

to accept this redefinition of self as mentally ill, I found that it is 
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the staff, who through the context of the privilege system's rewards and 

punishments playa significant role in forcing the individual to adopt 

this redefinition of self4 

Scheff (1966:84) in his study discovered that patients who found 

evidence for mental illness in both their past and present actions were 

rewarded. by the staff: 

Labeled deviants may be rewarded for playing the stereotyped 
deviant role. Ordinarily patients who display 'insight' are 
rewarded by psychiatrists and other personnel. That is, pat
ients who manage to find evidence of 'their illness' in their 
past and present behavior, confirming the medical and societal 
diagnoses, receive more benefits. 

In my study I also found that patients, through the context of the in-

stitution's privilege system were often rewarded for playing the role of 

the insane person. As a patient learns to play the role of 'being crazy', 

he is rewarded by the staff members by being allowed to advance to a 

The only way to get out of this place is to 'act crazy' and 
do exactly what the staff want. If you don't give in to the 
staff, you'll stay in here forever. Like I told you before, 
the staff all think we are completely insane--they tell us we 
are. If you disagree with what they say and argue that you're 
not, then you don't get anywhere. They get mad at you and make 
it tough. But if you go along with them and 'act' mental, then 
you'll be able to go places and maybe one day will be let out. 
(Interview #28, February 6, 1980:11). 

Similarly, another patient states: 

{The best thing I could do is to play along with whatever 
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the staff wants. If the staff think I'm crazy, I should 
act crazy and not make any trouble. That's the only ~dy 
to get more privileges around here. That's the only way 
to ever get out of hereJ If you don't, then you'll stay 
down at the bottom of t . heap in here--youtll never move 
up in the privilege system or nothing (Interview #21, Febru
ary 11, 1990:6). 

The patient, in his desire to attain more privileges learns to play 

the role of 'mental patient' proffered by the staff. 

Just as the patient is rewarded in the context of the privilege 

system for adopting this redefinition of self and its corresponding role, 

so too is he punished for refusing to do so:·, 

If you deny you're mental and saying nothing is wrong with 
you, you get treated bad by the staff. They can make it 
tought. They say that you're misbehaving, so they keep you 
in pjts or put you in the sideroom (Interview #28, February 
6, 1980:9). 

Another patient states: 

If you keep saying that you're not mentally insane, you'll 
get nowhere. The staff will think that you're really sick 
then. You keep saying nothing is wrong with you and the 
staff interpret that as defiance--they will say you are dis
obeying them and youtll get your privileges taken away~ 
(Interview #22, January 17, 1980:9). 

The patient finds himself in a difficult position. On the one hand, 

he does not want to accept this redefinition of self as 'mentally ill.' 
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However, due to the shared definitions held by his significant others, 

coupled with the rewards and punishments accorded him in the context of 

the privilege system the patient comes to 'play the role' of mental 

patient. 

I would argue that this situation has serious implications for 

the patient 9 s identity. Although the symptoms displayed by the patient 

may begin as a conscious pretense, the constant reinforcement from the 

staff ultimately causes these behaviours to become involuntary and ha

bitual. In effect, role internalization occurs. ll 

Cain (1964:278-289), in his study on 'borderline children' pro-

vides evidence in support of this view. That is, he found that insti-

tutionalized children 'learn' how to play at being crazy_ These children 

possessed images of madness which were constructed from popular concep-

tions. Similar to my study, these children were also rewarded by the 

hospital staff for adopting' crazy' symptoms. r And although the· child 

may_ b~ve initiall~,gonsc:i.gQ.slypJ.aX...edth~ role ~f Q.e1-M_ 'cra~"lJ.' throl..!gh 

the repeated acting out of the role, combined with the reinforcements from 

the environment, he ultimately internalized this behaviour, and thus, it 

became an unconscious part of his behavioural pattern. ) 

In essence then, both Cain's study and this auihor's study indi-

cate that the institution's perception of the individual produces a se1f-

fulfilling prophecy whereby the patients come to be shaped in the image 

that the staff have of them. Just as a teacher's expectations in the 
12 

classroom can produce brighter or duller students, and the expectations 
1~ 

of a researcher can produce his own reality,-~ my study reveals that the 
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14 
expectations of the institutional staff have similar effects. 
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FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER SIX 

1 A total institution may be defined as: "an institution ••• 
with encompassing tendencies ••• Their encompassing or total 
character is symbolized by the barrier to social intercourse 
with the outside that is often built right into the physical 
plant, such as locked doors, high walls, barbed wire, cliffs, 
forests, or moors n (Goffman, 1961:4). 

2 This is the case in most total institutiona. See also, 
Sykes (195S:6S); and Cohen (1953:19). 

3 See also, Johnson and Dodds (1957) for a similar example. 

4 This phrase was initially used by Goffman (1961) in his study 
of total institutions. 

5 For a similar discussion of the prescriptions for behaviour in a 
mental hospital, see Smith and Thrasher (1968:316-324). 

6 Mezer and Rheingold (1962:827-831) discuss the civil/legal ~ 
plications of being admitted to a mental hospit ale Once in
stitutionalized, the patient loses a large number of his civil 
rights which he/she previously took for granted. Specifically, 
once hospitalized, the individual is not allowed to make a will, 
a deed or contract, cannot receive property, loses the right to 
vote, operate a motor vehicle, car~ot get married or divorced, 
etc. Mezer and Rheingold emphasize that when an individual loses 
his civil rights, this loss is not selective--it is not assumed 
that his presumed 'illness 9 has affected certain areas of co~ 
petency and not others. Because he has been adjudged as men-
tally ill, this definition strips him of all his civil rights 
despite his actual ability to carry out his rights in certain areas. 
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7 See Sykes (1958:73) for a similar discussion concerning the 
institutionalization of prisoners. 

8 This theme will be fully discussed in the latter part of this 
chapter. 

9 This time. is variable depending on the particular patient in
volved. 

10 This term was initially used by Goffman (1961). 

11 For the patient who remains in hospital for a short period of 
time, role internalization may not occur, but if he/she is 
hospitalized for a long time or has been repeatedly institu
tionalized, the person ultimately internalizes this behaviour. 

12 See Rosenthal and Jacobsen (1968:19-23). 

14 The in-patient pha;se in the career of the mental patient may be 
likened to the anthropological notion of 'rites of passage.' 
Essentially, this term refers to 'rites ';~hich accompany every 
change of place, state, social position and age! (Van Gennep, 
1969:95). All rites of passage are comprised of three stages: 
(1) separation; (2) marginality or liminality; and (3) aggre
gation. During the first phase, symbolic behaviour functions 
to detach the individual from·a fixed point in the social struc
ture, from a set of cultural conditions or from both. That is, 
this symbolic behaviour, in the form of degradations and humil
iations serve to strip the individual of his previous status. 
During the second phase, the liminal phase, the characteristics 
of the person are unclear. According to Turner (1969:95), "they 
are neither here nor there~ they are betwixt and between the posi
tions assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention and cere-
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monial."--individuals possess few if any of the attributes of 
their past identity. Moreover, they are often even stripped 
naked to symbolize that they have no status. Individuals are 
forced to humble themselves. They must obey their superiors 
implicitly. As Turner (1969:96) states: "it is as though the 
subjects are being reduced or ground down to a uniform condition 
to be fashioned anew ••• " 
In the third phase, termed as aggregation or reintegration, the 
individual is reborn as a nevi being; he is now in a stable social 
arrangement once more. In short, the individual has been rede
fined as a clearly-defined structural type, and as such, is ex~ 
pected to behave in terms of this new definition. The reader can 
clearly see that the i.n-patient phase in the career of the mental 
patient has striking similarities with the notion of rites of pas
sage--in symbolic terms, the patient is also stripped of his old 
status through sometimes degrading rites, he is reduced to a lim
inal being, then he is reborn with a new identity bestowed upon 
him by members of society and is obliged to act in accordance 
with this new status. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

THE POST-PATIENT PHASE IN THE CAREER. OF THE MENTAL PATIENT 

As the previous chapter indicated, the individual enters the 

mental facility with a positive self-conception that was made possible 

by the stable arrangements of society. However, during admission pro

cedures and thereafter, the patient discovers that it is virtually im

possible to maintain his/her old identity. The in-patient is subjected 

to various admission procedures which function to destroy the person's 

conception of self. Once stripped to a liminal being, the institution 

offers an alternative identity of 'mental patient.' Although the in

patient may initially reject this label, through the constant reaffir

-mat-i-o-n -of -t-he inst-±tutional-sta-ff-, - combined:-w-tt-h-t-he -structure-of----the

privilege system, the patient is ultimately forced to adopt this redef

inition of self--a generally permanent label and stigma that affects his/ 

her further participation in society. 

Once the mental patient is discharged from the hospital, there 

begins for him/her the task of rebuilding a more positive identity. The 

ex-patient attempts to forget his/her hospital experience; he/she desires 

to transform his/her deviant identity and begin life from where he/she 

~eft off prior to hospitalization. However, the post-patient quickly dis-

150 
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covers the difficulty of stopping a career in midpassage due to the ro~

erous barriers and obstacles placed in front of him/her by society. 

Generally, upon return to the community the ex-patient is con-

fronted with unfavourable societal attitudes toward mental patients and 

mental illness in general. Due to the widespread negative social def-

inition accorded mental patients, such individuals are persons with a 

stigmal __ a stigma which threa~ens their social status as 'normal' members 

of society. Mental illness then, is perceived by post-patients as an 

attribute that is deeply discreditable to their identities. For other 

stigmatized individuals whose 'differentness' or 'failing' is immediately 
2 

apparent to others,. their task centres on the management of apprehension 

and tension in the context of social interaction with 'normals.' However, 

for most ex-mental patients, their differentness is not readily visible 

to others--thus, their task centres on the management of undisclosed dis= 

creditable i::foT':nation about t:-'''!il' selves in order to control the stigma 

potential of mental illness, thereby enabling them to 'pass" as normal 
J-

members of society. 

It will be the purpose of this chapter to deal with the post-

patient phase in the mental patient's career with specific reference to: 

(1) the perception of mental illness as stigma--how ex-patients 

define their condition as discreditable and objectionable; and 

(2) the major strategies employed by ex-patients to manage such 

andisclosed discreditable L~for.mation about their selves in order to udti-

gate the potential negative impact of mental illness on their daily round. 
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The Perception of Mental Illness as a Stigmatized Condition 

Stigma, although having an objective basis in the 'real world,' 

can also be conceptualized as a subjective feeling that arises from a 

person's perception of self as possessing some discreditable attribute 
4 

or condition. Some studies on stigma assert that the stigmatized .~ 

person comes to see his/her condition as discreditable as a result of 

interaction with others who react to his/her condition in a negative 
5 

manner. However, as others note, the stigmatized not only learns the 

social meaning of his failing through direct exposure to 'normals' who 

reject him/her, but also through the person's acquired knowledge of 

cultural conceptions concerning 'people of his kind.' That is, by 

virtue of his participation as a member of society he is aware of the 

negative societal attitudes attributed to. his condition. Despite the 

fact. whether the individual learns the social meaning of his failing 

or through his acquired knowledge of public attitudes toward his attri-

butes or condition, the stigmatized ultimately decides to control such 

discreditable aspects of his identity in order to avoid further or poten-

tial negative reaction. 

Examination of the data reveals that ex-mental patients come to 

perceive their condition as discreditable through both processes. Speci-

fically, in terms of the former, some post-patients learn the social mean-
l~ 

ing of their failing through ~teracti~~~~~_ others who r~~PQhd to the ex-

patient's, ~_dEmtity with a mixture oi'i'.ear, rejectiQIJ_and disapproval: 
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People treated me differently once I got out of the hos
pital. They thought I was 'crazy.' They treated me so 
coldly. People I used to be good friends with now shunned 
me. They wanted nothing to do w~th me because I was in a 
mental hospital, (Interv:i.ew #52, FebruB.r"J 22, 1981: 6). 

Another discharged patient, discussing the fear of society toward ex-

mental patients states: 

No one really knows what it's like to be a mental patient-
they're scared of us. When.we get out, people act as though 
we were weired, dangerous, crazy beings ••• They run from us-
afraid that we might do something to them (Interview #25, 
,January 26, 1980:4). 

Similarly, a third post~patient states: 

When you're on the outside , it' s l~e you_l1aye_ th~L ,-ma.rk 
of Cain.' -Wlient;hey- find--C;utyou- were a patient they treat 
you so meanly. They treat you like you were now, as a re
sult of your hospitalization, somehow less of a person! 
(Interview #22, January 17, 1980:10). 

For other ex-mental patients, they come to ~erceive their condi-

tion as discreditable through their awareness of societal conceptions 
6 

(or misconceptions) regarding mental patients and mental illness. One 

ex-patient discussing the lack of societal understanding of mental patients 

and the corresponding stereotypical image they have of such individuals 

states: 
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The reason I decided to hide the fact that I was in a 
mental hospital was not because I had negative experiences 
with people who knew I was a patient. But basically, I 
did so because of the public misilllderstanding of people 
like us. Let me explain. You see, the problem with this 
world is that no one understands what mental illness is 
all about. They have this stereotype of mental patients 
as madmen, or lunatics. That's why the public is so 
scared and stay away from us as if we had the plague. 
(Interview #28, February 6, 1980:4). 

A second post-patient support,s the idea of societal stereotypes affec-

ting their re-entry into society when he says: 

Most of society is mixed up about what mental illness really 
is. They have all these wild ideas about the way we walk, 
talk and act. They mostly believe that we are going to do 
them some harm--That we're 'out of our minds.' They don't 
understand that mental illness is a sickness, like all the 
rest. There's no difference (Interview #50, February 14, 
1981:5). 

with that of the physically disabled says: 

NQ one understands us. We are regarded worse than cripples 
you know. Cripples get more sympathy from the public--we 
(mental patients) get nothing. They just think of us as 
'insane beings' and stay as far away from us as possible. 
No one sympathizes with us. On TV, they have telethons for 
cripples--the public is educated about the disease and feels 
sorry for them and tries to help. But do you ever see a 
telethon being held for mental patients? No way! (Inter
view #31, February 22, 1980:10). 

In sum, the post-mental patient, either through direct exposure 
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to rejection, awareness of negative cultural conceptions, or both, comes 

to perceive the social meaning attached to his failing as threats to hisl 

her status as a normal member of society. As a result, the eX=Qatient 

attempts to ,construct __ y:al'~ou.s strategies in order to control such dis-

creditable information about self • 
. _---------------------- . 

Strategies of Information Management to Control the Stigma Potential of 
Mental Illness 

I Dissociation/Avoidance of Others with the Same Stigma ~. 

One of the major strategems.of information management employed 

by ex-mental patients is to dissociate themselves and avoid contact with 

others of their own kind. That is, such individuals fear that inter-

action with other ex-mental patients might be observed by familiar 'nor-

mal' others, arousing these others' suspicions and leading them to dis-

cover the person's true identity. As a result, :aome post-patients attempt 

to avoid or limit such occurrences with other stigmatized individuals.
7 

One patient discussing this ploy states: 

I was in this restaurant one day having a cup of coffee 
with an acquaintance of mine when all of a sudden I looked 
over to the booth next to me and saw a girl who I used to 
share my room with on the ward back in the hospital. I 
glanced over to her and she glanced back, but neither of 
us let on that we knew each other. Neither of us wanted 
the people we were with to find out the truth about us, 
so we acted as if we .didn't ~now each other. (Interview 
# 52, February 22, 1981:7). 
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While in some instances ex-patients can manage to avoid inter-

action with others of their own kind without extreme difficulty, other 

cases however, prove to be problematic. Some post-patients, upon dis-

charge are able to return to their families; other however, for various 

9 
reasons, are unable to do so and are placed by caseworkers into boarding 

10 f 'l't' 'f' homes, approved homes, and homes for special care -- ac~ 1 1es spec1 1-

cally employed to house ex-mental patients. As a result of such place-

ment, discharged patients are forced to interact with others of their 

own kind on a day-to-day basis--a situation which serves as a constant 

reminder of the individual's past experiences as a mental patient, there-

by impeding the rebuilding of a more positive identity. One post-patient, 

discussing her social situation states: 

I hate living in this boarding home. The thing I hate 
most is the other people in there--the other patients. 
Each time I see them it reminds me of my sickness, that 
I was in the hospital as a patient. In fact, the whole 
damned boarding house reminds me of this. I just want 
--to -leav~-t-hi-s- pxa-ce-aJldget --on my ·OWIlo- 'I'hat-way, -1 woul-u --
feel better about myself (Interview #52, February 22, 1981:4). 

Similarly, another patient states: 

It's not very good living in a boarding home. I'd like 
to move somewhere else. I wouldn't even mind if I went 
to an 'ordinary boarding home.' You know, a boarding 
home where I coUld live with a family and not with a 
whole bunch of patients from the hospital. I just want 
to forget the past but that's hard to do when you're 
living with fourteen other patients (Interview #53, 
M~~nh'~ 100,.C\ 
L-...o..L '"' -' .J...J, ..L.. 7U4 • .,J J • 
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Not oP~Y does forced association with other stigmatized indi-

viduals pose an an obstacle for the ex-patient's reorganization of self 

but also serves to heighten his fear that others will discover his true 

identity. One post-patient,discussing this problem states: 

I don't dare have my friends over to the boarding home. 
If they ever found out that I was living with other men
tal patients, I don't thin they'd react very positively. 
I tell them that I'm just renting a room somewhere. I'm 
just afraid that one day they'll come over and find out 
about me (Interview #53, March 13, 1981:3). 

In response to this undesirable and anxiety-provoking situation, 

some ex-mental patients leave such facilities and find places to live on 

their own where they are better able to control such discreditable infor-

mation about their selves. One discharged patient, in his desire to dis-

sociate himself with other ex-mental patients and thereby mitigate the 

stigma potential of his failing, moved from a boarding home to the Sal

vation Army where he seeks to Pass as a-transient--an identity that is 

also discrediting, but one which he perceives to be the lesser of two 

social evils: 

I live at the Salvation Army now. I've been there for 
over a year. I used to live in one of those boarding 
homes but I didn't like it much. They guys used to be 
getting into fights all the time--that's what happens 
when a bunch of patients live together. And you'd have 
to share your room with two other patients. It's much 
better at the Sally Ann--here you got your own room. 
If there are fights you can shut your door. But what 
I like best about it is that I get to associate with more 
'normal' people here. You get transients and guys out 
of jail in here, but it's better than associating with 
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those ratients in the boarding homes •••• Here at the Sally 
Ann, the other guys think that I'm 'one of them' and I 
don't tell them any different (Interview # 55, April 6, 
1981:3). 

Just as some post-patients attempt to avoid association with others 

of their own kind for the reasons mentioned above, so too do they avoid 

certain social settings, such as ex-mental patient clubs and patient drop-

in centres for the same reasons. As one post-patient states: 

I don't like to go to the Drop-In Centre. I'm afraid that 
one time, I'Ll be walking out the door and I'll bump into 
someone who.doesn't know that I was in the mental hospital 
--someone who wouldn't be understanding. But it's not only 
that I'm afraid that someone will see me coming or going 
from the Centre and will treat me meanly, but it's also be
cause of the people that I don't go there very often. You 
see, this place is for patients who used to be in the hos
pital--that's the kind of people that go there. I'd rather 
belong to other groups instead of this mental patient one. 
T-ha-t-' s -wl'l~ I--jo~ned--a -group- -eallecL 'Happy_ Hav~n! ___ agrm.l:R _ 
of ladies who meet in the north end of the city once a week 
--they aren't mental patients, they're just normal people 
(Interview #53, March 13, 1981:2). . 

In short then, in an effort to control the stigma potential of t.heir. 

failing and achieve a more positive identity, some e~mental patients 

avoid certain types of social settings and instead, frequent social 

groups comprised of 'normal' others. 
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II Selective Concealment as a Strategy of Information Management 

Another widely-employed strategy of information management adopted 

by post-mental patients is the technique of selective concealment of their 

discreditable aspects of self. Similar to Edgerton's (1967) study of the 

mentally retarded, my findings reveal that some post-patients, at certain 

times and in certain situations actively seek to conceal their failing; 

however, at other times and in other situations they freely disclose such 

information about their selves. Whether such individuals choose to con-

ceal or disclose their discreditable features of self is contingent upon 

a number of variables including the ex-patient's perception of the stigma 

of mental illness, previous negative experiences with normal others, the 

type of social situation, and the post-patient's perception of how speci-

fic persons may react. 

Examination of the data suggests that post-patients carefully 

segregate societal members in terms of those who can be trusted about 
- - -

11 
their true identity and others who cannot. In general, family members 

and longterm friends were considered by ex-patients to be 'trustworthy' 

and 'understanding.' One post-patient, discussing the rationale behind 

his disclosure to close friends and family members states: 

I don't tell everyone about my being in a mental hospital. 
The average person doesn't respond to such news very posi
tively_ But I did tell certain people--some of my close 
friends and my family. My parents were wonderful and so were 
my friends. They stood by me all the way and supported me 
(Interviev,r #55, April 6, 1981:4). 
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Similarly, another e~-patient states: 

The people I told about my sickness and my admission to 
the mental hospital were my aunts and uncles and some of 
my friends who also had nervous breakdowns--I confided in 
them because I knew that they would know what I went through 
and be understanding (Interview #53, l~rch 13, 1981:5). 

While certain individuals are considered by ex-mental patients to 

be 'safe others'--people who 'won't respond negatively' to their failing, 

others however, are classified as 'risky others.' The ex-patient, as a 

result of previous negative reactions from certain normal others regarding 

his condition, or due to his perception that certain others may respond 

with rejection and disapproval, concludes that the best strategy is to 

conceal such information about self from such frisky others', thereby 

mitigating the stigma potential of mental illness. As one ex-patient 

states: 

I had one bad experience with my neighbour and from then 
on I decided to hide the fact that I had been in the men
tal hospital from the other nejghbours. When I got out 
of the hospital and went back to live in my apartment, I 
confided in one of the neighbours-I thought I could trust 
her but I was wrong. She didn't understand about mental 
illness is and as a result, she didn't ~rent to come over 
and talk with me, or even associate with me anymore. That's 
when I decided to keep my hospitalization a secret from the 
other neighbours (Interview #58, April 25, 1981:2). 

Another patient discussing the reason behind her selective concea~ent 

from certain friends states: 
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I have some friends but I didnvt tell them that I ;'1ent 
to the hospital. The reason was that I didn't think that 
they would be sympathetic to my problems. You see, I 
didn't think that they really understood what mental illness 
is all about--they just had some stereotypic image of mental 
patients. If I told them that I was once a mental patient, 
they would have probably shunned me. That's why I decided 
to keep it a secret (Interview #52, February 22, 1981:2). 

Just as some post-patients employ the stragey of concealment 

when in the presence of 'risky others', they also do so in certain 
12 

'risky situations.' Specifically, the case of employment is con-

ceived by some ex-mental patients to be one such high risk situation. 

These individuals, either through negative discriminatory experiences 

with employers, or due to the anticipated negative reaction of employers, 

conclude that the best strategy is to conceal such discreditable in-

formation about their selves in situations of employment. One ex-

patient, discussing the discriminatory attitudes of employers toward ex-

mental pat ients- states: .. -

After you've been in the hospital and go to apply for 
a job, like in the factory, and they find out that you 
were in a mental hospital, they won't hire you. They 
won't take the risk (Interview #50, February 14, 1981:5). 

Another post-patient speaking from experience recalls: 

!. 
~ \ 

\When you go out and look for a job, the employer asks '\vhat 
you've been doing the past few years. What do we tell them? 
--that we've been in a mental institution for the last twoj years? If we tell them the truth, they'll never hire us. ~ 
No one is willing to take a chance with us. That's what F 
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happened to me when I went to apply for this job. I 
told the truth and the employer told me, "Don't call 
us, we'll call you.t •••• So you see, any way you look at 
it, ex-mental patients can't get decent jobs by telling 
the truth. Just like negroes or some other group, we're 
also discrliainated against (Interview #28, February 6, 1980:4). 

Ex-patients then, as a result of disclosing their identity to employers, 

find themselves being discriminated against. The only kinds of employ-

ments made available to such persons are low-paying menial tasks--de-

grading jobs which function as impediments to achieving a more positive 

identity. As one individual remarks: 

~efore I went to the hospital, I was working at ~assey
'Fergusson for top money, but it's different when us patients 
get out. When patients get out they are forced to work for 
minimum wages, if that ••• I was offended at what they offered 
me when I finally graduated from that hospital. I was ~ffered 
a job scraping the paint off old tool boxes, that's all; \ And 
the money wasn't very good. That's what's wrong with the sys
tem--once us patients get out of the hospital, we are forced 
"tG -take d.-egr-adi-ng -aobs$ ---Don't -fSet.-me vreong-e _ ~ Jmow _ that 
someone has to do the 'dirty' jobs too, and I'm willing to 
take my turn, but not all the time. It just isn't fair 
(Interview #55, April 6, 1981:2). 

Thus, in order to combat such discrimination which limits their par-

ticipation in normal social roles, specifically occupation roles, 

many ex-patients decide that the best strategy to employ is concealment 

of their true identity: 

! The on~y way I can get a job is if I lie about my past 
\ history--dontt tell them that I was a mental patient., 

That's the only way to get 'normal' decent jobs (Inter4 
view #27, February 6, 1980:4). ) 
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III Voluntary Disclosure as a Management Technique 

Just as some ex-mental patients attempt to mitigate the stigma 

potential of their failing by employing the strategy of selective con-

cea].ment, others utilize the method of voluntary se1.ecti ve disclosure to 
-

achieve the same aim. Specifically, many p:Jst-patients often employ a 

type of disclosure referred to as 'preventive telling,13a method of dis

closure used to influence normal others' attitudes and/or behaviour to-

ward self and ex-mental patients in general. 

One type of preventive disclosure occurs in situations where the 

ex-patient anticipates that certain normal others will eventually find 

out about their discreditable identity and consequently reject him/her. 

Thus, in order-to minimize the pain of subsequent rejection, such post-

patient conclude that the best strategy to employ is preventive dis-
14 

closure early in the relationship. As one ex-patient states: 

I don't really like to tell people I was in the hospital, 
but if you don't and they find out about it later, they 
ask you why you kept such a thing a secret. As a result, 
they usually reject you--they don't want anything to do 
with you anymore. That's why it's better to tell these 
people at the beginning of a friend-ship and if they react 
negatively, well, it's less painful for you (Interview # 
52, February 22, 1981:6). 

Similarly, another individual states: 

I've learned that it's best to tell some of your friends 
about it right away_ That way if they freak out about it, 
at least you haven't wasted all that time in a false friend
ship (Interview #59, Hay 1, 1981:2). 
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A second form of preventive telling occurs in situa'Uons where 

the post-patient desires to enlighten normal others about mental patients 

and mental illness in general. That is, in reaction against popular 

stereotypic images of mental patients as 'dangerous, insane beings' who 

are something 'less than human,' the ex-patient attempts to inform others 

that mental illness is a medical problem--a condition that occurs 'be-

- yond their control' and can 'affect virtually anyone.' In short, through 

the strategy of preventive disclosure, the post-mental patient hopes to 

influence normal others' attitudes and behaviour toward individuals of 

their kind, thereby mitigating the stigma potential of mental illness on 

their selves and daily round: 

I decided to tell people about me being a mental patient 
basically becuase people out in society have so many mis
conceptions about us. This is the result of how we are 
portrayed on television--the media are the ones really 
responsible. I try to tell people I meet that mental 
illness is a sickness like all the rest. I tell them 

-that one--d.ay- it-c01rld-happen -totn:em -too-. - -It 1.5 -sofiletl1:fng 
that is beyond their control--they can't help it. By tel
ling them this, they can be more sympathetic, and \'iOn't 
keep their distance from me (Interview #50, February 14, 
1981: 7). 

Similarly, another ex-patient states: 

I tell people that I was in the mental hospital because 
I want to help others who are facing the same predicament 
as me. Society is misinformed about what mental illness 
is. They have these strange ideas about mental patients 
and as a result, theY've come to be afraid of us or des
pise us. Either way you look at it, they definitely don't 
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like us. By telling people about what mental illness is, 
by teaching thet' + hope that some of them will really 
begin to understand what it's all about and treat us more 
humanely as a result (Interview #55, April 6, 1981:4). 

When the mental patient leaves the hospital and re-enters the 

community, his/her problems are far from being over. Although the ex-

patient desires to abandon the negative self-image of mental patient 

and begin the restoration of a more positive identity, he/she finds out 

that certain barriers hinder such aspirations. That is, the e~mental 

patient discovers that due to the widespread negative public attitudes 

toward mental patients and mental illness in general, individuals of 

his/her kind possess a stigma, a stigma which impedes the rebuilding of 

a more positive identity, and also limits his/her participation in nor-

mal social roles. 

In response to this undesirable social situation, many post-

patients construct various strategems of information management such 

as those discussed above--ploys designed to mitigate the negative ~ 

pact of their failing on their selves and on their daily round. 
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FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER SEVEN 

1 For a general discussion of stigma, see Gorfman (1963). See 
also Ray (1961) for a discussion of the difficulties ex-addicts 
face in attempting to transform their addict identity. 

2 For example, blindness or a facial deformity. For a detailed 
discussion of the management of discredited identities, see 
Davis (1961a:12O-l32); Barker et al. (1953); and Wright (1960). 

3 In contrast to certain labelling theorists, most notably Scheff 
(1966), who present a view of mental patients as powerless vic
tims--passive individuals who readily accept this redefinition 
of self and its corresponding negative consequences limiting 
further participation in society, this thesis subs:cr.ibes':. to-:the 
view that ex-mental patients are strategists who construct var
ious ploys of information control--strategies which they hope 
will control the negative impact of having been a mental patient 
on their self-images and on their daily round. For a somewhat 
'simIlar- d-i-scussion'-of the strategfes -of lnformatiori controTusea 
by the mentally retarded in order to 'passt as normal societal 
members, see: Edgerton (1967). 

4 See for example, Hunt (1966). 

5 Becker (1963). 

6 For a discussion of such negative societal conceptions, see: 
Cumming and Cumming (1956), (1957); Lamy (1966); Nup~ally (1957); 
and Woodward (1951). 
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7 Most ex-patients interviewed limited such occurrences in the sense 
that they only met with others of their own kind in 'safe places'-
locations where they felt that normal others would not observe them. 

8 See also Greenwald's (1958) study of prostitutes for a similar 
example. 

9 Such reasons include having no family to which to return, or that 
the family no longer wants the individual. 

19 ApprOVed homes, funded by regional government, are residential 
houses in which a family take in a few discharged patients to 
live with them. Homes for Special Care, funding by the provin
cial and federal governments, are facilities (sometimes residen
tial homes or nursing homes) designed to care for post-mental 
patients as well as other individuals. Boarding homes, funded 
by regional government, are homes designed to care specifically 
for ex-mental patients. 

11 See also Goffman (1963) and Schneider and Conrad (1980) for 
parallel examples. 

12 See Miller and Dawson's (1966) study on the effects of stigma 
on the re-employment of ex-mental patients. 

13 This term' was drawn from Schneider and Conrad's (1980) study of 
epileptics. 

14 Schneider and Conrad (1980) found that epileptics also employ this 
strategy of preventive telling in similar situations for similar 
ends. 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter is concerned with an overview of the career of 

the mental patient based on the analysis in the preceding chapters. 

Included in this chapter are the conclusions, limitations of the study, 

implications, and suggestions for future research. 

This thesis has presented an updated study of the social world 

of the mental patient as he/she subjectively experiences it within a 

Canadian psychiatric setting. Advocating a symbolic interactionist 

perspective, specifically a social-role or labelling approach to the 

study D£ mental illnessc1 emphasis was placedo!l- the -soe-ial pI'O-cess~-by 

which an individual is segregated, labelled,and subsequently treated as 

mentally ill. Moreover, this study has also focussed on the individual's 

reactions to such labelling, the extent to which he/she adopted this re-

definition of self as mentally ill, and the consequences of this new 

identity on the person's future participation in society. 
1 

As the data suggested (and is supported by other research), the 

career of the mental patient began when societal members reacted to evi

dence of culturally-inappropriate behaviour or residual rule violations 

exhibited by the actor and subsequently defined him/her as mentally ill. 

168 
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Although the social audience may have initially denied or rationalized 

the peculiar behaviour, if the actor repeatedly failed to correctly re

spond to the interpersonal demands of the other in the situation, or if 

the actor's behaviour became unmanageable, societal members lDOved toward 

defining him/her as mentally ill. 

As the study indicated, a number of agents and agencies parti

cipated in the definitional process and subsequent hospitalization of the 

individual. One such possible agent was the individual himself/herself. 

Of the subjects interviewed, a small number, upon self-examination dis

covered themselves to be acting in a strange and incomprehensible manner-

behaviour which was frightening and led such persons to believe that they 

were losing their minds. Such a view of self as being potentially men

tally ill impelled these individuals to seek psychiatric help. 

While some individuals referred themselves to the hospita.l upon 

the self-realization that they were in need of psychiatric help, others, 

for a tim~,_ ~t"t~~~ to ~on~eal thf3ir _new).y g.iscoV'~reg. di~~redita~]_e ._ 

image of self. Such persons struggled to maintain their roles as 'normal' 

individuals in the context of social interaction with others while con

stantly afraid that,. they will be t found out. t It was only when the social 

situation became too stressful that these individuals decided to admit 

themselves into the psychiatric institution. 

A second agent who frequently played a role in the individual's 

passage from person to patient was the legal system. As the data indi

cated, a number of individuals marked the beginning of their careers as 

mental patients when legal authorities interpreted their actions as evi-
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dence of mental illness and consequently adndtted them to a mental hos-

pital. Specifically, legal authorities, upon observing individuals ex-

hibiting strange behaviour-committing residual rule violations, appre-

hended and admitted such persons directly to the psychiatric hospital 

for treatment. While the legal authority conceived of hospitalization 

as-a necessary step in order to ensure that the person would not cause 

injury to himself/herself or to others, the individual conceived of 

his/her apprehension and involuntary hospitalization in a negative lnan-

nero For persons who were admitted to the psychiatric hospital by the 

police as a result of committing some residual rule violation, such 

action was felt to be totally unjust. As the data suggested, such 

individuals generally felt that nothing was mentally '~ong with them; 

neither had they committed any legal offense. Therefore, according to 

their logic, such individuals were the victims of a gross misjudgment 

on the part of the !'Glice. 

~fuile individuals, admitted to the psychiatric facility by the 
-- - -

police as a result of exhibiting strange or incomprehensible behaviol~, 

expressed the moral outrage of their social situations, others, admitted 

by the court as a consequence of committing some legal offense, conceived 

of their situations in a somewhat different manner. The data indicated 

that although such pre-patients were not in accordance with the adjudgment 

of their selves as potentially mentally ill, they were informed by court 

officials of the rationale behind the judgment, the course of action that 

would be taken, and the length of time required to stay in the hospital--

L~or~~tion which made their social situations more bearable. 
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A third group of agents who often played a role in the hospi-

talization of the individual were his/her family and friends. As the 

study indicated, during the pre-patient phase of the individual's career, 

he/she gradually discovered that the significant others on whom he/she 

relied to be supportive in times of trouble, were the very persons to 

fi!st question the person's sanity and initiate commitment proceedings. 

Subsequent to interpreting the pre-patient's behaviour as evidence of 

mental illness, friends or family members enlisted the aid of certain 

official third parties such as the family physician, mental health offi-

cials, justice of the peace, etc., in committing the individual to the 

psychiatric facility. Such action was generally viewed by the pre-

patient as traitorous and conspiratorial in nature. 

A fou~th group of agents who sometimes played a role in the indi-

vidual's passage from person to patient were psychiatric officials of a 

general hospital. Some individuals interviewed, upon exhibiting symptoms 

of mental illness were reacted to by various societal members and were 
--------- - ---

admitted to the psychiatric ward of a general hospital for treatment. 

When such individuals failed to respond to treatment, or were diagnosed 

as being in need of extended psychiatric care, they were subsequently 

transferred by psychiatric officials to the mental hospital for further 

treatment. While some individuals interviewed responded to such action 

in a positive manner, the majority responded to the action ·of transfer 

in a negative manner. In terms of the latter group, such individuals 

viewed this experience with fear and anxiety. For such persons, the 

action of transfer represented a further loss of freedom. 
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A significant turn occurred during the in-patient phase of 

the person's career. As the data suggested, prior to arrival at the 

psychiatric institution, the individual p.ossessed a positive self-

conception made possible by the stable arrangements of society. How-

ever, upon admission and thereafter, the individual found that it was 

virtually impossible to maintain his old identity. Specifically, on 

entering the hospital, the in-patient is separated from the individuals 

and structures which validated his/her behaviour. Such a social separ-

ation functioned to destroy the person's conception of self. Moreover, 

the data suggested that self was also destroyed in yet another manner--

speCifically, through the various hospital admission procedures to which 

the person is subjected. 

Once stripped to a liminal being, the institution offered the 

patient an alternative self-identity of 'mental patient'--a self-concep-

tion that was incompatible with his/her prior conception Di' As 

"the ~a~a ~nd~ca~E3d~ alth~ughthE3 i!l-~tiE:mt initia~17 de~ed_ thEl,t he/she 

was mentally ill and thus rejected this redefinition of self, through 

the context of the privilege system's rewards and punishments, the in-

patient was ultimately forced to adopt this new self-identity--an iden

tity which affected his/her further participation in society. 

Upon release from the psychiatric facility, the person entered 

the post-patient phase of his career--a phase generally characterized 

by stigmatization. As the study indicated, once discharged, the per-

son sought to rebuild a more positive self-identity; however, numerous 

barriers posed as threats to achieving such a goal. Due to the pre-
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vailing negative social definition accorded mental illness and mental 

patients, such individuals are persons with a stigma--a stigma which 

threatens their social status as 'normal' societal members. In order 

to mitigate the potential negative impact of mental illness on their 

self-identities, such post-patients employed various techniques of in-

formation management, ranging from selective concealment to voluntary 

disclosure, thereby enabling them to live their lives as 'normal' mem-

bers of society. 

As with most research, the present study does suffer from cer-

tain limitations. In order to gather data on the social life of the 

mental patient as he/she subjectively experienced it, strict statis-

tical measurements or controls were not employed. It is the contention 

of the researcher that one cannot achieve a full understanding of cer-

tain phenomena by merely statistically examining the relationship be-

tween social facts or the causes of social phenomena. Understanding can 

only be achieved by focussing on the subjective states of the individuals 

2 themselves. 

A secoIld methodological limitation centres on the retrospective 

nature of the research. With respect to the pre-patient phase of the 

mental patient's career, information was collected based on retrospective 

accounts of individuals' experiences as pre-patients rather than follow-

ing persons firsthand as they moved through this first stage in their 
3 

moral careers. 

A third and final limitation of this research focuses on its one-

sided nature. Due to time constraints, the researcher was unable to con-
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J 
duct a holistic study of the social world of the mental patient.-~ 

Some sociologists contend that by focussing solely on one group, to the 

exclusion of another, will undoubtedly lead to a biased and distorted 

presentation of the findings. In response to this charge, in a.ccor-

dance with Becker (1966:240), I would argue that one cannot avoid taking 

sides when conducting fieldwork. But taking sides does not necessarily 

mean that our findings will be distorted and therefore be rendered use= 

less. By employing our theoretical and technical resources impartially, 

by paying attention to our feelings as we conduct the study, and by lim-

iting our conclusions, researchers can produce valid and reliable findings. 

Despite these limitations, the data reported here lead to some 

interesting conclusions and suggestions for future research. This study, 

to a certain extent, replicates some of the findings of previous studies 

on the career of the mental patient. Specifically, similar to Goffman's 

(1961) study, my data indicate that individuals, during the pre-patient 

phase of their mora-1- careers, somet.imes undergo eA1'er-ienees which -tfl~Y 

conceive as alienating and treacherous in nature. Moreover, this study 

supports previous research on the in-patient phase of the mental patient's 
5 

career. Although patients are subjected to more 'humane' treatment than 

in the past, and are now forced to remain in hospital for shorter lengths 

of time, they are still subjected to various institutional procedures which 

function to strip the person of his former identity and force the person 

to adopt this new identity of mental patient. 

While this research replicates some of the findings of previous 

investigations, it also adds to our knowledge concerning the consequences 
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of institutionalization on the identities of mental patients. ~~ereas 

6 
previous studies have generally portrayed ex-mental patients as power-

less individuals who readily accept this redefinition of self as men

tally ill and its corresponding negative consequences limiting his/her 

further participation in society, the findings of this present study 
-

suggest that ex-mental patients are more accurately conceptualized as 

strategists who actively construct various tactics of information con-

trol in order to mitigate the stigma potential of mental illness on their 

daily round. 

The implications of this research are two-fold. First, from an 

analysis of the data one is led to conclude that mental institutions, in 

their present form, should be abolished. As Townsend (1978) and others 

have stated, mental hospitals like prisons and other institutions are 

counterproductive in the sense that they perpetuate exactly what they 

profess to' erase. Lambo (1964), a Nigerian psychiatrist supporting the 

deinatitutionalization 01 ment~ health ~ervices from institutional to 

community-based care, has suggested that, in place of hospitalization, 

individuals with acute emotional problems would visit 'therapeutic commun-

ities'--communities that are not separated from society. Family members 

would accompany the person to the therapeutic community and wuuld be 

aCtively involved in the treatment of the individual. For others, who 

have transitory behavioural problems, or were improperly socialized, 

Lambo (1964) suggests the construction of half-way houses, community 

clinics and day-care facilities. 

A second implication of this research centres on the powerful 

and deleterious effect of staff expectations on the identities of hos-
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pitalized persons. As the research suggested, although the symptoms dis-

played by the patient began as a conscious pretense in order to gain more 

privileges, through the constant reinforcement of the staff, the ~~tient 

ultimately internalized such behaviours. In short, the institutional staff's 

perception of the patient produced a self-fulfilling prophecy whereby he/ 

sh~ came to be shaped in the image that the staff had of him/her. 

While the present study was descriptive and exploratory in nature, 

it has provided insight into our understanding of the processe$ and conse-

quences of institutionalization upon the self-images and identities of 

mental patients. In terms of future research, further attention needs to 

be given to specific aspects in the three phases of the career of the 

mental patient. 

One such area-of concern that needs further investigation centres 

on the role played by the pre-patient in the decision to hospitalize himself/ 

herself. Although researchers in th:.e ··area o.f.medical~$oci<?logy have-dis-

themselves as ill, few such studies have been conducted with reference to 

mental illness.
7 

While the present study has touched upon this issue, 

further systematic examination is needed. 

On a methodological level, the majority of studies (including 

the present one), with respect to the pre-patient phase in the patient's 

career, have been descriptive and/or retrospective in nature. Thus, the 

data collected may have been subject to distortion and/or forgetting by 

the patient. Future investigations should be longitudinal in nature--

such studies should be designed and executed in a manner which would 
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follow the individual from the period prior to committing a residual rule 

violation until the time he/she is admitted into the psychiatric facility. 

With respect to the post-patient phase of the mental patient's 

career, future reqearch should focus on the effect different types of 

hos~italization have on the self-images and behaviour of post-mental 

patients. With the one recent exception of Howard et al. (1980), few 

attempts have been made to examine the effects of such differences. 

Another area of potential research centres on the reaction of 

family members to the post-patient. ~'lith the exception of Freeman and 

Simmon's (1963) study, the majority of research in this area has merely 

focussed on such variables as differences in family type and social class 

factors to the exclusion of the inter~tion between family members and 

the post-patient himself/herself. 

In order to gain a holistic w1derstanding of the moral career of 

the mental patient, it would be useful for future research to empirically 
- -

compare how different cultures' theories or conceptions of mentai illness 

affect the symptomatology and course of the illness. While societal con-

ceptions of mental illness have been compared between non-Western and 
8 

Western societies, little attention has been placed on comparing cul-

tural conceptions of insanity between Western societies.
9 

Despite the need for more research, the present study has pro-

vided a contribution to our understanding of the processes and conse-

quences of institutionalization on the self-images and identities of 

mental patients and toward the formulation of a comprehensive sociological 
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theory of mental illness in general. 
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FOaI'NOTES FOR CHAPTER EIGHT 

1 See Scheff (1966); Laing and Esterson (1964); and Mechanic (1962). 

2 This is:.not to say that qualitative research"represents an end in 
itself. The present study merely represents an initial analysis 
from which hypotheses can be constructed and subsequently tested 
at a later time. 

3 Although it would have been ideal to follow pre-patients first
hand as they moved through the first stage of their careers, such 
an aim was difficult to achieve. Due to the numerous problems en
countered in attempting to make a bargain with the psychiatric in
stitution, combined with certain time constraints to complete the 
research, I was forced to rely on retrospective accounts of indi
viduals' experiences as pre-patients. 

4 Although the researcher desired to study the situation from the 
point of view of the institutional staff as well, given the length 
of time to conduct this research, such an aim was impossible to 
achieve. Thus, the researcher decided to focus on one side--the 
side of the mental patient and present it faithfully. 

5 Goffman (1961); Goldman et al. (1970); and Scheff (1966). 

6 See for example, Scheff (1966). 
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7 See l1echanic and Volkarl (1961) for a study which has centred 
on this problem in medical sociology. 

8 See Fogelson (1965); Newman (1964); and Wallace (1972). 

9 Townsend's (1978) recent study comparing cultural conceptions 
of mental illness in America. and Germany is a notable exception. 
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